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The Relationship Between Final Obstruent Devoicing and Vowel Lengthening in
Northern Italo-Romance Varieties.
Tommaso Balsemin - University of Padova - tommaso.balsemin@unipd.it
This paper investigates the relationship between vowel length and final obstruent devoicing
(FOD) in Northern Italo-Romance varieties with the aim to determine its phonological
properties, and to shed light on the interaction between segmental properties (voicing) and
structural ones (length). Whereas some scholars have entertained the hypothesis that there is no
interaction between vowel length and FOD (Loporcaro 2015 a.o.), others advocated a more
direct interplay between the two, which, however, was formalized with an arbitrary relationship
between vowel length and FOD (Vanelli 2005, Iosad 2012, Torres-Tamarit 2015). Following
Vanelli (2005), I propose that there is a direct connection between FOD and vowel lengthening,
but I also argue that this relation is a non-arbitrary one and it is better accounted for in the
Government Phonology 2.0 (GP 2.0, Pöchtrager 2006, Kaye / Pöchtrager 2013) framework.
The testing ground for my proposal is provided by Friulian.
Vowel length in Northern Italo-Romance varieties has phonological status (Loporcaro 2015):
(1)
[ a ]
/[ a ]
b
Milanese (Lombard)
[
]
/ [got] d
Surmeiran (Romansh)
[ a ] a
/ [mat] c a , . Marebbano (Central Ladin)
[ ]
, . / [lis]
, . Friulian
In Friulian the presence of a long vowel is always predictable (with obstruents) based on the
voicing of the following consonant: lengthening ensues when the following consonants gets
devoiced word-finally:
(2)
[ lade]
, . /[a ]
, .
[fu gut]
a
/[
]
[u live]
, . / [u
]
, .
[pe a]
/[
]
In a classical rule-based account (Vanelli 2005), the interaction between length and FOD is
captured by a rule as: V
V | __ /C[+voi]/ #. As the author points out, such a rule is arbitrary,
as there is no reason why a melodic property like voicing should have any effect on the length
of the preceding vowel.
GP 2.0 is an offsprint of the theoretical framework called Government Phonology
(Kaye / Lowenstamm / Vergnaud 1985, 1990). One of the main principles of Government
Phonology is the Non-Arbitrariness Principle, that requires every phonological process to have
a direct connection with its environment. To establish a non-arbitrary connection between FOD
and vowel lengthening, I propose the following formalisation within GP 2.0. The starting point
for the discussion is the standard set of Elements (phonological monovalent primes):
|A I U H L| (Kaye 2000, Backley 2011). In GP 2.0 the elements | | and |H| (responsible for
stopness and voicelessness) are replaced with structural configurations (Pöchtrager 2006):
(3) element | | as structural configuration
(4) element |H| as structural configuration
O''
x1

O'
x1

O'
x2

xO

xO

As for the analysis of Friulian within GP 2.0 we proceed as follows. Taking [la t] as
representative, we start with the structure for /lad/ in (5), where |L| (voicing) annotates x3. In
GP 2.0, x-slots represent structural space, similar to skeletal points in the Autosegmental Model.
xNs and xOs represent Nuclear and Onset projections (vowels and consonants).

(5)

(6)

(7)

In (6) FOD applies, deleting |L|. Since in GP 2.0 every element occupies a structural position,
|L|-deletion results in an unannotated empty position (x3) that needs licensing (every empty
x-slot must be licensed). In (7) the resulting empty x-slot gets licensed by the domain head xN1
via m-command (the structural relation shown by the arrows from xN1 to x3). In GP 2.0 length
is encoded by how many x-slots are taken up . When x-slots (structural space) are
m-commanded, length ensues. Here, xN1 ends up m-commanding x3, resulting in a long vowel.
In conclusion, in this paper I advocated for a direct link between FOD and vowel lengthening,
as shown by the data (Vanelli 2005). A formalization couched within GP 2.0 allows to represent
such a correlation in a non-arbitrary fashion (which would be impossible in a classical
rule-based account). Not only this, but the evidence from length phenomena in Northern
Italo-Romance varieties confirms one of the predictions made by the theoretical model: GP 2.0
structures predict that lengthening should ensue once an element (in our case, |L|) is deleted,
freeing up structural space; this is exactly what we find in the data.
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Native and non-native processing of different agreement relations: an ERP investigation
of processing and grammaticalization patterns
Nicoletta Biondo (University of Siena, Italy) & Simona Mancini (BCBL, Spain)
Introduction. In languages with rich morphology such as Spanish, verb inflection carries a
very detailed set of linguistic information expressed by phi-features (e.g., Number) and
Tense. Both relations rely on the concord between the verb morphology and another
constituent, but the constituents and features involved differ in many aspects. The adverb is
optional while the subject is a primary constituent [1]. Tense needs a reference to the
discourse (i.e., the speech time) to be interpreted while Number does not [2][3]. Support for
this analysis comes from psycholinguistic studies evidencing the so-called tense-agreement
dissociation in native adult sentence processing [4], agrammatic aphasia [5][6] and child
language acquisition [7][8]. Using event-related potentials (ERPs), in this study we
investigate, for the first time, whether this dissociation is also present in adult second
language (L2) acquisition, and whether subject-verb agreement and temporal concord follow
a different process of grammaticalization. A language is grammaticali ed hen its rules are
successfully instantiated into the language system of the L2 speaker. ERP studies show that at
different stages of grammaticalization, a rule error can elicit different electrophysiological
correlates compared to its correct counterpart: a subject-verb violation may elicit a (delayed)
N400 (rather than the classic LAN-P600 pattern) at low L2 proficiency, and a smaller/delayed
P600 at intermediate/high L2 proficiency; the higher the proficiency, the more similar the
ERP pattern of a L2 speaker to the one of a native speaker [9][10]. However, if this
grammaticalization pattern is expected for different linguistic rules is still unknown. Based on
the inherent differences between the two types of relations, we expect the subject-verb
relation to be grammaticalized earlier than the adverb-verb relation.
Methods. Twenty-eight Spanish native Table 1. Sample of the experimental material. Note that verbal inflection
both past/future tense and singular/plural number. Also, the
speakers (L1) and twenty-eight age-, included
adjacent/distal position of the adverb/subject and the verb was
gender- and education-balanced L2 counterbalanced. Eighty correct fillers were added to balance the number
English learners of Spanish have been of correct and incorrect sentences
tested with different levels of proficiency: Control Ese novelista ayer temprano presentó su nuevo libro.
(This novelist yesterday early presented his new book)
low (L2L, N=12), intermediate (L2I, N=9)
Esos novelistas ayer temprano presentó su nuevo libro.
and high (L2H, N=8). Participants were SV
mismatch (These novelists yesterday early presented his new book)
asked to judge the acceptability of
Ese novelista mañana temprano presentó su nuevo libro.
TC
sentences (Table 1), presented word by mismatch (This novelist tomorrow early presented his new book).
word while (32-channel) EEG was
recorded. Each participant read 160 correct and 160 incorrect sentences. ERPs were timelocked to verb presentation. Two separate analyses were carried out. In analysis 1, we
compared the processing of subject-verb (SV) and temporal concord (TC) violations in native
and non-native speakers (Figure 1A) with a 3(condition)x2(group)x3(anteriority)x2(laterality)
repeated measures ANOVA in the lateral sites, and 3(condition)x2(group)x3(anteriority)
repeated measures ANOVA in the midline sites. In analysis 2, in order to investigate whether
the processing of SV and TC mismatches changes during L2 grammaticalization (i.e., as a
function of proficiency) the same ANOVAs were applied to the ERPs (Figure 1B), but the
factor group was substituted by the factor proficiency (low, intermediate, high) and only L2
speakers were considered. In both analyses, 300-500ms (LAN/N400), 500-750ms (earlyP600)
and 750-1000ms (lateP600) time windows were considered. Finally, in order to test whether
the participants behavior (D scores on the acceptability judgement task) or
electrophysiological correlates (ERP amplitude) were influenced by relevant factors such as
immersion period, age of acquisition and proficiency [11], regression analyses were
performed. In the following we report only results that are statistically significant.

Preliminary results. ANALYSIS 1. Between 500 and 750ms, a Group x Condition interaction is
found in both lateral [F(2,110)=7.56, p[GG]<.025] and midline sites [F(2,110)=7.32, p[GG]<.025].
L1 speakers show a broadly distributed P600 effect for SV violations
(compared to Control), while TC violations do not reach a statistically
significant effect (although a trend is visible in the waveforms). In
contrast, L2 learners show a sustained negativity for TC violations
(compared to Control), while the effect of SV violations falls short of
significance. In the 750-1000ms time window, a Group x Condition
interaction is found in midline sites [F(2,110)=7.15, p[GG]<.025], while
lateral sites show a Group x Condition x Anteriority interaction
[F(4,220) = 3.61, p[GG]<.025]. In this time window, L1 speakers
evidence a posteriorly distributed P600 effect for both SV violations
and TC (relative to Control). In contrast, L2 speakers do not show any
reliable effect for either type of violations.
ANALYSIS 2. The 500-750ms interval shows an interaction Condition x Proficiency [lateral:
F(4,52)=3.42, p[GG]<.025; midline: F(4,52)=4.16, p[GG]<.025]: the L2L and L2I group showed a
sustained negativity for Tense violations while the L2H group showed a P600 for Number
violations. In the 750-1000ms time window only a marginal Condition x Proficiency
[F(4,52)=2.26, p[GG]=.08] was found in the midline sites. In sum, in non-native processing the
two violations triggered different electrophysiological correlates, in late temporal intervals.
While TC violations triggered a sustained negativity, SV violations
seem to trigger a small positivity (numerically visible but not
significant in the statistical analyses). These two components look
similar (in latency/polarity) to the delayed N400 and small P600 found
respectively in early and later stages of grammaticalization [9].
REGRESSION ANALYSES show that Proficiency is a reliable predictor of
participants behavioral scores both for Number [Estimate=.04,
SE=.01, t=3.75, p<.05] and Tense violations [Estimate=.03, SE=.01,
t=2.55, p<0.05]: the higher participants proficiency the better their dprime scores.
Discussion. Preliminary results from the sample tested so far point to:
(i) differences between L1 and L2 processing of SV and TC. L1
speakers appear to be sensitive to both types of violations: the broader
and more sustained effect of SV violations compared to TC violations
can be linked to the different effort in repairing primary (SV) and nonprimary (TC) relations. In contrast, L2 speakers show sensitivity
primarily to TC anomalies. (ii) Different grammaticalization process of the two relations:
contrary to our expectations, sensitivity to TC emerges in speakers with low proficiency,
while sensitivity to SV emerges with higher proficiency. A bigger sample is needed to
confirm these patterns. (iii) L2 proficiency appears to be a reliable predictor of
morphosyntactic development at the behavioral level.
References: [1] Frazier & Clifton (1996). MIT Press. [2] Bianchi (2003), In Tense and point
of view, 213-246. [3] Mancini et al. (2013), Language and linguistics compass, 7(1), 1-21. [4]
Biondo et al. (2018), Language Cognition and Neuroscience, 33(7), 890-911. [5] Friedmann
& Grodzinsky (1997), Brain and language, 56(3), 397-425. [6] Clahsen & Ali (2009),
Journal of Neurolinguistics, 22(5), 436-450. [7] Belletti & Guasti (2015). John Benjamins. [8]
Weist (2014), In Future Times, future Tenses, 87-113. [9] Steinhauer et al. (2009), Second
Language Research, 25(1), 13-41. [10] McLaughlin et al. (2010), Language Learning, 60,
123-150. [11] Caffarra et al. (2015), Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews, 51, 31-47.

Revisiting Definiteness and Adjectival Modification: A Fresh Perspective
Andreas Blümel, University of Göttingen
Summary: This paper sketches aspects of a novel approach to the syntax of nominal phrases,
based on Oishi 2014 and on Chomsky’s (2019) Hilbert epsilon operator (H"o) approach to
adjunction. It shows how these components deliver a relatively simple, yet powerful syntax,
with ingredients to unify phenomena as diverse as polydefiniteness (PD), non-PD, and nominal concord. Importantly, it is tailor-made for article-less language and avoids problems
for the DP-hypothesis highlighted by Bruening (2009) regarding selectional asymmetries between the noun phrases and CPs. If tenable, it contributes to the goal of ridding Narrow
Syntax of parameters and delegating language-variation to Externalization (cf. Berwick &
Chomsky 2011; pace Bošković 2008).
Theoretical Background: A: Drawing on Chomsky (2007) and in an e↵ort to work out parallels between phasal domains, Oishi (2014) assumes that (i) lexical categories are acategorical
roots (R), (ii) phase heads (v, n, etc.) categorize Rs, (iii) the “affixes” v and n are invisible
to the labeling algorithm (LA) (cf. Chomsky 2015), (iv) the amalgam <v/n, R> is visible
to the LA, which is obtained by Internal Pair Merge (cf. Richards 2009) of R to the phase
head, and (v) roots are visible to the LA, but “too weak” to label (Chomsky 2015). (iii)-(v)
force R-to-n-raising to make possible that the set comprising the elements can be labeled at
all, as in the derivation (1)/(2).
(1)
(2)

{n, R=author}

{<R=author, n>, R=author}

an unlabelable structure (R, too weak; n, invisible)
a structure labelable by the amalgam, an <R, n>P

I take n to come in two (purely formal, not semantically interpretable) flavors: n (indefinite)
and n* (definite) (cf. Chomsky 2007). B: Addressing the issue of unstructured coordination
(as in This guy is young, happy, eager to go to college, . . . ), Chomsky (2019) unifies this
construction with iterated adjunction phenomena by introducing the H"o. H"o comprises
selecting the elements functioning as adjuncts (X1 , . . . Xn ), forming a sequence from them,
namely ⌃=(Y1 , . . . ,Yn ), where the elements of the sequence are drawn from the set, but in
any possible way. This, in turn, requires an operator K, either conjunction or disjunction.
Specifically, H"o involves forming a sequence of pairs comprising the adjunct (e.g., adjectives)
and “a link” L, the Pair-Merge target (e.g., noun). H"o aligns each Y with an instance of L,
while the operator K specifies the logical connective as in (3). E.g., the part of a noun with
attributive adjectives traditionally referred to as adjunction (like in the friendly old man) is
rendered as in (4). Simplifying Chomsky’s (2019) proposal, I assume that Ns are <R, n*>,
and As <R, a> (note that A can be phrasal and is, crucially, not a complement of D, as
persuasively argued by Svenonius 1992; Mikkelsen & Hankamer 2005: 96 i.a.). (4), in turn,
Pair Merges with the head noun to yield the full nominal phrase (cf. (5)).
(3)
(5)

hK, hY1 , Li . . . hYn , Lii

(4)

(conj, hA=friendly, n*i, hA=old, n*i)

h(conj, hA=friendly, n*i, hA=old, n*i), hR=man, n*ii

We obtain a structure which roughly means: the man, and he is old, and he is friendly,
reminiscent of the verbal counterpart of event semantics (cf. Davidson 1967).

1

Non-PD: The morphological realization of only one definite article in English preceding all
adjectives is due to a language-specific rule. It determines that only the first A-n*-pair in
the sequence realizes definiteness, i.e. the friendly spells out hA=friendly, n*i, while none
of the subsequent A-n*-pairs, and the noun, spell out definiteness. As for constituency
considerations, the current approach thus converges in spirit with Leu (2008, 2015) for
languages like German. Moreover, the current approach recasts Lieb’s (2005: 1636 ↵.) view
that languages like English involve “analytical definite nouns,” i.e. a kind of periphrastic
definiteness (but no syntactic D-head). This derives non-PD.
PD: Given this much, e.g. Hebrew PD receives a simple analysis. The syntax of an unmodified definite noun phrase is e.g. N=<R=yeled, n*=ha->, which is realized as ha-yeled (‘the
boy’). Attributively modifying a definite noun as in (6) amounts to the analysis (8). A morphological rule specific to Hebrew determines that each A-n-pair must spell out definiteness
(next to N). It follows that obligatory “definiteness spread” emerges as the morphological
form of definite adjectives. Modified indefinite nouns as (7) feature n – not n* – and do not
give rise to any morphologically realized article-element.
(6)

(8)

(7)
ha-yeled *(ha-)xaxam
the-boy *(the-)smart
‘the smart boy’
h(conj, hA=xaxam, n*i), hR=yeled,

yeled (*ha-)xaxam
boy (*def-)smart
‘a smart boy’
n*ii

Danon (2001: 1074)

Nominal Concord: Strong and weak adjectival declension in languages like German (9)/(10)
receives a similar analysis (following previous unification approaches, cf. Leu 2015; Schoorlemmer 2012).
(9)

(11)

(ein) gut-er Wein
(a) good-str wine
‘(a) good wine’

(10)

h(conj, hA=gut, ni), hR=Wein, nii (12)

d-er gut-e Wein
d-str good-wk win
‘the good wine’

Leu (2008: 11/12)

h(conj, hA=gut, n*i), hR=Wein, n*ii

An unmodified definite noun is hR=Wein, n*i which is spelled out der Wein morphologically
due to the flavor of the phase head. An unmodified indefinite noun is hR=Wein, ni. A modified indefinite noun, as in (9) comes about by a rule determining that the strong inflection
n=-er in (12) seek a host. As the only pronounced host is the adjective, strong inflection
follows. A modified definite noun, has as its underlying structure (11). Morphologically,
the definite article and the adjective (i.e. der gute) spell out the unit hA=gut, n*i(cf. Leu
2008, 2015), again due to the flavor of the phase head n*, analogously to unmodified definite
nouns. The current analysis sides with i. a. Norris (2014) in holding that nominal concord
(as e.g. in Icelandic) is nothing like subject-verb agreement and does not involve agree.
Selected References: Chomsky, N. (2019). Lecture at UCLA. April 29–May 2, 2019 • Leu,
T. (2015) The Architecture of Determiners. OUP. • Lieb, H.-H. (2005) Notions of paradigm
in grammar. In: D. Alan Cruse et al. (eds). Lexicology: An international handbook on the
nature and structure of words and vocabularies. Vol. 2. Berlin etc.: de Gruyter, 1613–1646.
• Norris, M. (2014) A Theory of Nominal Concord, PhD-thesis, U Santa Cruz. • Oishi,
M. (2015) The hunt for a label. In H. Egashira et al. (eds.), In untiring pursuit of better
alternatives. Tokyo: Kaitakusha, 322–344.
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Incremental processing of grammatical gender in bilingual children
Jasmijn Bosch & Francesca Foppolo
University of Milano-Bicocca
Previous research using the visual world paradigm has shown that listeners process speech
incrementally, and they can predict what is coming ahead on the basis of lexical or morphosyntactic
cues. One important morphosyntactic cue is grammatical gender, which three-year-old monolingual
children can already use rapidly in spoken word recognition (Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2007).
However, it has been shown that second language learners process grammatical gender less
efficiently than native speakers (Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2010), and transfer effects have been
reported for adult bilinguals when there is a mismatch in grammatical gender between two
languages (Morales et al., 2016). Recent evidence suggests that bilingual children may also show
interference when processing gender, depending on their age of onset (Lemmerth & Hopp, 2019).
We contribute to this debate by means of an online study on the processing of grammatical gender
in German-Italian bilingual children, taking into account language dominance in terms of relative
proficiency.
We tested 40 German-Italian bilingual children between the ages of seven and nine (Mean
Age = 8,5), using a visual world eye-tracking paradigm. Participants listened to Italian sentences
starting with Dove è la/il ..? ( Where i he ? ) in fron of a i al scenario depicting two pictures
while their eye-movements were recorded. The pictures showed items that either matched or
mismatched in gender (la fragola he strawberry vs. la ciliegia he cherr or il fungo he
m hroom ) so that anticipatory eye-movements towards the noun could be observed at the article
region in the predictable (Figure 1) but not in the unpredictable condition (Figure 3). Moreover, the
items also varied with respect to their gender congruency in the two languages, so as to detect crosslinguistic influences in the anticipatory pattern (e.g. mouse, which is masculine in Italian and
feminine in German vs. butterfly, which is feminine in Italian and masculine in German, Figure 2).
Hypothesizing that children process speech incrementally, we expected participants to
anticipate looks at the target picture on the basis of the gender of the article. Hypothesizing that
there is cross-linguistic influence, we predicted this anticipation effect to be delayed when there is
gender incongruency between German and Italian. Furthermore, we hypothesized that Italiandominant children would show stronger anticipation than German-dominant children, while they
were expected to be less likely to show cross-linguistic influence from German.
The data were analyzed by means of mixed effect logistic regression models on the
proportion of fixations on the target as a function of condition, auditory time region and relative
language proficiency. First, a significant interaction between condition (predictable vs.
unpredictable) and auditory region (intro vs. determiner) revealed an increase of looks toward the
target during the article in the predictable condition (Est. odds ratio=1.86, p<.000). Second, this
anticipation effect was significantly stronger when gender was congruent in the two languages (Est.
odds ratio=1.16, p<.0001). Third, both effects were modulated by language dominance (tested with
standardized tests in both languages); Italian-dominant children showed more anticipation (p <.000)
and less interference from German (p = .016).
The results of the present study provide evidence for rapid incremental processing of
grammatical gender in bilingual children, although there may be cross-linguistic interference for
words in which the grammatical gender does not overlap across the two languages. Moreover, our
findings confirm that language dominance matters; language processing seems to be more efficient
when proficiency is greater, and the gender incongruency effect is most likely when participants are
tested in their less dominant language.

Intro

Article

Noun

le

le

le

Figure 4. Timecourse of the proportion of looks to the target (vs. competitor) in the three
experimental conditions.
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Implicit attitudes towards Chinese-accented Italian at schools and universities
Silvia Calamai*, Fabio Ardolino°, Rosalba Nodari*, Ottavia Tordini°
* Università di Siena; ° Università di Pisa
In contemporary multilingual societies, the exposition to speakers with different linguistic
backgrounds is increasingly common, as well as the fragmentation of national languages in
different accented varieties. In linguistics, the term accent defines precisely those acoustical
characteristics of the speech that have an indexical value for what concerns the ea e
igi
and ethnic affiliation (Munro, 1998; Jilka, 2000). Although accents usually do not affect
language comprehensibility, forms of bias towards accent-speaking subjects continue to be
widespread across societies, communities and social classes (see, among others, Blanchet &
Clerc Conan, 2018).
Social bias based on accent defined as linguicism (Skutnabb-Kangas, 2015) or glottophobia
(Blanchet, 2016) is often socially accepted, or at least not overtly stigmatized (Weiner, Perry,
& Magnusson, 1988). Nevertheless, it proves to be involved in arousing pernicious effects, i.e.
in consolidating ethnic and racial prejudices (see, e.g., Lev-Ary & Keysar, 2010) or even in
motivating discriminative behaviors (see Goto, Gee & Takeuchi, 2002; Lippi Green, 2012).
Due to their role in granting cultural and social integration, educative institutions represent
particularly sensitive contexts, where the presence and the effects of linguicism should be
enquired. Despite this, the exploration of linguistic prejudice within schools and universities
does not seem to generate adequate interest in research, especially for what concerns linguistic
attitudes in educating figures (Delarue, 2013).
The present study is part of a larger enquiry about linguistic attitudes in educative institutions
in Tuscany. This region represents a crucial area of investigation, since its social composition
counts growing multiethnicity, especially if compared with the rest of the country. In particular,
the Chinese community appears to be well-established (56,084 unities in 20191), including a
significant number of under-age children. That said, Chinese-accented Italian represents a
particularly suitable variety for the testing of negative attitudes.
Since social biases are rarely overtly declared, the study has been carried on through an Implicit
Association Test (IAT, Greenwald, McGhee & Schwartz, 1998) containing standard and
Chinese-accented Italian speech, i
de
b ai i f
a i ab
a ici a
i
ici
attitudes toward foreign accent. The first enquiry campaign, conducted within the teaching staff
of two high schools in Florence and Prato (N = 78), revealed the subsistence of covert forms of
prejudice toward Chinese-accented Italian. Tested against a series of personal (age, sex, taught
subject, native area) and environmental (percentage of non-native students enrolled in the
school) factors, negative attitude toward Chinese accented students results overall generalized.
The same enquiry is currently ongoing within the professors (N = 28) and the students (N = 18)
of several university departments. The aim of this further campaign is to confirm that subjects
who share a same social, cultural and educative context, albeit with different roles, show the
same trend regarding implicit attitudes towards foreign accented speech. Furthermore, we will
show that factors which are traditionally associated to more positive evaluations toward foreign
accent, such as exposition to different languages and to multilingual environments, do not play

1

See [https://www.tuttitalia.it/toscana/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/repubblica-popolare-cinese/]

a relevant role in shaping implicit attitudes, since these constructs show a greater resistance in
being oriented by the environmental solicitations (Wilson, Lindsey & Schooler, 2000).
The results will be therefore discussed within a sociolinguistic and psychosocial framework,
with a particular attention for what concerns its social and socio-educational consequences.
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The Focus Architecture of Manding Languages
Elena Callegari, University of Iceland
Synopsis In this talk, I discuss the focus architecture of Jula from Tougan, a so-far
undocumented variety of Jula. I compare Jula with Standard Bambara, a second Manding
language, and use the data to reflect on how different languages organize their focus space.
Bambara and Jula are extremely similar languages, yet only Bambara has a dedicated marker
for presentational focus. In turn, the focus space of Manding languages is completely different
from that of languages like Italian: while in Italian the chief difference is the one between
information vs. emphatic (e.g., corrective) focus, the Manding focus space is structured around
the distinction between polarity and constituent focus, with a unique marker for both
information and corrective focus.
Standard Bambara (BAM) (Mali, 15 mill. speakers) is a tonal language with rigid SOV
syntax. BAM has no overt wh- movement (1) and disallows all forms of scrambling (Koopman
1992). Several African languages mark focus by means
1) I
ka mu dumu?
of focus particles, and BAM is no exception.
You ASP what eat
Interestingly, BAM does not have a single focus particle,
2) A ye saga de faga
He ASP sheep PRT slaughter it has three. We have high-tone de, which immediately
follows a constituent in narrow focus, irrespectively of
3) A ka jan d !
He ASP tall PRT
whether this is a subject, an object, the verb or an adjunct
4) N‘ b‘ a fe
k !
(2). de can is used to mark both information and
I ASP it want PRT
corrective focus. We have low-tone d (3), which appears
sentence-finally and places emphasis on the truth of a sentence. Finally, we have sentence-final
k (4), often used in answers to polarity questions to mark the answer as obvious. I take d and
k to be markers of polarity focus (see also Prokhorov 2014).
Jula of Tougan The variety of Jula (JUL) I will be describing is that spoken around the city of
Tougan (North-West of Burkina Faso); note that there are several different varieties of JUL
(Slezak 2009). JUL is very similar to BAM, with some crucial differences: wh- phrases may
either remain in situ (as in 1) or appear in the left
5) Mu lo
i
ka dumu?
periphery. In the latter case, they must be followed by the
What PRT you ASP eat?
particle lo (5), which is only optional with fronted “why”
6) A: Who is it?
(=muna). If the wh- constituent is fronted, lo is
B: Drabo lo
mandatory. lo is not peculiar to wh- questions: it also
Drabo PRT
appears in presentational focus constructions, for instance
It‘s Drabo“
in answers to wh- questions (6). Note that in the very same
7) Drabo don
environment, BAM uses don (7). Finally, in JUL lo is also
8) A ye saga lo faga
He ASP sheep PRT slaughter used to mark constituent focus, regardless of whether this
is information, contrastive or corrective focus (8); recall
that in those same environments, BAM uses de (see again (2)). Just like BAM, on the other
hand, JUL uses the particles k and d to mark polarity focus.
What is lo? On the one hand, examples like (8) suggest that lo is a focus marker; on the other
hand, if we look at examples like (5-6) we could conclude that lo is either the copula or some
type of cleft marker. Similarly to Schwarz (2007) and his analysis of the particle ne in Kikuyu,
I take lo to be a focus marker rather than the sentence’s copula. This is on the basis of the
existence of a dedicated way of realizing copular structures in JUL, illustrated in (9); in
structures like (9), the copula (yi in this case) fully inflects for number and tense. A lo structure
may be used in place of (9) only if the event expressed is in the present tense, exactly like in
Kikuyu. JUL is in fact even more restrictive than Kikuyu in that only one argument can be

present for lo to be acceptable. I equally reject a cleft marker analysis of lo (à la Bergvall 1987),
since structures like (5) lack all markings of a bi-clausal structure. In this respect, compare (5)
to examples (10-11), from Nguni (Sabel & Zeller 2006:272). Like JUL, Nguni is SOV and
optionally wh-in-situ: if the wh- phrase appears sentence-initially and is prefixed by the
morpheme y (which Sabel and Zeller analyze as the copula), the rest of the clause bears the
9) Seydou yi tche ye
Seydou COP man PRT
‘Seydou is a man’

10) U -bona ini?
11) Y-ini o yi-bona-yo?
You -see what?
COP-what RC you-Obj.CL-see RV
‘What do you see?’
‘What is it that you see?’

markings of a relative clause construction: notice in particular the relative operator o and the
relativizer yo (in bold).
Focus Space: Manding vs. Italian BAM and JUL are mutually intelligible and part of the
same linguistic subgroup, yet they organize their focus space differently. In particular, while
BAM has a dedicated focus marker for the category of presentational focus, JUL resorts to a
unique
particle
to
BAM
Focus Type
JUL
express
both
Don
Presentational Focus
Lo
presentational
and
De
Constituent Information Focus
Lo
information/corrective
De
Constituent Corrective Focus
Lo
focus (table to the left).
K
Intensifier (Pol Foc)
K
At the same time, the
D
Emphasis on Polarity (Pol Foc)
D
focus architecture of
these two Manding languages is completely different from that of languages like Italian. In
Italian, the focus space is organized around the information vs. emphatic focus distinction:
information focus is associated with the “zero” structure, whereas corrective focus licenses the
“exceptional” structure, for both constituent focus (i.e., fronting is only licensed in (13)) and
polarity focus (i.e., cleft only licensed in (15)). In Manding, the main distinction is that between
polarity focus
12) A: What did you read?
14) A: Did you eat?
and constituent
a) B: Ho letto Baudolino
a) B: Sì, ho mangiato
focus, while the
I-have read Baudolino
Yes I-have eaten
distinction
b) B: # BAUDOLINO ho letto
b) B: # Sí che ho mangiato!
between
BAUDOLINO I-have read
Yes that I-have eaten
different
types
13) A: You read IL GATTOPARDO.
15) A: You haven’t eaten.
of constituent
B: # BAUDOLINO ho letto!
B: Sí che ho mangiato!
BAUDOLINO I-have read
Yes that I-have eaten
focus
is
completely
lost. In fact, not only does lo/de mark both information and corrective foci, it is also equally
unselective when it comes to phrase type: it follows any type of focalized constituent, be it a
direct object, a postverbal dative, an oblique, a subject or even the verb.
Selected References: Bergvall, V. (1987) Focus in Kikuyu and universal grammar. Ph.D.
diss., Harvard University. Koopman, H. (1992). On the absence of case chains in Bambara.
Natural Language & Linguistic Theory, 10(4), 555-594. Prokhorov, K. (2014). Focalization
particles in Bambara. Mandenkan. B lle in semes riel d
des ling is iq es mand , (52), 6072. Sabel, J., & Zeller, J. (2006). Wh-question formation in Nguni. In Selected proceedings of
the 35th annual conference on African linguistics (pp. 271-283). Somerville: Cascadilla
Proceedings Project. Schwarz, F. (2007). Ex-situ focus in Kikuyu. Focus strategies in African
languages: The interaction of focus and grammar in Niger-Congo and Afro-Asiatic, 139-159.
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The derivation of topicalized PPs: Experimental Data
Elena Callegari (University of Iceland) & Riccardo Pulicani (University of Oslo)
Synopsis: We report the results of an online acceptability-judgement task testing the reconstruction
properties of clitic-resumed vs. non-clitic-resumed topicalized PPs. We conclude that (i) whether a
topicalized PP is clitic-resumed or not has no statistically significant effect on whether this may or
may not reconstruct for scope, and (ii), contra Cecchetto (2001), that topicalized PPs do in general
have the option of reconstructing for scope, something which suggests an underlying movement
derivation.
Three competing analyses: According to Cecchetto (2001), while topicalized PPs are externally
merged in the left periphery (and hence do not reconstruct for scope nor binding), topicalized DPs
undergo movement (and thus reconstruct for both scope and binding); this is regardless of whether
the fronted element is clitic-resumed (=CRed) or not. Frascarelli & Hinterholzl (2007) maintain a
fundamental dichotomy between CRed and non-CRed DPs: they suggest that while CRed topics are
base-generated, non-CR topics undergo movement. If we were to extend Frascarelli’s analysis to PP
topics, we would then predict that only non-CR PP topics undergo movement, and hence that only
non-CR PP topics should be able to reconstruct for scope. Finally, one could also maintain that both
CRed and non-CRed PP topics undergo movement; a similar position is for instance taken by
Cruschina (2010). Cruschina takes both CRed and CR-less PP topicalization to be the result of a
movement operation, but also argues that the specific type of movement is dependent on the
presence/absence of CR: whereas CRed fronting involves movement out of a complex constituent,
stranding a coindexing clitic pronoun, fronting without CR entails the movement of a full constituent
which leaves a trace behind.
The experiment: We ran an acceptability-judgment experiment to test the availability of inverse
reading in Italian doubly-quantified sentences featuring a quantified topicalized PP. Our specific
goals were (i) to determine whether, overall, topicalized PPs do have the option of reconstructing for
scope, (ii) to determine whether scope reconstruction is influenced by the presence/absence of a
resumptive clitic, and (iii) to determine whether scope reconstruction of a quantified PP is influenced
by the specific type of quantifier involved. The experiment consisted of a forced-choice judgment
task. Participants first read a short context used to set the scene (1a) followed by a doubly-quantified
sentence (=the experimental sentence) and a continuation text. The quantified sentence featured a
topicalized PP that was presented either with or without a corresponding resumptive clitic (1b –1c).
In each experimental item, the continuation text (1d) made sense as a continuation to the experimental
sentence only under an inverse reading interpretation of the latter. For example, given (1): the surfacescope interpretation of (1b-c) (= ∃ > ∀) entails that there is a single drawer in which Luigi has stored
every document. This kind of interpretation is incompatible with (1d), as (1d) presupposes the
existence of multiple drawers. On the other hand, under an inverse-scope interpretation, (1b-c) states
that for every document there is a (different) drawer: this interpretation is compatible with the
continuation text in (1d). Participants were asked to evaluate the acceptability of the continuation
text (marking the provided “YES” or “NO” boxes) given the experimental sentence (the doublyquantified sentence) and the preceding context. A positive response meant the participant could
access the inverse scope interpretation of the doubly-quantified sentence.
(1a) Luigi is a lawyer from Milan. He is extremely organized, and as such, and so even though he has
many clien , he doe n need an hel filing hi doc men .
(1b) In un cassetto, Luigi
ci
ha riposto
ogni documento.
In a drawer, Luigi
(CL.LOC) has put
every document.
(1c) In un cassetto, Luigi Ø
ha riposto ogni documento
In a drawer, Luigi Ø has put
every document.
(1d) As a matter of fact, he placed the wills in the mahogany drawer, the purchase agreements in the
ebony drawer, and the inheritance documents under his desk.

We tested 3 types of fronted quantifiers: two indefinites, qualche N (=some N) and un N (=a N)), and
a modified numeral, almeno un N (at least an N). The TP-internal quantifier was always the universal
ogni N (each N), see (1b/c).
Results: 50 native speakers of Italian took part in the experiment, which was administered online
through the platform Surveymonkey; 12 participants were then excluded, either because they failed
to complete the test, or because they got some of the fillers wrong. As can be seen from the table to
the right, the QP qualche (some) generally elicited positive answers (recall that a positive response
means that participants could access the inversereading interpretation) in both conditions. We also see
that participants had a slightly easier time accessing
the inverse reading whenever the topicalized PP was
not clitic-resumed. The other indefinite un (a) strongly
elicited negative answers, in both conditions. As far as
almeno un is concerned, participants had a harder time
accessing the inverse reading than with qualche, both
in the CR and the CRless condition; here again, we see that accessing the inverse reading was slightly
easier in the absence of CR. A 2- test was performed to determine whether the differences between
CR and cliticless conditions were statistically significant. For all three quantifiers, they were not
(difference between qualche, CR and qualche, CRless: 2=1.062, p=0.3; un, CR vs un, CRless:
2
=1.13, p=0.29; almeno un, CR vs almeno un, CRless: 2=0.75, p=0.39). On the other hand, the type
of QP did affect the possibility of accessing the inverse reading: both the difference between qualche,
CR vs Un, CR ( 2=20.35, p=0.0001) and the difference between Almeno un, CR vs. Un, CR ( 2=16.77,
p=0.00042) were statistically significant. The difference between qualche, CR and almeno un, CR
however was not ( 2=0.1214, p=0.73).
Discussion: Our data go against Cecchetto (2001): in general, topicalized PPs do appear to have the
option of reconstructing for scope, something suggests a movement derivation rather than a basegeneration one. The claim made by Cecchetto (2001) that only topicalized DPs undergo movement
thus appears untenable. Our results also show that the presence versus absence of a clitic resuming
the topicalized PP has no statistically significant effect on whether the PP may or may not reconstruct
for scope; this supports an analysis of PP topicalization à la Cruschina (2010). Given these results,
we argue that clitic resumption truly is optional in topicalized-PP structures, at least when it comes
to reconstruction for scope. Overall, we observe a tendency not to reconstruct a topicalized PP.
Speakers seem to prefer the surface scope interpretation to the inverse scope one even when
compelled to accept the inverse-scope interpretation (i.e., because the context requires them to do so).
This is true regardless of the quantifier involved, although we do see that some quantifiers are clearly
better than others in allowing an inverse-scope interpretation. In particular, we see that while there is
no strong preference towards reconstructing or not reconstructing qualche and almeno, there is a
strong preference towards never reconstructing un. The strong bias against reconstructing the
existential un is likely due to a tendency to interpret this as an indefinite specific rather than as an
actual generalized quantifier (Fodor & Sag, 1982; Enç 1991; Reinhart, 1997; Kratzer, 1998).
Presumably, participants interpreted sentences like (1b-c) as describing a situation where there is a
specific drawer being discussed. This forced an interpretation of (1b-c) according to which there is a
single drawer rather than multiple ones, as an inverse-scope interpretation of (1b-c) would require.
References: Belletti, A. (2005). Extended doubling and the VP periphery. Probus, 17(1), 1-35.
Cecchetto, C. (1999). A comparative analysis of left and right dislocation in Romance. Studia
Linguistica, 53(1), 40-67. Cecchetto, C. (2001). Syntactic or semantic reconstruction? Evidence from
pseudoclefts and clitic left dislocation. Semantic interfaces, 90-144.Cinque, G. (1990). T e of dependencies. MIT press. Cruschina, S. (2010). Syntactic extraposition and clitic resumption in
Italian. Lingua, 120(1), 50-73. Frascarelli, M., & Hinterhölzl, R. (2007). Types of topics in German
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Clitic placement with restructuring verbs in the typical and atypical acquisition of
Italian
Anna Cardinaletti, Sara Cerutti
Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia
This study investigates 1st, 2nd and 3rd person singular direct and indirect object clitic
pronouns through a repetition task of complex sentences with restructuring verbs. We tested
typically developing children and children with Learning Difficulties (LD). The aim was to
observe whether accuracy was influenced by person and case features of clitic pronouns or by
their placement in the sentence.
Introduction. In Romance languages, an asymmetry in the acquisition of 1st and 2nd person
versus 3rd person singular clitic pronouns has been observed, with 3rd person pronouns being
more difficult to process (Tuller et al. 2011; Coene, Avram 2011). Concerning the difference
between direct and indirect objects, data are not always consistent. It seems however that
children omit accusative clitics more frequently, while datives are better preserved (Wexler et
al. 2004; Caprin, Guasti 2009; Tuller et al. 2011; Coene, Avram 2011).
As for the acquisition of clitic pronouns with restructuring verbs in Italian, no systematic
studies have been carried out yet. Sporadic observations are found in Antelmi (1997) and
Bernardini, van der Weijer (2018) on the asymmetry between proclisis and enclisis in
monolingual and bilingual acquisition, respectively, while Bennati, Matteini (2006) tested
clitic production through an elicitation task in Italian L2 learners. Proclisis implies longer
dependencies than enclisis and requires the functional analysis of restructuring verbs, entering
mono-clausal structures (Rizzi 1978; Cinque 2004).
In order to investigate all these aspects, a repetition task was designed. Repetition is a useful
method for testing complex structures (such as clitic pronouns with restructuring verbs) that
are difficult to elicit (Devescovi, Caselli 2001, 2007; Del Puppo et al. 2016). Moreover, it
allows to verify both comprehension and production abilities (it is not easy to repeat a
complex sentence without understanding its content and structure).
Participants. 63 monolingual Italian children (age 6;6-9;11, mean 8;6) took part in the
experiment. They were divided into five groups: G1 includes 12 children (age 7;11-9;11,
mean 8;9) with LD (dyslexia or dysorthography); G2 includes 6 children too young to have a
diagnosis of LD (age 6;7-8;2, mean 7;1), who performed poorly in screening tests for reading
and writing skills development; G3 includes 15 TD children, age 6;6-7;3 (6;11); G4 includes
15 TD children, age 7;6-8;5 (mean 7;11); G5 includes 15 TD children, age 8;4-9;5 (mean 9).
A control group of 16 TD adults (age 20-28, mean 24) was also tested.
Materials. The repetition test consists of 49 experimental sentences containing clitic pronouns
and restructuring verbs that allowed us to manipulate clitic placement, plus 6 fillers of the
same length (15-16 syllables). Stimuli are divided as follows: 28 sentences with a 1st, 2nd and
3rd (masculine and feminine) person singular accusative clitic; 21 sentences with a 1st, 2nd and
3rd (masculine only) person singular dative clitic. Each sentence contains one or two
restructuring verbs (modal and motion). The clitic appears in the two (proclitic or enclitic) or
the three (proclitic, enclitic intermediate, or enclitic final) available positions, as shown in
examples (1) and (2).
(1) a. Ti vengo a trovare domenica nel pomeriggio.
b. Vengo a trovarti domenica nel pomeriggio.
I will come see you Sunday in the afternoon.
(2) a. Mi deve passare a prendere dopo la lezione.
b. Deve passarmi a prendere dopo la lezione.
c. Deve passare a prendermi dopo la lezione.
He has to pick me up after class.

Results. Case and person features of the pronoun did not influence accuracy, while clitic
placement did. Children were significantly more accurate in the repetition of 2 verbs
sentences (1). The most frequent error was clitic misplacement (3): the movement of the clitic
generally occurred from the enclitic to the proclitic position in 2 verbs sentences, and from the
final to the intermediate enclitic position in 3 verbs sentences:
(3) a. Target: Posso prestargli il mio nuovo libro preferito.
b. Produced: Gli posso prestare il mio nuovo libro preferito.
I can lend him my new favourite book.
(4) a. Target: Deve venire a ripetermi tutto di nuovo.
b. Produced: Deve venirmi a ripetere tutto di nuovo.
She has to come to repeat to me everything again.
These results differ from what was observed in the adult group, who almost performed at
ceiling; 6 subjects sporadically moved the pronoun from the intermediate to the final enclitic
position (5):
(5) a. Target: Deve venirmi a ripetere tutto di nuovo.
b. Produced: Deve venire a ripetermi tutto di nuovo.
She has to come to repeat to me everything again.
Ungrammatical clitic placement never occurred in any group.
Discussion. Results show that TD children and children with LD are able to process longdistance chains in clitic climbing and show a preference for proclisis and, hence, for monoclausality. In 3 verbs sentences, some children also seemed to disprefer the final position, but
they did not move the pronoun all the way up to the proclitic position. This can be explained
with Jakubowicz’s (2011) Derivational Complexity Hypothesis. In these cases, enclisis on the
intermediate verb means that the highest verb is analysed as lexical (Cardinaletti, Shlonsky
2004). Both types of restructuring structures seem to be available to children.
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Spatial anchoring in a heritage Trentino variety: evidence for a Logophoric Centre
Jan Casalicchio (University of Palermo) & Alberto Frasson (Utrecht University)

Introduction. The anchoring of a sentence, i.e. the interpretation of indexical elements
according to the extralinguistic context (i.e., the place and time in which the sentence is uttered)
has been widely discussed in the literature. However, most of these works have focused on the
temporal anchoring and its interplay with verb tense and with nominative case licensing (Enç
1987, Hornstein 1990, Zagona 1995, Giorgi & Pianesi 1997, 2000, Demirdache & UribeEtxebarria 1997, 2000, Bianchi 2003, Giorgi 2010, a.o.). The role played by spatial
coordinates, on the other hand, has been paid much less attention to (see e.g. Tortora 1997,
2014, Ritter & Wiltschko 2014). In this talk, we discuss new data from Stivorian, a heritage
Trentino dialect spoken in Bosnia; in this dialect the use of the locative clitic ghe (‘there’) in
existential and VS clauses with unaccusative verbs is restricted to those cases in which the
location of the event coincides with the place in which the speaker is located. We propose that
ghe is the morphological reflex of the valuation of a feature [Space: __], located in T°, as
[Space: coincident] (adapting Ritter & Wiltschko’s 2014 proposal). Unlike Ritter & Wiltschko,
however, we propose that this spatial feature is independent from tense and person anchoring,
and that its value depends on a Logophoric Centre in CP (Bianchi 2000, 2003; Landau 2015).
The data. Stivorian is a heritage Trentino variety spoken in the small village of Štivor (Bosnia)
by descendants of immigrants who came from Trentino in 1883. Nowadays it is spoken by a
handful of third/fourth-generation speakers in an intense language contact situation with
Serbian, which is the dominant language for most of them. In spontaneous data collected in a
fieldwork in autumn 2018, Stivorian presents a phenomenon that is rare among Romance
varieties and is not attested in other Trentino dialects: in existential (1) and VS clauses with a
postverbal subject (2), two different types of clitic are used: the locative clitic ghe
(corresponding to Italian ci) or a subject clitic. The subject clitic is a default 3rd singular
masculine in existential (1b) and a fully flected subject clitic in VS clauses (2b).
(1a) Gh’ è
tanti ucraini
qua ncora.
(Stivorian)
LOC.CL

be.3 many Ukrainians here still

(1b) Su quele tere l’
on those

(2a) Gh’

è

LOC.CL

(2b) Cusì i
so

è

i

‘There are still many Ukrainians here.’

serbi.

lands SCL be.3 the Serbs

‘The Serbs are on those lands.’

vegnuo todeschi.

be.3 come

è

Germans ‘Germans came.’

marciai i

they.CL be.3 leave

Polachi.

the Polish

‘So the Polish left.’

In the Trentino dialects spoken in Italy, on the other hand, all existential clauses have the clitic
ghe, while VS clauses have no clitic at all. The Stivorian pattern is not a syntactic borrowing
from Serbian either, because Serbian does not show this pattern. In fact, in most languages
existential clauses are introduced by a single locative element like English there or Italian ci,
which are generally analysed as pro-predicates (Moro 1997) or pro-arguments (Cruschina
2012, Irwin 2018, a.o.) inserted in a Small Clause. According to Francez (2007), the location
itself, which is held to be part of utterances about the existence or presence of an entity (the
‘pivot’, e.g. Partee & Borschev 2004, McNally 2011), is always implicit and determined by
context. The presence of a null element, i.e. a null locative argument, has also been proposed
for unaccusative VS sentences (Benincà 1988, Pinto 1997, Sheehan 2010, 2016, Tortora 2014,
Bentley & Cruschina 2018, a.o.).
In Stivorian, at first sight it may seem that the two types of clitic are interchangeable, since
they are used in the same constructions and never co-occur:
(3a) Deso gh’
(*l) è
i ucraini
now LOC.CL SCL be.3 the Ukrainians
‘Now there are Ukrainians.’
(3b) No l’ (*gh’) era islamici
not SCL LOC.CL were Muslims
‘There were no Muslims.’

Discussion of the data. However, at a closer inspection the choice of the clitic is not optional,
because it depends on the context, as this example shows:
(4) [A Srbac] gh’ è qua un paese, l’
è
la
Sava là
in Srbac LOC.CL is
here a village SCL is
the
Sava there
‘Here, in the area of Srbac, there is a village, and the Sava is over there.’
The selection is ruled by deixis: ghe is used when the place of the event matches the place of
the speaker. Otherwise, a subject clitic is used. Similar patterns are found in Borgomanerese
and Sardinian – but in the former only in VS clauses with goal-verbs like arrive (Tortora 1997,
2014), and in in the latter only in existentials (Bentley et al. 2015). No documented variety has
gone as far as Stivorian, extending systematically this pattern to both existentials and VS
clauses with any unaccusative verb of movement. Thus, Stivorian is doubly interesting in this
respect: not only does it show a unified pattern for both existential and VS clauses, but it also
codifies the spatial deixis through the use of two different types of clitic, which are standardly
assumed to be located in T. This fact requires to conceive T not only as T(ense) head, as
generally assumed, but as a Head also encoding (at least) Space, as claimed by Ritter &
Wiltschko (2014). However, our data challenge Ritter&Wiltschko’s concept of their [u
coin(cidence)] feature: they explicitly claim that this feature expresses either time, space or
participant coordinates, but no more than one at a time. This is clearly incompatible with
Stivorian, where INFL is specified for both Tense (as all Romance languages) and Space.
The proposal. The Stivorian data lead us to split Ritter & Wiltschko’s [u coin] feature into at
least a [Space:__] and a [Time:__] feature, which can be valued as coincident. This is necessary
because the presence of a single feature for both Space and Time would be at odds with cases
in which there is a mismatch between spatial and temporal deixis, one being proximal and the
other distal (in Stivorian sentences in which gh’era or l’è appear). What both these features
have in common is that they are both linked to the context (the hic et nunc of the speaker).
Following Ritter & Wiltschko, we propose that the valuation as [Space: coincident] has a reflex
in the morphological marking of the verb: in Stivorian this is done by the clitics, which are
standardly assumed to be morphological markers in Northern Italian Dialects (Brandi & Cordin
1981, 1989, Rizzi 1986, Poletto 2000, a.o.). However, while Ritter & Wiltschko claim that the
Utterance situation is codified as a pronominal situation variable in Spec,IP with no proper
antecedent, we suggest that it does have an antecedent, namely a Logophoric Centre (‘LC’) in
C, as proposed by Bianchi (2000, 2003) in order to formalise a Reichenbachian approach to
Tense (see also Hornstein 1990, Zagona 1995, Giorgi & Pianesi 1997, 2000, Demirdache &
Uribe-Etxebarria 1997, 2000, Giorgi 2010, a.o.), and then also adopted by Landau (2015).
Conclusions. We propose to unify the way in which Time and Space are syntactically linked
to the extra-linguistic context. This analysis can be extended to other cases in which a verb
expresses both temporal and spatial relations linked to the context, like in spatial indications of
many Northern Italian Dialects (e.g., to say ‘live in Trento’, Trentino speakers say star su a
Trènt ‘live up in Trento’, star fòra a Trènt ‘live out in Trento’ or star zó a Trènt ‘live down in
Trento’, the choice of the locative element depending on the position of the speaker, Pescarini
2004, Irsara 2015, Prandi 2015). This approach also allows us to link concretely the [Space:__]
feature to the context in which the sentence is uttered, unlike in Ritter & Wiltschko’s account.
Selected literature: V. Bianchi. 2003. On finiteness as logophoric anchoring. in J. Guéron &
L. Tasmovski (eds.), Temps et point de vue/Tense and Point of View, Université Paris X Nanterre, 213-246. D. Bentley, F.M. Ciconte & S. Cruschina. 2015. Existentials and
Locatives in Romance Dialects of Italy. Oxford: OUP. Ch. Tortora. 2014. A Comparative
Grammar of Borgomanerese. Oxford: OUP. P. Irwin. 2018. Existential unaccusativity and
new discourse referents. Glossa: a journal of general linguistics 3(1): X. 1–42. E. Ritter & M.
Wiltschko. 2014. The composition of INFL An exploration of tense, tenseless languages, and
tenseless constructions. NLLT 32:1331–1386.

ITALIAN PARTICLE VERBS IN L1, L2 AND BILINGUAL SPEAKERS
Diletta Comunello
Università per Stranieri di Perugia
The aim of this work is to investigate the use of particle verbs (PVs from now on) in the
Italian spoken by three different types of speakers. The research is based on three groups of 8
people each, the first group includes native speakers of German with a different (from B1 to
C1) proficiency in Italian as a second language (ITL2); the second group includes native
speakers of Italian from central and southern Italy, with a low level of dialectal competence
(ITL1); the third group includes bilingual speakers of Italian and Trentino dialect (IT2L). These
three groups were chosen because the PVs are typical constructions of the Germanic languages,
but the Italian verbal system has a number of these constructions, which make it an exception
with respect to the other Romance languages, in which there are usually no PVs. Moreover,
these verbs are widely present and commonly used in some Italian dialects, particularly in those
of the north and Tuscany (Iacobini e Masini, 2009), and especially in the Trentino dialect.
(Cordin, 2011)
Each person in the three groups was asked to view the drawings of Frog, where are
you? (Mayer, 1969), and then to tell the story in Italian while they were being recorded. This
method of elicitation has left great spontaneity in the use of PVs, allowing us to perceive their
actual use.
As shown in Tab. 1: PVs used by the three groups
Total
Sentences
Sentences
% sentences
Table 1 (Tab. 1) there is
sentences
with PVs
without PVs with PVs
a difference in the
percentage of use of ITL2 455
28
427
6,15
PVs by the three ITL1 402
10
392
2,48
groups. To verify if this IT2L 625
49
576
7,84
difference in use was
significant the c2 test was carried out. According to this test the difference is significant
comparing the groups ITL2-ITL1 (c2= 5,9327, with Yates correction, significant at p≤ 0.05)
(Tab. 2) and comparing IT2L-ITL1 (c2= 11,9739,
with
Yates
Tab.3: Comparison IT2L-ITL1
Tab.2: Comparison ITL2-ITL1
correction,
100%
100%
significant at
80%
p≤ 0.05, p≤
80%
0.01,
p≤
60%
94
60%
98
92
98
0.005) (Tab.
40%
40%
3). It is not
20%
20%
significant
6
8
2
2
0%
0%
when
ITL2
ITL1
IT2L
ITL1
comparing
PVs
Tab.4: Compairson ITL2-IT2L
ITL2-IT2L (c2= 0.8903 with Yates correction,
non PVs n.s.) (Tab. 4).
100%
The use of these constructions by L2
80%
speakers of Italian (with L1 German) and
Italian-Trentino bilingual speakers, may be due
60%
92
94
to the multilingual competence of these
40%
speakers, in Caloi, Belletti e Poletto’s (2018)
20%
words, the knowledge of several languages
8
6
0%
gives access to different linguistic strategies
IT2L
ITL2

and options compared to those used by the L1 speakers.
It is also interesting to note that L2 Italian speakers use these verbs at every level of
proficiency, as already mentioned in Corino (2012), according to which the use of PVs is
widespread from the earliest stages of acquisition and continues steadily throughout the
learning process. However, according to the data collected, at B2 level, there seems to be the
maximum expansion of this strategy, which then seems almost abandoned at a higher linguistic
level.
One of the most interesting things to observe is the use of some constructions that can’t
fit exactly into the Italian PVs, because of the order in which they were used. In fact, some of
the German speakers have divided the verb from the particle with a DP, as in (1).
(1) a. Poi si blocca il cervo e getta Peppe dentro in un ponte (in un lago)
Then, the deer gets stuck and throw Peppe into in a bridge (in a lake)
This order is grammatically correct in German, but not in Italian or its dialects where
the particle and the verb can’t be divided by nouns, phrases or heavy adverbs. (Cordin 2011)
Another observation must be made about the fact that some of the bilingual speakers,
after using a PV, have corrected themselves using a synthetic verb, as in (2).
(2) a. Dal buco sotto terra <corr> salta fuori </corr> esce una talpa
From the hole under the ground, <corr> comes out </corr> exit a mole
This can be correlated with the fact that these constructions are not felt to be correct in
Italian, in line with what was reported by Poletto (2009), according to whom, for this very
reason, speakers with good dialectal competence avoid these constructions in Italian.
In conclusion, the sample of eight people, for each of group, proved to be sufficient to
collect a quantity and a variety of PVs to be analyzed. In fact, this research tries to show that,
although PVs are not yet perceived as regular constructions of Italian, as said by Artusi (2017),
PVs are actually used in Italian spoken language, even though monolinguals significantly differ
from L2ers and bilinguals in this respect. Despite these differences and criticalities, the presence
of PVs in Italian is a phenomenon impossible to ignore, and therefore it should be studied more
thoroughly.
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Null and overt subject pronouns in Italian and Spanish: a comparative study
Carla Contemori1 & Elisa Di Domenico2
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Although Italian and Spanish are two null-subject languages, they may present distinct discoursepragmatic biases on the interpretation of anaphoric subject pronouns. As for Italian, according to
seminal work by Calabrese (1986), given two possible antecedents for a pronoun, a null subject
pronoun in the following sentence picks out the aboutness subject (an effect which is particularly
clear, according to Rizzi (2018), when the antecedents are in a pre-posed adjunct clause, i.e.
when c-command between the possible antecedents and the null pronoun does not hold) while an
overt pronoun picks out the unexpected antecedent. It is unclear, however, what role the clause
order may play (see the results in Sorace & Filiaci, 2006; Belletti et al.2007), and whether these
interpretation preferences hold in Spanish as well, where, according to Filiaci et al. (2014) overt
pronouns show a less strong interpretation preference compared to Italian. Additionally, it is
unclear if any dissimilarity in the pattern of interpretation emerges for null pronouns, a type of
pronoun that seemed to obey similar processing constraints in Italian and Spanish in some
previous studies (Filiaci et al., 2014), but not in other (Chamorro, 2018). A further open question,
finally, is whether possible differences emerge when comparing comprehension and production.
In the present study, we compare the interpretations of overt and null pronouns in Italian and
Spanish, by using an offline sentence comprehension task. We manipulate the order of the main
and adjunct (adjunct) clauses in the sentence (Main-Adjunct; Adjunct-Main) to clarify if clause
order affects pronoun interpretation in the two languages. We also manipulate the position of the
antecedent (antecedent in the main clause/pronoun in the Adjunct clause; antecedent in the
Adjunct clause/pronoun in the main clause), creating eight conditions.
Twenty-six speakers of Italian and thirty speakers of Mexican Spanish interpreted sentences in
which null and explicit pronouns are potentially ambiguous (Table 1). Participants answered a
three-choice comprehension question, where the possible answers are the subject antecedent
(George), the object antecedent (Lewis) and an external referent (Someone else). A Logistic
Mixed-effects Regression Modeling analysis revealed an interaction between Language and
Pronoun Type (null vs. explicit), showing that for explicit pronouns Italian speakers choose the
subject significantly less often than Spanish speakers (all p<0.0001). This result suggests a
weaker object preference for explicit anaphoric pronouns in Spanish compared to Italian, as in
Filiaci et al. (2014). The analysis further revealed that Italian speakers prefer to interpret null
pronouns as referring to the subject referent significantly more than Spanish speakers (all
p<0.0005). This new result indicates that in Italian not only explicit pronouns, but also null
pronouns have a stronger subject-bias than in Mexican Spanish, contra previous comparative
findings (Peninsular Spanish: Filiaci et al., 2014). In addition, an interaction between Language,
Position of the Antecedent and Clause Order suggests that Italian speakers choose the subject
interpretation significantly more often than Spanish speakers in the Main-Adjunct order when the
antecedent is in the adjunct clause: (ø/lui stava andando al bar quando Giorgio ha visto Luigi
35%; - // l iba a la cafeteria cu ndo Jorge vio a Luis 21% When G./J. saw L. (he) was going to
the coffee shop ; p<0.0001). Finally, in both Italian and Mexican Spanish, we found an
interaction between Pronoun Type, Position of the Antecedent and Clause Order suggesting that
differently from previous studies on Italian (Sorace & Filiaci, 2006, Belletti, Bennati and Sorace

2007), regardless of the clause order, there is an equal preference for the subject antecedent when
the pronoun is null and the antecedent is in the main clause (Main-Adjunct: 67% vs. AdjunctMain: 74%).
The results of two production experiments with Italian and Mexican Spanish speakers are
currently being analyzed, showing that production patterns are largely comparable to the
interpretation preferences of the comprehension experiment.
Overall, the results suggest that despite syntactic similarities, Mexican Spanish and Italian differ
in the interpretation of anaphoric dependencies in a way that had not been shown in previous
research. Not only Mexican Spanish and Italian present some crucial differences in the
interpretation of null and explicit pronouns, but they also present a distinct division of labor for
anaphoric pronouns that varies based on position of the antecedents and clause order. We leave
open the possibility that this difference is tied to some property of the grammar of the two
languages (see Filiaci et al 2014, Leonetti Escandell et al. 2019 for some proposals) or is simply a
different choice in the division of labor, made available by the existence of two series of
pronouns, as has been shown for other properties tied to the null subject parameter, such as the
use of the post-verbal subject position (Belletti 2008).
Table 1.

Antecedent in Main clause
Main-Adj / Null pronoun
(1) George saw Lewis when (he)
was going to the coffee shop
Main-Adj / Explicit Pronoun
(2) George saw Lewis when he
was going to the coffee shop
Adj-main / Null pronoun
(3) When (he) was going to the
coffee shop, George saw Lewis
Adj-main / Explicit Pronoun
(4) When he was going to the
coffee shop, George saw Lewis
Antecedent in Adjunct clause
Main-Adj / Null pronoun
(5) (He) was going to the coffee
shop, when George saw Luke
Main-Adj / Explicit Pronoun
(6) He was going to the coffee
shop, when George saw Luke
Adj-main / Null pronoun
(7) When George saw Lewis, (he)
was going to the coffee shop
Adj-main / Explicit Pronoun
(8) When George saw Lewis, he
was going to the coffee shop

Italian
Spanish
Subject Object External Subject Object External
0.73

0.19

0.05

0.62

0.36

0.015

0.19

0.76

0.01

0.37

0.59

0.035

0.86

0.06

0.07

0.64

0.06

0.28

0.39

0.38

0.19

0.46

0.11

0.41

0.55

0.07

0.37

0.19

0.16

0.63

0.14

0.30

0.54

0.23

0.20

0.55

0.83

0.12

0.04

0.67

0.23

0.069

0.23

0.71

0.057

0.5

0.46

0.032

Fill the gap: Constituent-internal discourse markers in Italian L2
Elisa De Cristofaro, Linda Badan
Universiteit Gent
This work offers a syntactic analysis of the discourse markers (DMs) produced by BelgianDutch learners of Italian as a second language (L2) with different levels of proficiency. There
is a rich literature in the syntax of DMs in different languages, (Munaro & Poletto 2009;
Coniglio & Zegrean 2010; Cardinaletti 2011,2015; Haegeman & Hill 2013; Haegeman 2014;
Bayer et al. 2015). Despite also a number of studies on the functions and distribution on DMs
in Italian L2 (Andorno 2007; Mascherpa 2016; Borreguero et al. 2017), further research on their
syntax is still needed. In this work we present original evidence of DMs in Italian L2 appearing
within a constituent.
Research Questions
With this contribution, we attempt to shed light on the syntactic and functional properties of
DMs in Italian L2 within the Cartographic approach (Rizzi 1997, Cinque 1999). We investigate
whether there are any structural and/or functional differences between the use of DMs in L1
and L2, focusing, in particular, on DMs that appear within the sentence.
Methodology
We recorded spoken dialogical exchanges between 45 Belgian-Dutch students of Italian at the
Ghent University, elicited with the Map Task technique (Anderson et al.1991) to ensure the
spontaneity and the interactive nature of the semi-guided oral exchanges. The same task was
used to collect (part of) the online corpus of spoken and written Italian CLIPS
(http://www.clips.unina.it/it/corpus.jsp), which served as baseline for our investigation.
Analysis
As we will demonstrate in our contribution, the analysis reveals that L2 speakers display nontarget uses of DMs, not only in their frequencies and functions, but also in their syntactic
distribution. The majority of DMs are found in sentence-initial position both in L1 and L2
speakers. This is the position typical of discourse-related elements (Rizzi 1997, Coniglio &
Zegrean 2010, 2012; Giorgi 2008, 2010; Haegeman & Hill 2013; Speas & Tenny 2003).
However, DMs are also produced in sentence-internal positions, with the function of connecting
di co e f agmen (Cinque 2008:118) of various categorial nature. See for instance example
(i) -extracted from the dialogues between Italian native speakers-, in which the verb-based DM
diciamo le
a connec he IP with the following PP:
(i)

[IP Io sono arrivata] diciamo [PP vicino alla prima stella]
I am arrived let’s say close to the first star

Interestingly, only L2 speakers produced a number of (what we call) constituent-internal DMs,
that is DMs that occur in a position that breaks a syntactic constituent, as for instance in (ii) extracted from the recorded dialogues between Belgian-Dutch learners:
(ii)

La mano si trova [PP sotto dunque la freccia]
The hand is found under then the arrow

In (ii), the DM dunque hen occ be een he e o i ional head sotto and its complement
la freccia. Crucially, it is not surrounded by pauses, hence it is prosodically integrated within
the PP constituent. In such cases, the DM not only appears to break the syntactic phrase, but
also does not have an identifiable pragmatic function (its lexical meaning is completely
bleached). Its function is to fill a pause (Amiridze 2010; Crible 2018).
Both the sentence-internal DMs and the constituent-internal DMs pose an interesting challenge
to the Cartographic approach, according to which each function corresponds to a dedicated

1

functional category ideally associated to a specific prosodic contour. To solve the puzzle of the
sentence-internal DMs, we propose an analysis following Cinque (2008) (see also Giorgi 2016):
we argue that a DM such as diciamo in (i) is a discourse Head (H) that takes the connected
fragments in its Specifier and Complement position respectively, yielding the following
structure:
(iii)

[HPCP [H PP]]

As for the constituent-internal DMs, crucially attested only in L2 production, we follow Corver
(2015) in arguing that the DMs used as filled pauses are bare roots that fail to be assigned
categorical status by combining with functional material. This analysis explains both their
bleached semantics and he di ib ionall f ee beha io (Co e 2015:11). In particular, it
accounts for the cases of DMs breaking a constituent. According to Corver (2015), bare roots
combine by means of a coordinate conjunction, to form complex interjections. In the same vein,
we propose that, in structures like (ii), the root itself is the realization of a connec i e head
(CH), as shown in (iv):
(iv)

The head CH in (iv) does not project its lexical features onto the projected structure and it is
underspecified for categorical features in the sense of Thiersch (1993). It does not have a
labelling function (Chomsky 2013) and thus it can be realized by elements of different
categorial nature (as e.g. DMs), which, without being full-fledge conjunctions, have
ne e hele a linking f nc ion to which non-native speakers resort to sound more fluent in
the L2.
Conclusions
Corver (2015) suggests that DMs, similarly to curse expressions (Corver 2014; Giorgi & Poletto
2019) ma gi e a mi o of a a of he mind ha e a e le familia i h, i ., o emo ion
em (Co e 2015:1). Ca i ali ing on Co e
o o al, and in line with the recent work
by Crible (2018), who analyzes DMs as one component of the general phenomenon of
(dis)fluency, we argue that, while the L1 speakers we recorded realize these heads to connect
their speech at the macro level of discourse, non-native speakers would do so also at the micro
level of phrasal syntax. Micro-planning in a second language puts the speaker under higher
cognitive load and, thus, in a more salient emotional state. In this sense, DMs are conceived as
both functional signals produced for the hearer and symptoms o b - od c of he cogni i e
state of the speaker (Crible 2018:76) (see also de Leeuw 2007).
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In this work we analyze the narrative productions of three groups of adult speakers: Italian
Natives (N= 15), Greek Natives (N= 15) and near-native L2ers of Italian with Greek as an L1
(N= 15), to investigate possible between-group differences concerning the use of null and
overt subject anaphoric pronouns in topic continuity and topic shift contexts. The nearnativeness level of L2ers was assessed through an adap a ion of Whi e and Gene ee (1996)
test. Participants had to watch a short movie with no linguistic material (The Pear Film, Chafe
1980) and then tell the story. Their productions were recorded and then transcribed. From the
total of all sentences produced we excluded those in which the kind of subject is syntactically
determined (i.e. infinitives in Italian and na/ke clauses in Greek, subject relatives and pseudorelatives, existential constructions, various kinds of small clauses, subject clefts); we also
excluded sentences in which referents are introduced for the first time and those referring to
the speaker and/or to the interviewer, deriving a reference corpus of 495 sentences for Italian
Natives, 370 for L2ers and 640 for Greek Natives. We singled out four kinds of subject
anapho ic de ice : n ll p ono n , le ical DP , o e p ono n and o he ( an ified nonlexical DPs such as It. uno [one] or Gr. enas apo aftous [one of them]). Pair-wise comparisons
through the 2-test revealed an overall higher production of overt pronouns by L2ers (highly
ignifican , p 0.05; 0.01; 0.005) and a p 0.05 significantly higher production of null
pronouns by Greek Natives, as shown in Figure 1. We then examined the distribution of the
four kinds of subject anaphoric devices in topic continuity and topic shift contexts. Given the
semi- pon aneo na e of he pa icipan na a ion , e fo nd a mo e a iega ed pic e,
with anaphoric devices actually distributed along 5 conditions: topic continuing, topic
shifting, non-topic, non-topic continuing and cases in which the topic is included in the
previous one (see Figure 2). Restricting our attention to the quantitative significant
differences among speakers groups outlined above, the analysis brings to light that the higher
use of null subjects by Greek Natives pertains to topic shift contexts only: here, the difference
with the other two groups becomes highly significant ( 2= 13.5543 with Yates correction,
ignifican a p .05, p .01, p .005 with respect to Italian Natives and 2= 18.5389 with Yates
co ec ion, ignifican a p .05, p .01 with respect to L2ers). Overt pronouns are overused by
L2ers in topic shift contexts (L2ers-Greek natives 2= 13.5832 with Yates correction,
significant at p .05, p .01, p .005, L2ers- Italian Natives 2= 4.1370 with Yates correction,
significant at p .05 ) as well as in topic continuity contexts (L2-Italian Natives 2= 12.7914
with Yates correction, significan a p .05, p .01, p .005; L2e -Greek Natives 2= 12.4840
i h Ya e co ec ion, ignifican a p .05, p .01, p .005). In a further analysis, we divided
the contexts according to the number and kind of active discourse referents (1 referent, 2
referents with no- mismatch, 2 referents with animacy mismatch, 2 referents with gender
and/or number mismatch). This analysis reveals that overt pronouns are over-used by L2ers,
in topic continuity contexts, only when there are two active referents which differ in gender

and/or number. In topic shift contexts, while Italian Natives prefer lexical DPs when there is
no phi-features mismatch between two active referents, L2ers do not. Overt pronouns are thus
used by L2ers of Italian with L1 Greek due to their difficulty in establishing a topic when two
referents are active (possibly differently from L2ers of Italian with English as an L1, which
may use an overt pronoun in topic continuity also when a single referent is active, an issue
which we leave for future research), but also to avoid lexical retrieval. As for the over-use of
null pronouns by Greek Natives in topic shift contexts, it does not appear to be sensitive to the
number and kind of active referents, but it spreads along all conditions: interestingly, this
peculiarity is not transferred to their L2 by L2ers.
Figure 1.
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CROSSLINGUISTIC INFLUENCE:
WHAT HAPPENS ACROSS MODALITY?
Caterina Donati (LLF/Université de Paris), Carlo Geraci (IJN/CNRS),
Angélique Jaber (LLF/Université de Paris).

1. Cross-linguistic influence: the overlapping analysis
Since the late ‘80s there is a general consensus that children regularly exposed to two languages from
birth or soon after can acquire them as largely independent systems. In recent years the focus has
shifted from the issue of language differentiation to the degree of interaction between the two systems
and to the factors affecting such Cross- Linguistic Influence (CLI). One of them, overlapping, has
been proven to be largely effective (Hulk & Müller, 2000; 2001): if a structure X in language A is
potentially ambiguous and lends itself to analysis 1 or analysis 2, and the same structure X can only
match analysis 1 in language B, then there will be unidirectional influence from language B to
language A, and the overlapping analysis 1 will be selected by bilingual children more often than by
monolinguals. This generalization has been illustrated in particular with subject realization in
bilinguals of a prodrop and a non-prodrop language, who tend to overuse overt pronouns in the
prodrop language as compared with monolinguals (Serratrice et al 2004 a.o.).

2. CLI: representation of processing?
While empirical support for CLI has been accumulating over the last few years, there seems to be less
and less agreement on the exact nature of this phenomenon.
There at least two possible explanations of CLI: the nature of formal syntactic representations could
be qualitatively different in bilinguals (e.g. Tsimpli, at al. 2004). Alternatively, differences in
bilinguals’ output could have nothing to do with knowledge of language per se, but be rather caused
by issues with language use, i.e. difficulties with processing conflicting structures in two languages
(e.g. Serratrice, 2007).
The idea that bilinguals face important processing demands is not new. We know indeed that both
languages are always active when bilinguals listen to speech, read words, and plan speech in each of
the two languages (e.g., Marian & Spivey 2003, Dijkstra 2005, Kroll et al. 2006). This parallel
activation means that the two languages potentially compete for cognitive resources and that
bilinguals must acquire a way to control or regulate that competition notably by inhibiting
articulation. CLI can be seen as the by-product of this language co-activation and of its processing
demands.

3. Bimodal bilinguals: do they exhibit cases of CLI?
In this talk, we shall present some data about bimodal bilinguals, as crucially relevant for this debate.
Bimodal bilinguals speak two languages that do not compete for articulation. This entails that while
the amount of parallel activation is probably the same as with any bilingual, the amount of inhibition
that these individuals have to put in action is minimal. As a confirmation, it is well known that
bimodal bilinguals frequently perform what has been called code-blending (Emmorey et al. 2008
a.o.): they sign and speak simultaneously, as illustrated in (1).
(1)
It:
Cosa ha mangiato la rana?
Italian/LIS: Donati & Branchini 2013.
What has eaten the frog
LIS: FROG EAT WHAT
‘What did the frog eat?’
Now, what happens with CLI across modality? Do these effects appear in bimodal bilinguals? Are
they similar or different from those observed with unimodal bilinguals? We shall begin to answer this
important question and address its consequences for our understanding of CLI with a case study
concerning subject realization.

4. Subject realization in bimodal bilinguals
Koulidobrova (2012) studied subject realization in two American Sign Language (ASL)- English
bilinguals (from 1;11 to 4;11). Subject omission is grammatical in ASL

while of course it is not in English. Interestingly, she reported a pattern of influence that does not follow
the predictions of the overlapping factor: the children investigated presented a higher rate of subject
omission in English compared to monolinguals, hence apparently preferring the non-overlapping
analysis.
We conducted a study on one French/ Langue des signes française (LSF) bilingual aged 4.8 to try to
replicate Koulidrobrova’s finding. Note that LSF is a pro-drop language and French is not. We compared
her rate of subject omission in French with that of 7 French monolinguals matched for age and MLU
(see Graph 1).
The French/LSF bilingual exhibits a rate
of subject omission in French that is
significantly higher than that observed in
the MLU matching monolinguals.
Furthermore, null subjects are found in
contexts compatible with LSF but not
with the grammar of monolinguals
controls, like embedded clauses (2) and
wh- questions (3).

(2)

Mon grand frère il sait comment s’appelle ?
‘My older brother he knows how (he) is called’
(3)
Comment s’appellent ?
’How are (they) called?’
Summarizing, we did replicate in our study the findings of Koulidobrova (2012).

5. Comparing subject realization in English/Chinese bilingual
But LSF and ASL share another property besides modality: both languages are radical pro-drop
languages, hence more similar to Chinese as for the rate and distribution of argument omission than to
the simple prodrop languages where the matching analysis factor has been observed in bilinguals. The
difference in CLI observed could thus be
due to the type of prodrop rather than to modality. In
order to verify this possibility, we compared the rate
of subject omission in French of our LSF/French
bimodal bilingual with that of a Chinese/English
bilingual in English: Luna, matched in age and MLU
(CHCC,CHILDES (Mai & Yip 2017). The
results are clear: there is virtually no subject omission
in Luna’s production in English.

6. Evidence for the processing view?
The discovery of these systematic differences in CLI represent a challenge for a representational view:
why should the nature of formal syntactic representations be qualitatively different in bimodal
bilinguals? On the other hand, we have good reasons to suppose that processing demands are different
when the two co-activated languages do not compete for articulation. The findings discussed here
strongly favor an account of CLI as the by-product of language co-activation and of its processing
demands, that are indeed different in unimodal and bimodal bilinguals. As for why the differences
observed take the form of a tendency to use of the non-overlapping analysis, this needs to be further
explored and understood. In order to do so, what will be discussed is whether this conclusion only
concerns subject omission, or whether it extends to other phenomena of potential overlapping.

A syntactically-driven approach to indefiniteness, specificity and anti-specificity in
Romance
M.Teresa Espinal (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
Sonia Cyrino (University of Campinas)
1. In Romance, indefiniteness, specificity and anti-specificity are expressed in different ways:
(1) Indefiniteness
a. Ho visto (dei) ragazzi.
have seen dei children
‘I saw children.’
(2) Specificity
a. Ho visto dei ragazzi.
have seen dei children
‘I saw some children.’

[I]

b. Eu vi
meninos.
I saw children
‘I saw children.’

[BP]

[I]

b. Eu vi
uns meninos.
I saw some children
‘I saw some children.’

[BP]

[I]

b. Eu vi alguns meninos.
I saw some children
‘I saw some children.’

[BP]

(3) Anti-specificity
a. Ho visto alcuni ragazzi.
have seen some children
‘I saw some children.’

Note that (1) to (3) contain plural expressions in I(talian) (some examples come from
Cardinaletti & Giusti 2016) and B(razilian) P(ortuguese). The semantic literature has been very
active on these topics. Still, to our knowledge, a common analysis that accounts for how these
different meanings are constrained syntactically has not yet been provided. In this paper, we
aim to present a syntactically-driven analysis that explains the availability of the indefiniteness,
specificity and anti-specificity in Romance, which, we propose, can be derived in a
compositional way.
2. We assume, following Cyrino and Espinal (2019), that within the nominal domain, by
default, the PLURALIZER in Romance is syntactically adjoined to D (i.e., a categorized d root)
and is syntactically opaque; hence, the newly formed object has the same label as its host (D).
This is represented in (4):
(4) [D [iPLURALIZER: PL] D]
3. Indefiniteness. In our proposal, indefinite expressions as (1) are derived by adjoining an
operator DE to the structure in (4). This syntactic structure -based on head modification- is the
one on which our analysis of indefinite expressions in Romance is built.
(5) [D DE [D [iPLURALIZER: PL] D]]
The abstract DE operator shifts an entity áeñ into a property áe,tñ, and can be overtly or covertly
instantiated at the time of vocabulary insertion (des/de in F(rench), dei/di in I, and bare plurals
in BP, C(atalan) and S(panish)) (Nevins 2012). We extend this analysis to indefinite mass
nouns.
4. Quantificational specificity. The Q head in (6) hosts different quantifiers, some of which
encode specificity (F certains; S ciertos) or non-specificity (F plusieurs, beaucoup; S varios,
muchos, cardinals), while still others (BP, C and S uno((o)s)) can generally be interpreted either
as specific or as non-specific (Enç 1991: 4). Q selects a DE-phrase (6) and turns an <e,t> type
expression into a generalized quantifier of type <<e,t>t>.
(6) [Q Q [D DE [D [iPLURALIZER: PL] D]]]
5. Anti-specificity. The anti-specificity reading (associated with alcuni (I) / algun(o)s (BP, C,
S); Giannakidou & Quer 2013, Etxeberria & Giannakidou 2017 / quelques (F), Jayez & Tovena
2013) is derived by adjoining an abstract operator ALG to this quantifier, with the result that

introduces referential vagueness (Aloni 2011, Giannakidou & Quer 2013), and the
speaker’s ignorance (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2013, Farkas 2020). Whereas
indefinite expressions headed by the Q un(o)s may denote a specific set of individuals, the algcomponent leads to elimination of this specificity: anti-specific indefinite quantifiers denote
sets of sets, but the speaker presents himself/herself either as ignorant about which individuals
are members of that set of sets, or as assuming that their identification is not relevant to the
addressee at the time of the conversation. In either case the exact denotation of the indefinite
expression is unavailable in context. The operator ALG type-shifts a generalized quantifier into
a modified generalized quantifier (type <<<e,t>t>,<<e,t>t>>).
(7) [Q ALG [Q Q [D DE [D [iPLURALIZER: PL ] Ddef ]]]]
ALG

6. We highlight that the role of the operator DE with respect to definiteness is parallel to the role
of ALG with respect to specificity; in other words, whereas indefiniteness builds on definiteness,
anti-specificity builds on specificity. This is a desirable result since the existence of operators
that apply to certain structures and have the effect of cancelling certain properties have also
parallels in the verbal domain.
7. In this talk we discuss several empirical and theoretical arguments, as well as some
predictions that support our proposal. We present below a selection of them:
(i) Two predictions follow from our analysis of DE as an operator of type <e <e,t>>.
1. Since DE-phrases denote properties they should only be able to have an anaphoric
relationship with property-type denoting clitics.
2. Since DE-phrases denote properties they should only be able to license a narrow scope
reading.
Both predictions are borne out.
(ii) Two predictions follow from our analysis of quantificational specificity as a quantifier that
selects a DE-phrase and is of type <<e,t>,<<e,t>t>>.
1. It is expected that both wide and narrow scope readings are available, in combination
with other quantifiers and operators.
2. Since quantifier expressions denote sets of sets it is expected that they might introduce
a discourse relationship with entity-type anaphors.
Both predictions are borne out.
(iii) Two predictions follow from the present analysis of quantificational anti-specificity as an
operator ALG that is of type <<<e,t>t>,<<e,t>t>>.
1. Given that ALG is syntactically adjoined to Q, it can show scope interactions with other
quantifiers.
2. In spite of being semantically anti-specific, ALG can occur in syntactic topic position.
Both predictions are borne out.
8. Our syntactically-driven analysis provides a comprehensive understanding of the
compositionality that indefinite expressions have in Romance at the syntax-semantics interface.
This analysis of indefiniteness, specificity and anti-specificity also has predictions for a
syntactic analysis of standard partitivity.
Selected references:
Alonso-Ovalle, Luis & Paula Menéndez-Benito. 2013. Epistemic indefinites: are we ignorant about ignorance?
In Maria Aloni, Michael Franke & Floris Roelofsen (eds.). Proceedings of the 19th Amsterdam Colloquium, 35–
42. University of Amsterdam. Cardinaletti, A. & G. Giusti. 2016. The syntax of the Italian indefinite determiner
dei. Lingua 181: 58-80. Cyrino, S. & M.T. Espinal. 2020. On the syntax of Number in Romance. Studia
Linguistica, 74(1), 165-203. Dobrovie-Sorin, C. & Beyssade, C. 2012. Redefining indefinites. Dordrecht,
Springer. Martí, Luisa. 2009. Contextual restriction on indefinites. In Quantification, Definiteness and
Nominalization, A. Giannakidou and M. Rathert (eds.), 108–132. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Drawing the limits between negative polarity and negative concord
M.T. Espinal (UAB), U. Etxeberria (CNRS-IKER), S. Tubau (UAB)

The main goal of this investigation is to focus on the limits between Negative Polarity (NP) and
Negative Concord (NC), and to argue that, in contrast to Romance, Basque is not a (Strict) NC
language.
INTRODUCTION. Since Labov (1972), Den Besten (1986, 1989), and Van der Wouden & Zwarts
(1993), it has been assumed that the intuitive notion of NC, by which two or more apparently
negative elements yield one logical negation, can show up in natural languages either by means
of negative spread (i.e. two or more negative expressions co-occurring), negative doubling (i.e.
the sentential negative marker and a negative expression co-occurring), or both (Zeijlstra
2004:61). Giannakidou (1997, 2000) has further distinguished between Strict NC (negative
expressions must necessarily co-occur with the sentential negative marker regardless of
whether they occur preverbally or postverbally) and Non-Strict NC (postverbal negative
expressions must co-occur with the sentential negative marker, but preverbal n-words cannot if
a single negation reading is intended). Crucial to these technical definitions is the term n-word,
coined by Laka (1990). The core property of n-words (or Negative Concord items-NCIs
henceforth) across languages that show NC (either Strict or Non-Strict) is that they can be used
as negative fragment answers (without the presence of an overt sentential negative marker). In
the literature these expressions have been analyzed: (i) as universal quantifiers, both negative
(Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman and Zanuttini 1991, among others) and non-negative (Giannakidou
2000); as non-negative polarity items (PIs; Bosque 1980, Laka 1990, among others); (ii) as
indefinites, both negative (Suñer 1995) and non-negative (Ladusaw 1992, 1994, Zeijlstra 2004,
Tubau 2008, among others); (iii) as numerals of cardinality zero (Déprez 1997b, 2000; Espinal
2000) with underspecified quantificational force; or as items that are ambiguous between weak
NPIs and strong NPIs (Martins 2000), or ambiguous between PIs and negative quantifiers,
either lexically (Herburger 2001, Espinal & Tubau 2016) or structurally (Déprez 1997b, 2000,
2011a, b; Déprez and Martineau 2004).
Concerning Basque, it has been claimed (Etxepare 2003:523) that it is a NC language on the
basis of the fact that existential PIs (e.g., i-nor lit. prefix i-who ‘anybody’) must co-occur with
the sentential negative marker ez ‘not’ to render the sentence negative (and grammatical) as the
contrast in (1-3) illustrates (see, i.a., Laka 1990, Etxepare 2003, de Rijk 2008).
(1) a. *Jonek inor
ikusi zuen.
Jon.ERG anybody see AUX
b. *Inork
goxoki bat jan zuen.
anybody.ERG candy one eat AUX
(2) a. Ez du inork hori erosi.
not AUX anybody that buy
b. Inork ez du hori erosi.
anybody not AUX that buy
‘Nobody bought that.’
(3)
Ez du inork ezer
inon
erosi.
not AUX anybody anything anywhere buy
‘Nobody bought anything anywhere.’
However, none of these PIs can be used in isolation as negative fragments, and none of them
can yield double negation readings (see Etxeberria et al 2018, contra Etxepare 2003:554).
(4)
Nor etorri da? *Inor.
/ ÖInor
ez.
who come AUX anybody anybody not
(5)
Inork
ez du
ezer
hautsi.
anyone.ERG neg AUX anything.ABS break
‘Nobody broke anything.’ IT CANNOT MEAN: ‘Nobody broke nothing.’
Thus, the questions that arise are: are Basque existential PIs to be actually considered NCIs?
And, is Basque to be considered a NC language, more precisely a Strict NC language?
ARGUMENTS. In order to provide a reply to these questions we will focus on:
(i) the distribution and meaning of {inor, ezer, inon} PIs, which indicates that they are
superweak (Hoeksema 2012), licensed by anti-morphic operators (the negative marker ez),
downward entailing quantifiers such as gutxi ‘few/little’, as well as a set of licensing contexts
that belong to the non-veridical class: yes-no questions, rhetorical questions, protasis of
conditionals, second terms of comparatives, before-clauses, propositional complements of
negative predicates and affective predicates, among others (Etxepare 2003; Etxeberria et al
2018).

(ii) the similarities between Basque PIs and Hindi NPIs (Lahiri 1998), and the differences
between Basque PIs and English any: Basque PIs are not allowed in fragment answers unless
the sentential negative marker ez is present (see (4)); Basque PIs can appear both in postnegative
and prenegative position, see (2) (Laka 1990, Etxepare 2003, de Rijk 2008); and Basque PIs do
not compete with a negative quantifier series and can appear in focus position when fronted.
(iii) the contrasts between Basque PIs and NCIs in Romance (Romanian, Romance creoles,
Spanish, Catalan) and beyond (Greek, Hungarian), that is, in languages that show Strict and
Non-Strict NC (Falaus 2009; Déprez 2017, Déprez & Henri 2018; Giannakidou 1997, and ff.;
Surányi 2002, 2006, Szabolcsi 2018; Bosque 1980, Sánchez 1999; Quer 1993, Espinal 2002):
(a) Basque PIs cannot be used in isolation, which contrasts with NCIs; (b) PI ez PI ‘PI not PI’
structures never license double negation readings, which contrasts with combinations of
multiple NCIs in Romance (Falaus & Nicolae 2016, Déprez et al. 2015, Déprez & Yeaton
2018).
ANALYSIS. We base our analysis of the limits between NP and NC on the existence vs. lack of
lexical competition to the PI series within a single language, and on the distinction between
semantic polarity sensitivity (Giannakidou 1997) and syntactic Agree (Zeijlstra 2004).
With respect to the first issue Basque PIs, like Hindi PIs, do not compete with a series of
negative quantifiers (Trask 2003, Etxepare 2003, Etxeberria 2012), which explains the data (1)(5). By contrast, note that: (i) in English PIs compete with negative quantifiers; (ii) in Strict NC
such as Romanian (and Greek) PIs compete with NCIs (or non-emphatic PIs with emphatic
NCIs); and (iii) in languages that show Non-Strict NC such as Catalan (and Spanish) PIs
compete with NCIs, which are homophonous. This explains that, like Basque PIs, Catalan and
Basque Country Spanish PIs (cf. Etxeberria et al 2018) allow a negative marker when preverbal.
However, unlike Basque PIs, Catalan and Spanish NCIs can occur in isolation without the
negative marker.
Concerning the second issue, we postulate that Basque PIs are characterized by a semantic [+s]
feature that is frozen only under the scope of an operator (e.g., the one corresponding to the
negative marker) to which a sigma operator is attached (cf. Chierchia 2006, 2013). In this sense,
licensing PIs in Basque (like any in English, koi bhii in Hindi, gaire in Catalan, N alguno in
Spanish, and non-emphatic tipota ‘nothing’ in Greek) is dependent on a c-command relation
between a semantic operator to which a sigma operator is adjoined and the item to be licensed.
By contrast, licensing NCIs in NC structures requires a syntactic Agree relationship between
an uninterpretable polarity feature valued as negative ([uNeg]) (as in the case of Romanian
nimeni ‘no one’, Catalan res ‘nothing’, Spanish nadie ‘nobody’, and Greek emphatic TIPOTA
‘nothing’), and a constituent syntactically specified for [iNeg] (the sentential negative marker).
On this view NCIs are a subset of PIs (Laka 1990), specified syntactically with a [uNeg] feature
that is checked by a covert negative operator in fragment answers and in negative spread
structures, and that may license double negation in cases of negative spread and doubling (such
as Romanian “NCI nu NCI” structures; Falaus & Nicolae 2016). According to this analysis, PIs
in Basque are ungrammatical as fragment answers and are excluded in negative spread
constructions because in this language the possibility of triggering a covert negative operator
specified as [iNeg] does not exist. Basque PIs are not NCIs.
CONCLUSION. A comparative study of Basque PIs and Romance NCIs provides a better
understanding of the limits between NP and NC. Basque PIs behave differently from NCIs in
both Strict and Non-Strict NC languages. Basque PIs do not compete with a series of negative
quantifiers and, therefore, (i) need to combine with a negative marker in fragment answers, (ii)
may occur in prenegative/postnegative position, and (iii) may occur in sentence initial and in
focus position. We also conclude that Basque does not have NCIs and, consequently, it is not a
(Strict) NC language (contra previous studies that suggest it is, due to the necessary cooccurrence of PIs with the sentential negative marker ez in negative sentences). Basque PIs are
polarity sensitive, exactly like Romance PIs, but do not show syntactic Agree, a relationship
that is exclusive of NCIs.
SELECTED REFERENCES: Etxepare 2003. ‘Negation’, A Grammar of Basque, de Gruyter. Falaus & Nicolae
2016. ‘Fragment answers and double negation in strict negative concord languages’ SALT 26. Giannakidou 2000.
Negative…concord? NLLT 18. Hoeksema 2012. On the Natural History of NPIs. Linguistic Analysis, 38. Laka
1990. Negation in Syntax: On the Nature of Functional Categories and Projections. Ph.D, MIT. Zeijlstra 2004.
Sentential Negation and Negative Concord. Ph.D. U.Amsterdam.

Two Strategies for Constituent Negation
Ricardo Etxepare (CNRS IKER UMR 5478) and Myriam Uribe-Etxebarria (UPV-EHU)
Negation (NEG) can have sentential scope, or negate a subclausal term, typically a
Quantifier Phrase (QP), in so-called Constituent Negation (CN) (Klima, 64; Horn, 89;
Collins and Postal, 2014). In those cases, NEG immediately precedes the QP, as in
Spanish (1): (1) [[No pocos] han venido a la fiesta]
not few have come to the party
NEG can combine with a large set of QPs, as in (2), and the common view is that all
those sequences involve CN, with NEG directly merging with the QP (Sanchez Lopez,
1999 for Spanish; Kim and Sag, 2002; Collins and Postal, 2014; Collins, 2016, 2017).
(2) [No todos/cualquiera/cada uno de ellos] ha venido tarde
Not all/(just) anyone/each one of them has arrived late
Etxepare and Uribe-Etxebarria (E-UE, 2018) argue that some of the sequences of NEG
QP are not cases of CN (understood as direct merge of the NEG head and the QP), but
derived instances of adjacency between a very high NEG and a focus-fronted QP. One
type of evidence that they contribute in favour of this idea has to do with cases like (3),
in which NEG is followed immediately not by a QP, but by a clausal adverb:
(3) No tal vez a todos les guste eso
“Not perhaps everyone likes that”
Neg perhaps prep all cl like that
Note that the modal adverb licenses subjunctive mood, and NEG does not negate the
adverb, but the QP. We know independently that sentential NEG cannot precede modal
adverbs of the sort above (4a), it must necessarily follow them (4b):
(4) a. *No tal vez les guste eso
b. Tal vez no les guste eso
Neg perhaps cl like that
Perhaps neg has.subj come
Examples such as (3) must be related to the existence of double NEG in Spanish,
possible in the context of denials targeting a negative sentence. (5) (from corpus) is a
reply to a newspaper heading saying that People do not wish to work in the land:
(5) No todos no quieren trabajar en el campo
Neg all neg wish work.inf in the land
“Not everyone does not wish to work in the land”
E-UE show that true CN is only available to weak QPs. For strong QPs, the structure
underlying the sequence NEG QP is one where the QP is fronted into a position that
precedes sentential NEG, and is dominated by an even higher NEG. This higher NEG
has a denial function but can be embedded (unlike “etalinguistic negation à la Martins,
2014), and combined with sentential NEG (5). Note that in Spanish, only weak QPs can
be preceded by NEG withing a case-marked phrase:
(6) a. *A no todo dios le gusta eso
b. A no mucha gente le gusta eso
Prep neg all god cl likes that
prep neg many people cl likes that
“Not everyone likes that”
“Not many people likes that”
The two strategies for CN can be represented as follows:
(7)
a. [PolP NEG …[FocP QP Foc [IP…(QP)…]] Association with focus
b. [QP NEG …[QP…Q…]]
Direct Merge
(7a) accounts for why sequences of NEG QP involving strong quantifiers present clear
right-left asymmetries, inexistent in the case of weak quantifiers. Compare (8-9):
(8) a. Hoy no todos van a venir
(9) a. Hoy no pocos vendrán tarde
today neg all go to come
today neg few will.come late
“Today not all will come”
“Today not few come late”
b. *Hoy van a venir no todos
b. Hoy vendrán
no pocos
today go to come neg all
today will.come neg few
“Today not all will come”
“Today not few will come late”

This is expected if the derivation of NEG QP sequences in the case of strong Qs
involves fronting the QP to a preverbal position that is below a higher NEG. So-called
CN in the case of strong Qs is thus a case of association with focus.
The reanalysis of apparent cases of CN as instances of association with focus raises the
issue of why referential DPs cannot be adjacent to NEG in Spanish (10a), except in
“edge coordination” (Bianchi and Zamparelli, 2004) (10b):
(10) a. *No JUAN ha venido
b. No JUAN, sino que MARIA, ha venido
Neg Juan has come
neg Juan but that Maria has come
“It is not Juan who has come”
“It is not Juan but Mary, who has come”
Although sequences of NEG DP are impossible in most varieties of Spanish, they are
possible for monolingual speakers of Yucatecan Spanish (11) (Gutierrez-Bravo, Sobrino
and Uth 2019):
(11) No YO se lo conté. ALEXIS se lo contó
“I didn’t tell him. ALEXIS did it”
Neg I cl cl told Alexis cl cl told
Cases like (11) are also possible in other languages (Russian, Dahl 2006; Hungarian,
Wedgewood, 2006; Welsh, Borsley, 1999; or Arabic, Aoun, et al, 2010). We propose
that the contrast between the possible (8a) and the impossible (11a) in Iberian Spanish
has to do with interface economy as understood by Reinhart (2006) and Fox (2000).
Fronting of a QP can have an effect on the semantic interface via scope taking; fronting
of a DP in Spanish can only have an effect at the interface via contrastive focus
(Cruschina, 2011). Contrastive foci and topics involve, following Tomioka, 2010, the
projection of an assertive operator in the left periphery (see also Zubizarreta, 1998).
Crucially, this operator is under the scope of NEG in the presence of the higher
metalinguistic negation, an impossible configuration for semantic reasons (Krifka,
2001), as assertive force cannot be denied:
(12) *[PolP NEG [AssertP ASSERT [FocP QP Foc [IP…(QP)…]]
One way of escaping this offending configuration is by creating an edge coordination,
and inserting the assertion operator in the positive disjunct. Note that the two conjuncts
are not symmetric: only the second one bears the complementizer que, related to
reported assertion: (13) No (*que) JUAN, sino que MARÍA, compró eso
We follow Neeleman and Vermeulen (2012) in the idea that NEG in (12) negates the
alternatives component of the focal construction, not the focus. The thing is how we can
derive (11). We propose that configurations like (11) in Yucatecan Spanish are possible
because NEG is an adjunct in those varieties (as a result of contact with the
neighbouring mayan languages), a position defended by Gutierrez-Bravo, Sobrino and
Uth, and can be directly pair-merged at the outer edge of the fronted constituent (also
Zeljstra, 2013). In that position, it doesn’t take scope over the assertion operator.
(13) [AssertP ASSERT [FocP NEG [FocP QP Foc [IP…(QP)…]]
Another possibility for configurations such as (11), particularly in languages that have
free-word order by means of processes different from Spanish fronting (e.g. Russian), is
that fronting in those languages does not necessarily invoke contrastive focus. In those
languages no assertion operator is necessarily projected in LF, and therefore no scopal
interaction arises with NEG. This means that the different crosslinguistic options for CN
emerge as a conspiracy of different intervening factors: the status of the QP (scalar or
non-scalar); c-selectional properties (pair-merge vs. set-merge) of NEG; relative
position of NEG (Zanuttini, 1997; Holmberg, 2016), and the status of fronting, and its
association (or lack thereof) with an assertive operator.

The acceptability and interpretation on Null Subjects in Italian L1 learners of Chinese L2.
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1. Introduction and goal. This paper is intended to attain a twofold objective:
(a) investigate the acceptability and interpretation of referential NSs in peripheral and
central adverbial clauses for Italian L1 learners (ILs) of Chinese L2,
(b) compare ILs data ith Chinese nati e speakers (CNSs) s in order to evaluate
differences and similarities from an information-structural point of view.
Based on the data collected and analysed, evidence will be provided that:
i)
CNSs acceptabilit of NSs is subject to information-structural requirements
for interpretation at the interfaces, namely Locality (avoiding intervention effects)
and a preference for overt A-Topics for PF visibility;
ii)
a systematic connection exists between prosody and discourse, also in a tone
language like Chinese;
iii)
From an acquisitional perspective, L1 can affect interpretation but not
acceptability.
2. Background for the analysis. Most studies carried out on Chinese L2 only deal with
qualitative data, finally showing that learners tend to produce NSs more frequently (and
correctly) with a higher proficiency (cf. among others, Kong, 2007; Jiang 2009). On the other
hand, the present study originally focuses on information structure and formal constrains,
taking into consideration the linguistic competence of ILs through their judgments.
3. Experiment and data. The present study is based on a comparative analysis of the data
collected through four surveys, specifically designed for this purpose.
The working hypothesis is that central and peripheral adverbial clauses in Chinese and in
Italian are subject to different structural derivations, affecting the interpretation of NSs in
Chinese by ILs.
Participants (21 Italian A2 learners of Chinese L2 and 129 CNSs) were asked to rate on a Likert
scale (from 0 to either 4 or 6) the acceptability and interpretation of a NS in different types of
adverbial clauses, both with and without a previous context.
4. Central and peripheral adverbial clauses: the analysis and relevant results.
Relevant data importantly show that central (conditional) adverbial clauses move to the Cdomain and show the properties of relative clauses, whereas peripheral (concessive)
clauses are merged as subordinate clauses in the C-domain.
As a matter of fact, sentences like (1) below clearly show that Sunli is selected as the head of
the Topic chain. This outcome provides evidence that no intervention effect is at stake in this
structural condition and, consequently, that suiran ( although ) is not an Operator (in line
with Haegeman 2002 and following works). Also notice that ILs almost equate CNSs in their
competence of recognizing acceptable structural contexts for NSs in Chinese, as is shown in Table
1 below:

(1)

Sunli, suiran [e] tongguo le
gaokao,
Sunli although [e] pass
PERF
university admission exam
danshi [e] haishi bu gaoxing.
but
still
NEG happy.
Sunli, although [e] passed the university admission exam, [e] is still not happ .

Acceptability

Interpretation
Concessive clause
Matrix
Values 3 + 4 Sunli Somebody else Sunli Somebody else
CNSs
80%
100%
0%
89%
0%
Values 5 + 6 Sunli Somebody else Sunli Somebody else
ILs
72%
100%
0%
88%
12%
Table 1: Dislocated Topic and pre-matrix concessive clause (without context)

On the other hand, a sentence featuring a conditional adverbial clause (like (2) below), is not
accepted by informants:

(2) Sunlik, ruguo [e]
neng ba yu dou chi-wan, [e]
Sunli if
[e]
can
ba fish all
eat-finish [e]
Sunli, if [e] can finish all the fish, [e] ill be happ .

hui hen gaoxing.
can very happy

Acceptability

Interpretation
Conditional clause
Matrix
Values 3 + 4 Sunli Somebody else Sunli Somebody else
CNSs
31%
86%
7%
86%
12%
Values 5 + 6 Sunli Somebody else Sunli Somebody else
ILs
18%
50%
0%
0%
50%
Table 2: Dislocated Topic and pre-matrix conditional clause (without context)

This and similar contrasts led to the conclusion that the A-Topic A -moves from Spec,TP to
Spec,ShiftP in Chinese, triggering intervention effects on adverbial movement (contrary to
what happens for concessive clauses).
Furthermore, the analysis of target sentences preceded by a context shows that, if the
conte t suggests a discourse topic that is not the A-Topic, formally realized in the C-domain
matrix clause, informants are totally confused and relevant sentences are rejected. It is
therefore concluded that pragmatic information cannot supersede information-structural
requirements. Hence, the Topic Chain Condition proposed in Frascarelli (2018) is operative
also in a radical pro-drop language like Chinese (even though overt A-Topic are preferred to
silent realizations).
As a matter of fact, with a silent A-Topic (not subject to movement) and a R-expression
(Sunli) in the matri s subject position (like (3) below), the sentence is judged acceptable
(with a not-truly-significant difference between the two groups: p = 0.0323) by both ILs and
CNSs:

(3) Ruguo [e]
neng ba
yu dou chi-wan,
if
[e]
can
ba
fish all eat-finish
If [e] can finish all the fish, Sunli ill be happ .

Sunli hui hen gaoxing.
Sunli can very happy

Acceptability
Interpretation
Values 3 + 4 Sunli Somebody else
CNSs
87%
28%
56%
Values 5 + 6 Sunli Somebody else
ILs
55%
100%
0%
Table 3: pre-matrix conditional with an NS in the adverbial clause (without context)

However, considering that conditional adverbial clauses are not subject to movement in
Italian, data show that learners’ L1 affects interpretation (more than acceptability).
As far as intonation is concerned, the prosodic analysis of data interestingly shows that
the realization of discourse-connected tonal contours is not influenced by the underlying
(lexical) tone and that A-Topic and G-Topic are consistently realized by informants.

This paper can thus contribute to the research studies dedicated to the syntax and
interpretation of NSs, based on the analysis of experimental data on a radical pro-drop
language, also proposing side (though not less important) considerations about the syntax of
adverbial clauses and the relation between prosody and lexical tones.
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Temporal modifiers and the Romance imperfective
Ion Giurgea
(The “Iorgu Iordan - Al. Rosetti” Institute of Linguistics, Buchaest)
I examine the compatibility of temporal modifiers of the event time (ET, as opposed to
‘reference time’, RT) with the imperfective and perfective aspects in Romance. I argue that
the constraints on ET-modification with the imperfect favor an analysis of the Romance
imperfect as reflecting an Aspimpf with an intensional semantics similar to the English
progressive (as proposed by Ferreira 2005, 2016; cf. also Bary 2009 for Ancient Greek and
Deo 2010 for Hindi, languages whose past imperfective roughly corresponds, in use, to the
Romance imperfect), as opposed to the analysis of Romance past tenses as tense operators
that select for +homogeneous or -homogeneous predicates (De Swart 1998, Arosio 2003,
2010, 2019). A further consequence of the facts under discussion is that a purely extensional
semantics of the imperfective (RT ⊆ ET or RT⊂ET), which is found in many works (see
Klein 1994, Kratzer 1998, von Stechow 2002a,b, Pancheva 2003, Demirdache & UribeEtxebarria 2004, Arosio 2019, a.o.), is not adequate. Some of the data I discuss have been
mentioned in previous studies (Crăiniceanu 1995, 2002 for Romanian, Giorgi & Pianesi 2001,
2004 for French and Italian, de Swart 1998 for French, Arosio 2003, 2010, 2019 for Italian,
Arche 2014 for Sp.), but the only formal account they have been given, as far as I know, is
within De Swart’s homogeneity-based analysis, which I will argue to be problematic (see §3).
1. The data. Romance languages differ from English by overtly marking the
imperfective/perfective opposition for all Aktionsarten, in the past (this is the traditional view,
rejected by De Swart 1998): i.e., besides being used with ongoing dynamic events, as the
English progressive, the imperfect (which I take to be a past imperfective) can be used with
states, generics and habituals, associated to a similar ongoing-ness interpretation. I will not
discuss the modal (irrealis) uses of the imperfect. When describing a single event, the
imperfect rules out temporal modifiers (i) that localize the whole event, (ii) that refer to its
right boundary (RB) or (iii) that express the extent of the whole event:
(1)
Când am
ajuns, Maria scria
{*dimineaţa /
*timp de trei ore
/
when have.1 arrived Maria wrote.IMPF morning-the
for
three hour
*până la plecarea
mea / *de la 3 la 6}.
until departure-the my
from 3 to 6
‘When I arrived, Maria was writing {*in the morning / *for 3 hours /
*until my departure / *from 3 to 6}’.
But ET-modifiers are not ruled out completely: those accessing the left boundary (LB) of the
event are allowed: (iv) LB localizers and (v) modifiers measuring the extent from LB to RT:
(2)
Când am
ajuns, Maria scria
{de la ora
3 / de trei ore}.
Maria have.1 arrived Maria wrote.IMPF from hour-the 3 from 3 hours
‘When I arrived, Maria had been writing {since 3 / for 3 hours}’.
The modifiers of types (i)-(iv) are compatible with the perfective past. Multiple-event
imperfectives (habitual, with Q-adverbs or other quantificational temporal modifiers) allow
for the modifiers in (1) (types (i)-(iii)) to apply to the individual events in the scope of the
quantifier (see (3)), but, arguably, the impossibility in (1) surfaces again for the whole series
(see (4)).
(3)
Pe atunci, lucram
{dimineaţa / 3 ore pe zi / până seara}.
(Ro.)
by then work.1SG.IMPF morning-the 3 hours per day / until evening
(4)
Când am
cunoscut-o, Maria mergea vara
la Paris {*din 1989 până în
when have.1SG met-her
Maria went.IMPF summer-the to Paris from 1989 to
1995/ *timp de 6 ani}.
(Ro.)
1995 for
6 years
‘When I met her, Maria used to go to Paris in summer {*from 1989 to 1995/*for 6 years}.’

2. My account. I build on the proposal that Aspimpf(P) asserts the existence of an event(uality)
in the world of evaluation w which holds at RT and is a stage of a P-event that continues after
RT in all ‘inertia worlds’ of w (Dowty 1979), where inertia worlds are defined along the lines
of Landman (1992) and Portner (1998) (in Altshuler’s 2014 typology, the Romance Aspimpf is
a proper-part introducing aspectual operator):
(5) AspIMPF = λP<v,t> λt<i> ∃e (t⊆t(e) ∧ RB(t)=RB(t(e)) ∧ ∀w´ ∈ Best(Circ, NI, e, P))
∃e´ (P(e´)(w´))
Under this account, our data show that temporal modifiers characterizing the ‘whole’ event
(i.e., including the continuation in inertia worlds), are excluded. As the impossibility of ET
modification of the whole cannot be due to conceptual reasons (see ??The rocket was
travelling to the Moon in 78 hours (when it was hit by a meteorite), although world
knowledge guarantees that the duration of the event would be the same in all inertia worlds), I
take it to be encoded in grammar. I propose the following compositional account:
(a) Temporal location modifiers (type (i)) take properties of times (type <it,it>). As such, they
do not provide the <v,t> type (property of events) required by Aspimpf. They compose with a
property of times obtained from the property of events denoted by the vP by the application of
an operator BOUNDED defined as in (6):
(6) BOUNDED = λP<v,t> λt<i> ∃e(P(e) ∧ t=t(e))
(b) Extent and until-modifiers ((ii)-(iii)): as they cannot modify the RT, I analyze them as
mapping properties of events onto properties of times (type <vt,it>). Again, the result does no
provide the <v,t> type required by Aspimpf
(c) The LB-oriented modifiers in (2) are actually <it,it>, as proposed by von Stechow (2012)
for the German type of since: they specify an interval for which Aspimpf(P) holds and return its
final subinterval. They require the time property to be homogeneous.
(d) Asppfv, HAB and Q-adverbs take properties of times. As such, they can embed modifiers
of types (i)-(iii).
(e) HAB and Q-adverbs yield event-properties (are <it,vt>) (see Ferreira 2005, 2016). As
such, they can be embedded under Aspimpf.
(7)-(8) summarize the positions of the various types of modifiers found with imperfectives:
(7) [RT-locating[since[Aspimpf [vP]]]]
(8) [RT-locating[since[Aspimpf [HAB/Q-adv [ET-locating [ET-extent/until/BOUNDED [vP]]]]]]]
3. Previous accounts have followed De Swart’s analysis of Romance past tenses as
homogeneity-sensitive temporal operators. The most developed one is Arosio (2019). Time
permitting, I will discuss the problems of this account. Because with eventives all temporal
modifiers are assumed to be above Asp(impf/pfv), it predicts that a past perfective eventive
sentence such as Maria a cântat timp de două ore ‘Maria sang.PFV for 2 hours’ may involve
either Aspimpf or Asppfv, in the former case the interpretation being ‘any subinterval of the 2
hours interval is included in the time of an event of Maria’s singing’, an interpretation that
this sentence does not have. Arosio proposes a semantics for LB-oriented modifiers (types
(iv)-(v)) which ensures homogeneity, but cannot explain why the same type of semantics does
not exist for RB-oriented modifiers. He cannot account for the fact that localizing temporal
modifiers of single-event imperfectives are typically marked as topical, as opposed to those
used with the perfective past, which indicates that they are RT modifiers (in his system all
temporal modifiers are above aspectual heads, therefore the RT/ET distinction is lost).
Selected references. Altshuler, D. 2014. A typology of partitive aspectual operators, NLLT 32;
Arosio, F. 2019. Tense, Aspect and Temporal Homogeneity. Tübingen Library Publishing; Deo, A.
2009. Unifying the imperfective and the progressive. L&P 32; Ferreira, M. 2016. The semantic
ingredients of imperfectivity in progressives, habituals, and counterfactuals. NLS 24; Portner, P. 1998.
The progressive in modal semantics. Language 74; von Stechow, A. 2002a, German “seit” and the
ambiguity of the German perfect. In B. Stiebels & I. Kaufmann (eds), More than Words. A Festschrift
for Dieter Wunderlich, 393-432, Berlin, Akademieverlag.
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Only a small percentage of Deaf signers acquire sign language (SL) from birth, since most deaf
children are born in hearing families and have non-signing parents (see Mitchell & Karchmer
2004). For these children, the age of acquisition of language (either signed or spoken) can be
late. The study of this population is therefore of great interest to assess the effects of age of
acquisition on a cognitive system, language, that is known to be influenced by critical period
phenomena (Werker & Hensch 2015). Age of acquisition effects in SL processing have indeed
been reported in several behavioral and neurobiological studies, but these studies up to now
focused only on ASL (e.g. Mayberry 1993, Neville et al. 1997). The purpose of the present
work is to investigate age of acquisition effects in the comprehension of different syntactic
structures in LIS. Our study includes investigation of syntactic structures that have not been
previously studied in ASL.
We designed four comprehension tasks assessing: i) Object and Subject WHICH questions
(WH); ii) Object and Subject relative clauses (RC); iii) Role Shift, a strategy to report discourse
through head/body movements of the signer, who takes the perspective of the person uttering
the reported speech (Role Shift functionally covers cases of direct speech, although it can be
used in other communicative situations); iv) Verb agreement, which is marked through the use
of space in SLs.
The WH and the RC tasks were a sentence-to-picture matching task and consisted of 32 images
each (20 targets, 12 fillers). Images were of the type used in Friedmann, Belletti & Rizzi (2009,
Exp. 5), i.e. a sequence of three characters (first and third alike, second different) with the first
character performing an action on the second, and the second character performing the same
action on the third. Each image was associated with two linguistic stimuli, targeting either the
first or the third character, or the second one (50% of the fillers).
In the Role Shift task, participants saw 40 LIS sentences with Role Shift and 40 without Role
Shift, and for each sentence, they had to select a picture out of two. All LIS sentences contained
a deictic pronoun (the LIS counterpart of I , o o hi /he ). In the Role Shift condition, the
deictic pronoun shifted its reference (as in direct speech, cf. the English sentence John said ‘I
am tired’, where I doe no efe o he peake b to John). The right picture corresponded
to the shifted reference of the deictic pronoun in the Role Shift condition and to the non-shifted
reference in the non-Role Shift condition (the other way around for the wrong picture). 16 fillers
were added.
The agreement task was a true/false task. Participants saw a brief not-linguistic clip, followed
by a LIS sentence and they had to judge whether the sentence matched the situation described
in the clip. Wrong sentences were either mismatched for verb agreement, or obviously wrong
(fillers). The task included 18 situations and 4 corresponding sentences (1 correct, 2 with wrong
agreement, 1 filler), for a total of 72 sentences.
For now, 32 Italian Deaf LIS signers participated (15 female, 17 males; mean age=46 yrs, SD=8
yrs). Fifteen were native signers (age of acquisition= 0, at least one signing parent or close

relative); whereas 17 acquired LIS after age 3 (mean age of acquisition=4.8 yrs, SD=1.8 yrs).
All 32 participants took part in the WH Task, 27 participated in the RC task and 16 participants
completed also the Role Shift and the agreement tasks. By the time of the conference, the
number of participants will be 45 for each task.
We analyzed accuracy in each task, and for each task we tested whether participant age and age
of acquisition were significant predictors of accuracy, controlling for the different experimental
conditions. Significant results are summarized in Table 1. The significant interactions are
depicted in Figure 1.
Table 1
WH
N=32

RC
N=27

Role Shift
N=16
Agreement
N=16

CONDITION mean accuracy (sd)
Filler (F) 0.93 (0.26)
WHICHobject (Obj) 0.67 (0.47)
WHICHsubject (Subj) 0.44 (0.50)*
* not considered because of low accu
racy rate
F 0.89 (0.31)
Object RC (Obj) 0.55 (0.50)
Subject RC (Subj) 0.60 (0.49)
F 0.94 (0.24)
No Role Shift 0.67 (0.47)
With Role Shift 0.67 (0.47)
F 0.91 (28)
Correct 0.90 (30)
Agreement errors 0.9 2 (27)

ANALYSIS
Question: 2 levels (Obj, F), ref: Obj
Age of acquisition p=0.02
Participant_Age p<.001
Question*Age of acquisition p=0.005
Question*Participant_Age p<0.05
Type: 3 levels (Obj, Subj, F), ref.: Obj
Age of acquisition p=0.09
Participant_Age p=0.08
TypeF*Age of acquisition p=0.08
TypeS*Age of acquisition p=0.001
Age of acquisition p=0.09
Participant_Age p=0.06

In the WH Task, we obtained a very poor
performance on subject questions. As we will
explain in details, this might be due to an
experimental manipulation that made them
unambiguous at the cost of complicating their
structure (we could not use the canonical form
of subject questions since it is ambiguous with
an object question interpretation). The
analysis revealed a significant effect of age of
acquisition, which was greater for the filler
questions compared to the target object
questions (Fig.1, first graph). As for the RC
task, the effect of age of acquisition was approaching significance only considering object RC
(Fig.1, second graph). As for the other two tasks, not represented in Fig. 1 for reasons of space,
the age of acquisition effect was marginally significant also in the Role Shift task, with no
significant interactions between conditions, but not in the agreement task. We will comment
this null result at the light of the debate on the nature of spatial agreement in SLs.
All in all, these results, although provisory, suggest that age of acquisition selectively affect the
comprehension of syntactic structures in LIS.
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Le analisi morfologiche non finiscono mai –
A DM account of the -isc- augment
Pamela Goryczka (University of Vienna)
Recent years have witnessed growing interest in research on suffixes and suffix-residues in
Italian verb formation. One of the most prominent residues derives from the Latin "inchoative"
suffix 'vowel + /sk/' as in SENTĪSCĔRE 'to begin to feel'. From a synchronic perspective, the
Italian verbal augment (VA) -isc- is a semantically empty element restricted to (the majority
of) third conjugation verbs with infinitives ending in -ire. As for its inner-paradigmatic distribution, it appears only in the Present Indicative and Subjunctive forms – except for the 1pl and
the 2pl – as well as the 2sg Imperative.1
Rather than accounting for its presence as a means to maintain "accentual stability" (Burzio
& DiFabio 1993), as an exponent of the morphomic N-pattern (Da Tos 2013) or as a case of
suppletion (Calabrese 2019), it will be argued that the augment is, in fact, situated in the themeposition of the verbal structure, a position traditionally occupied by the theme vowel (TV).
Thus, the aim of the study is to propose a new analysis of the VA -isc- within the framework of
Distributed Morphology (DM) (for an overview cf. Bobaljik 2017). The most defining attribute
of DM is that the lexicon is assumed to be distributed over several lists, i.e. morphosyntactic
processes derive hierarchical structures using roots and functional elements. All Morphology is
therefore syntactic, i.e. it obeys the principles of Syntax and has atomic structure. Further, morphological operations precede morphophonological realizations, meaning that Vocabulary
Items (VI) are inserted in terminal nodes previously created in Syntax.
I account for the theme (vowel) allomorphy in terms of Fusion. In the Present Tense indicative forms of all Italian verbs, the Tense (T0) and Agreement (φ) nodes fuse which means that
only one VI can be inserted into the position, i.e. the Present Tense encodes a semantically
unmarked Tense feature and is therefore morphophonologically never realised (cf. Oltra-Massuet 1999 for Catalan, Pomino & Remberger 2019, inter alia, for Italian and Spanish). Due to
Fusion, the φ-features are more local to the root than before and, being in the sister node of v0,
may have an impact on all elements contained in v0.
(1) Vocabulary Items for the Theme-Position (only the third conjugation is considered here)2
a. /isk/ ⟷ [-γ] / T[-past]
b. /i/ ⟷ [+α]
(2) Vocabulary Items for φ3
a.
b.
c.
d.
1

/mo/ ⟷ [1pl]
/te/ ⟷ [2pl]
/no/ ⟷ [pl]
/ono/ ⟷ [pl] / √[+α] T[-past, -sbj]

e. /o/ ⟷ [1] / T[-past, -sbj]
f. /i/ ⟷ [2] / T[-past, -sbj]
g. /e/ ⟷ [3] / √[+α] / T[-past, -sbj]

This paper focuses on the Present (Indicative) forms.
Following Oltra-Massuet (1999), it is assumed that the different conjugations are hierarchically interrelated according to their degree of markedness. This approach allows us to express the interrelations among the different
conjugations based on binary features, i.e. -ire-verbs are specified with the features [+α,+β] in order to distinguish
them from -are-verbs ([-α]) and -ere-verbs ([+α,-β]). In order to separate the ones taking the VA from those that
don't, the additional feature γ is introduced, i.e. [+α,+β,+γ] are verbs that don't show the VA, verbs presenting the
VA are specified with [+α,+β,-γ]. Some redundancy rules ensure the reduction of the complexity of the specifications, e.g. [-γ] entails [+α,+β,-γ]. Verbs that show the -i-/-isc- alternation (e.g. mentire 'to lie', 1sg mento vs. mentisco) will not be addressed but could be handled by adding a further contextual condition and listing all the verbs
involved.
3
In the present study, it is necessary to assume that the 3pl ending /ono/ is a result of Fission, i.e. in this perspective
the vowel /o/ is not the TV of third conjugation verbs (cf. Calabrese 2019). It is also assumed that the vowel /e/ in
the 3sg is in fact an exponent of φ and not the TV (cf. Calabrese 2019).
2

The derivation of the singular forms and the 3pl is exemplified below with the 2sg:
(3) 2sg finisci 'you finish'
Output Syntax

√[+α]

v0

Well-formedness Condition: TV

√[+α]

v0

√[+α]

v0

√[+α]

v0

√[+α,+β,-γ]

v0

Well-formedness Condition: φ
Fusion
Full Specification
Vocabulary Item

v0

T0[-past]

[+α,-β,-γ]

TV

T0[-past]

TV

TV

T0[-past]

TV

TV

T0[-past]/

φ[2sg]

TV

T0[-past]/

φ[2sg]

T0[-past]/

φ[2sg]

√[+α,+β,-γ]

Ø

TV

Vocabulary Item TV (1a)

√[+α,+β,-γ]

Ø

/isk/

Vocabulary Item φ (2f)

√[+α,+β,-γ]

Ø

/isk/

/i/

Phonological Readjustment

√[+α,+β,-γ]

Ø

/iʃʃ/

/i/

Output

/finiʃʃi/

φ[2sg]

As for the 1pl and the 2pl, it is assumed that the process of
Fusion is preceded by the Impoverishment of T[-past],
thus preventing the selection of /isk/ and triggering the insertion of the default VI /i/ instead. It is necessary to assume the deletion of the whole T node; otherwise, in the
Present Subjunctive forms, the feature [+sbj] would still
be present.4 But it is exactly in the 1pl and in the 2pl where
/isk/ is neither found in the Indicative nor in the Subjunctive. The structure of the 1/2pl is illustrated in Figure 1.5 Figure 1: Structure of 1/2pl of finire 'to finish'
Conclusively, it was shown that the presence (or absence) of -isc- depends on the information
encoded in T and φ. While TAM-triggered allomorphy was linked to the specification of the VI
in question, it became apparent that through morphological processes like Fusion φ-features
could directly cause allomorphy.
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Due to lack of space this paper focuses only on the Present Indicative forms. In the Subjunctive, it could be
argued that there is a Mood exponent (/a/) that triggers the neutalization of the φ-features in the singular, thus,
paving the way for Fusion in the singular. A more detailed account will be provided in the poster.
5
The form 1pl *finimo, while recurrent in various dialects, is not attested in Standard Italian. The final form of 1pl
finiamo is ensured by an additional phonological readjustment rule that takes place after the process of Vocabulary
Insertion.

BINDING IN NON-FINITE ADJUNCT CLAUSES : EVIDENCE FROM COLOMBIAN SPANISH
Kryzzya Gómez,
LLING-UMR 6310, CNRS/University of Nantes, France.
Kryzzgomez09@gmail.com

According to the standard theory (Chomsky 1981, 1982; Rizzi 1982, 1986; and Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988,
Miller 2002 and references therein), overt subjects are licensed by finite INFL/T, while PRO is licensed in
the absence of finite INFL/T. There are three descriptive claims underlying this type of approach:
i.
No overt (nominative) subjects in infinitives.
ii.
No overt controlees.
iii.
No null referentially free subjects in infinitives.
Counter-evidence for these claims has been already observed in different languages including romance
languages (see Rigau 1995, Livitz 2011, Szabolcsi 2009, Barbosa 2009, Gómez 2017). Focusing on
(Andean) Spanish, this work shows the following:
- Preverbal overt and null subjects in infinitival adjunct clauses in Colombian Spanish (CS) exemplify
three systematic patterns of exceptions to the standard generalizations on infinitives/control in (i-iii).
- Overt PRO subjects cannot be characterized as either Obligatory Control (OC) or Non-Obligatory
Control (NOC) (cf. Hornstein 1999, Sichel 2010, Landau 2013).
- The properties of Overt/Null PRO can be better captured by the Anaphor generalizations in (1):
(1) The Anaphor Generalizations:
i. Both null and overt anaphors need to be syntactically bound.
ii. Overt anaphors can be semantically bound, null anaphors must be semantically bound.
(2)
Maríai dejó de trabajar [sin [Rosak / ellai/k / proi/k] decir nada].
Sin-infinitives
Maria stopped of to.work without Rosa/ she/ pro to.say nothing overt subject alternating with pro
Ma a
(R a/ ) a
a
.
(3)
Juani sería feliz [al [Josék / éli/k / PROi/*k] dejar la casa].
Al-infinitives
Juan be- happy in.the José/ él / PRO to.leave the house
overt subject alternating with PRO
J a
b a
/ a
.
(4)
Juani se fue [para [éli/*k /PROi/*k /*María] estar feliz].
Para-infinitives
Juan CLIT 3p.left for him / PRO/ María to.be happy
OVERT PRO alternating ith PRO
J a
b a .
This classification is based on a set of tests distinguishing the OC vs. NOC in English (cf. Hornstein 1999)
and confirmed by a
a
ba
with an experimental protocol.
(5) Distribution of Null subjects vs. Overt PRO
COND

English infinitival
clauses

Sin-infinitives

test

NS

NS

NS

Al-infinitives and
Para-infinitives
NS

Para-infinitives

Non-obligatory
C-command
Long distance antecedent

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

Sloppy reading under
ellipsis
Strict reading under
ellipsis
Coreference reading under
the focus particle test
BV reading under the
focus particle test

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

OC

NOC

NOC

OC

Neither OC nor
NOC

Overt PRO

Seeking to provide an empirical and theoretical characterization of null subjects of CS non-finite adjunct
clauses, we start by adopting D
(2013) a a
-drop in which (just like in Japanese-type
languages; Saito 2007, Takahashi 2014), null subjects in Spanish are analyzed not in terms of the primitive
pro, but arise via DP ellipsis. Duguine posits an Identity Condition (The Condition on Parallelism) in order
to recover the interpretative properties of ellipsis sites (cf. Fox 2000). This proposal explains the
availability of the strict and sloppy reading in sin-infinitives, in terms of Referential Parallelism and
Structural Parallelism respectively:

(6) a. Maríai dejó de trabajar [sin [sui jefe]j decirle nada (a ellai)].
Ma a
b
saying nothing to her.
b. Y Rosak también dejó de trabajar [sin [Ø] decirle nada (a ellak)].
A R aa
(
) a
.
(7) Y Rosak también dejó de trabajar [sin [sui jefe]j] decirle nada (a ellak)]. Strict reading
The strict reading (7) is obtained via the Referential Parallelism Condition because the interpretative values
of the NS in (6b) are recovered from its antecedent [sui jefe]j.
(8) Y Rosak también dejó de trabajar [sin [suk jefe]z] decirle nada (a ellak)]. Sloppy reading
The sloppy reading in (8) is obtained via the Structural Parallelism Condition since Rosak can bind locally
the possessive pronoun suk in the complex elided DP [suk jefe]z. just like Maríai binds the corresponding
pronoun in the antecedent clause.
Turning to para-infinitives, we see from table (5) that Overt and Null PRO both exhibit unexpected
interpretative asymmetries as stated in (9):
(9) Overt vs. Null PRO paradox:
i. Null PRO and Overt PRO yield conflicting results with respect to the focus particle test -- but not
with respect to the ellipsis test. Why?
ii. Ellipsis & focus particle tests yield conflicting results for overt PRO -- but not for null PRO. Why?
We take these asymmetries to reflect the Anaphor Generalizations in (1), as shown in (10) -(13).
Ellipsis test:
Overt & Null PRO MUST be syntactically bound
(10) Juani se fue [para [él]i/*k/*j /[Ø]i/*k/*j estar feliz] y Maríak también.
Juani se fue para [él]i/*k/*j /[Ø]i/*k/*j estar feliz y Maríak también se fue para [ella]k/*i/*j estar feliz. Sloppy Reading
*Juani se fue para [él]i/*k/*j /[Ø]i/*k/*j estar feliz] y Maríak también se fue para [él]i estar feliz. Strict Reading X

Focus particle test:
Null PRO MUST be semantically bound
(11) a. Sólo Maríai hizo trampa para [Ø]i ganar el primer lugar.
b. No, Daniela (Ma a b
)a c a
c. No, Daniela ( y(y cheated for y to win)) BVA √
d.*Rosetta ( y(y cheated for her to win)) (her= María)) Coreference X

.

Overt PRO CAN be semantically bound
(12) a. Sólo Maríai hizo trampa para [ella]i/*j ganar el primer lugar.
b. No, Daniela( y(y cheated for y to win)) BVA √
c. No, Rosetta ( y(y cheated for her to win)) (her= María)) Coreference √

Overt & Null PRO MUST be syntactically bound
(13)
Sólo Maríai hizo trampa para [Ø]i/*j/ellai/*j ganar el primer lugar
The anaphor generalization in (1(i)) straightforwardly explains why Null and Overt PRO pattern alike on
the ellipsis test: c-command holds in each of the conjuncts under the sloppy reading, but not between the
matrix antecedent and the infinitival subject in the second conjunct under the strict reading (10).The
anaphor generalization in (1(ii)) straightforwardly explains why Overt and Null PRO pattern differently
with respect to the focus particle test: only BVA is available for Null PRO since it must be semantically
bound, accounting for why (11(a)) can be denied under the BVA reading in (11(c)). In contrast, both
coreference and BVA are available for the Overt PRO (12) since the latter can but need not be semantically
bound, thus explaining why (12) can be denied either on both the BVA reading (12(b)) and the coreference
reading in (12(c)). Crucially, however, the reference of overt PRO cannot be left free altogether since as
anaphor it must be syntactically bound (13).
To conclude, the study of subjects in adjunct non-finite clauses in CS has important implications for
the understanding of the distribution and interpretation of Overt vs. Null. Unlike traditional contexts (finite
or complement clauses), adjunct infinitives and in particular, para-infinitives provide unexpected evidence
for novel asymmetries in the interpretative properties of Overt vs. Null PRO. We close by discussing a
micro syntactic variation between the European and the Latin American varieties of Spanish with respect to
the distribution of (null) subjects in adjunct infinitives.
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The North-South Romance Continuum: Parameters of Variation in the Clausal Domain
Adam Ledgeway (anl21@cam.ac.uk), University of Cambridge
The goal of this talk is to review some of the principal patterns of morphosyntactic variation
within the Romània in support of a north-south Romance continuum from an approach which
locates the relevant dimensions of (micro)variation between northern and southern varieties in
the properties of individual functional heads (Ledgeway 2016). This approach which builds
on the insights of the Borer-Chomsky Conjecture (cf. Baker 2008: 353) assumes that the locus
of parametric variation lies in the lexicon and, in particular, in the (PF-)lexicalization of
specific formal feature values of individual functional heads (Borer 1984; Chomsky 1995). As
will be shown, these feature values are not set in isolation, inasmuch as parameters ostensibly
form an interrelated network of implicational relationships whereby the given value of a
particular parameter may, in turn, entail the concomitant activation of associated lower-order
parametric choices, whose potential surface effects may consequently become entirely
predictable, or indeed rule out and render entirely irrelevant other parameters. Such is the
case, for instance, with T which, we will see, probes the verb in northern Romance, a
parametric setting which, in turn, accounts for the availability of verb-subject inversion, Stage
II and III negation, subject clitics and active-stative perfective auxiliary selection. In southern
Romance varieties, by contrast, all these same options are absent since T fails to attract the
verb which is probed instead by v, a parametric choice which explains the restriction of V-toC movement to positive imperatives, the use of generalized or person-driven perfective
auxiliation, and active participle agreement with in situ objects.
Considerable progress in this direction has already been made in establishing, and modelling
the relationships between, some of the most important parameters of microvariation within
the nominal domain, not just across Romance but also more broadly within Indo-European
and beyond, in recent parametric work, especially that couched within the Parametric
Comparison Method (see, among others, Guardiano and Longobardi (2005; 2017a,b),
Longobardi, Guardiano (2009), Longobardi, Guardiano, Silvestri, Boattini and Ceolin (2013),
Guardiano (2014), Guardiano and Stavrou (2014), Ledgeway (2015), Guardiano,
Michelioudakis, Ceolin, Irimia, Longobardi, Radkevich, Silvestri and Sitaridou (2016),
Longobardi, Ghirotto, Guardiano, Tassi, Benazzo, Ceolin and Barbujani (2015), Longobardi,
Ceolin, Ecay, Ghirotto, Guardiano, Irimia, Michelioudakis, Radkevic, Luiselli, Pettener and
Barbujani (2016), Guardiano and Michelioudakis (2019). In this talk, by contrast, I shall
consider a selection of key examples from the clausal domain of representative
morphosyntactic divergence between the varieties of northern and southern Romance which
highlight a number of significant differences in the featural make-up of the functional heads
C-T-v and their associated domains – the left periphery, the inflexional core of the sentence,
and the verb phrase – and the parametric options they instantiate. For example, the contrast
between northern Romance varieties which show differential marking of the subject through a
system of subject clitics and southern varieties characterized by differential marking of the
object highlights a major difference that can ultimately be related to the differential, and often
complementary, featural composition and role of the functional heads T and v. Whereas in the
north the T head proves particularly active in probing, for example, the verb and spelling out
the D-features of the subject through a system of subject clitics, in the south the role of T is
less significant in that it is v that attracts the verb and spells out the various D-related features
of the object through a licensing operation of DOM.
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A superlative challenge for a syntactic account of connectivity sentences.
Nicoletta Loccioni
University of California, Los Angeles
Nutshell In this paper, I present some data that challenge the main Syn(tantic)A(ccount)s of
connectivity sentences such as (1).
(1) What John/everyone likes is himselfF
The argument is based on Romance data where superlative import requires relativization. It boils
down to what follows. Under SynA, there is a conflict between the assumed syntax of the postcopular clause and its interpretation. That is, the structural configuration that SynA requires to
satisfy Binding cannot generate the desired superlative interpretation. We show that this problem
does not arise for Sem(antic)A(ccounts), which maintain that variable binding does not require
c-command and can therefore straightforwardly derive the correct meaning.
We also show that the challenge that relativization poses is more general and not limited to
Romance superlatives. Finally, we extend the analysis to question-answer pairs, which are not
discussed here for space reason.
The two competing approaches According to SynA (see Ross 1972, den Dikken and Wilder
2000, Schlenker 2003, Romero 2007 Romero 2018 a.o), a connectivity sentence such as (1) displays
the same behavior as a simple sentence like (2) w.r.t. to a variety of syntactic tests (binding in
this case) simply because at some level of representation (1) contains a connected clause like (2),
which is then partially elided (as shown in (3)) .
(2) John/everyone likes himself
The “question plus deletion (Q+D)” account for example maintains that in (1) a concealed question (denoted by the specificational subject and analyzed as in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984) is
equated to the strengthened value of the elided answer (the post-copular constituent).
(3) Jans What John likes is John likes himself K
= w [ w’.◆x [like(j,x,w’)] = ◆x[like(j,x,w)] = w’. like(j,j,w’) & John likes nobody else in w’
]
‘We are in a world w such that: the exhaustive answer to the question “what does John like”
in w is the proposition “that John likes himself (and nobody else)”’.
Unlike SynA, SemA (Jacobson 1994, Sharvit 1999, Cecchetto 2000 a.o.) does not take Binding
(Scope or NPI licensing) to require a structural condition like c-command. No elided structure
needs therefore to be posited in the post-copular constituents. Connectivity instead results from a
higher-order semantics, as shown in (4). The reflexive is analyzed as in Sharvit (1999). The quantified example in (1) then denotes the equation between the unique function that maps everyone
to what they like and the function that maps everyone to himself.
(4)

w.◆f<e,e> [8x.like(x,f(x),w)] = x.x

The challenging Data We o↵er a novel argument that strongly supports SemA against SynA. It
comes from Italian connectivity sentences such as (5), in which the specificational subject has the
following properties. (i) It is a definite relative clause that embeds (what looks like) a comparative
and has a resulting superlative interpretation and (ii) relativization is necessary in order to get
superlative import. That is, the same predicate at the sentential level is incompatible with a
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superlative reading and can only have a comparative interpretation (as shown in (6)). Similar
examples can be constructed in other Ibero-Romance languages and to some limited extent in
French (see Loccioni 2018 and Rohena-Madrazo 2007 for discussion).
(5) La persona con cui
Maria è più esigente
è se
stessa
The person with whom Maria is more demanding is herself
‘The person with whom Maria is the most demanding is herself’
(6) Maria è più esigente
con se stessa
Maria is more demanding with herself
‘Maria is {more/*the most} demanding with herself’
The connected sentence in (6) is shown to lack a superlative interpretation. Yet, it is exactly
what SynA would take the post-copular (elided) clause in (5) to be, as shown in (7). This
treatment would obviously fail to generate the correct interpretation. Under a Q+D account à
la Romero/Schlenker in fact (5) would say that the exhaustive answer to the question “who is
the person with whom Maria is the most demanding” is the proposition “that Maria is more
demanding with herself”. It is unclear how the strengthened value of the connected sentence (its
normal value plus its implicature) could result in the correct interpretation.
(7) [
[
[
[

la persona con cui Maria è più esigente ]
è
the person with whom Maria is most demanding ] is
Maria è più esigente con se stessa ]
Maria is more demanding with herself ]

Since according to SemA variable binding does not require c-command, the same problem does not
arise and the right interpretation for (5) can be straightforwardly generated. This is sketched in (8).
Under this treatment, (5) denotes the equation between the unique function that returns the person
Mary is the most demanding with and the function that associates everyone to himself.
(8)

w.◆f<e,e> [[Maria] [ x.9d.demanding(x,f(x),d,w) & 8g(x)[g(x)2C & g(x)6=f(x) ! ¬ demanding(x,g(x),d,w)] = x.x
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Sentential complementation: nominalization and other strategies
M. Rita Manzini and Anna Roussou
University of Florence and University of Patras
Goals: Sentential complementation in Indo-European languages comes into two types. Finite
complements are typically introduced by complementizers, such as English that, Romance
che/que, etc., which draw on pronominals (Manzini & Savoia 2001, 2010; Baunaz & Lander
2018, a.o.). Non-finite ones employ a specialized inflectional ending, such as Romance -re,
German -en, or a specialized marker, such as English to, Romance de/di or a, Germanic zu, etc.,
or a combination of both (Romance, German). If the role of the complementizer is to turn a clause
into an argument (Kayne 1982), the question is how this is achieved. We argue that sentential
embedding can be derived by a) a pronoun (che, that), b) a preposition (di/a), or c) a D element,
such as the infinitival affix (-re). Class (c) extends i c de b c i e a ic e f he Ba a
type, which are analyzed as linkers. The picture that emerges shows that there is no one-to-one
mapping between complementizers/linkers and (non-)finiteness.
Complementizers and prepositions: In Italian, the finite complement in (1) is introduced by che.
The infinitive is either introduced by di or a as in (2a-b), or is directly embedded under the
selecting predicate, as in (2c).
(1a) So che fai questo
I
that
d hi
(2a) Cerco di scrivere
(2b) Vado a studiare
(2c) Voglio andare
I
to i e
I g i g
d
I a to ea e
In recent approaches (1) reduces to an instance of relativization (Arsenijevic 2009; Manzini &
Savoia 2005, 2011; Kayne 2010, a.o.). Manzini (2010) argues that che-complements are like free
(headless) relatives, merging directly in the argument position of the predicate and binding a
variable that corresponds to the embedded proposition p. According to Manzini & Savoia (2018)
the pronominal complementizer is required under the Agree Resistance Principle (ARP), i.e. the
inability of clauses
e e a Ag ee e a i
ih a
be i e
I since they have no features (cf. S e
(1981) Case Resistance Principle).
The question now is how embedding is possible in (2). The standard view takes di/a in (2a)(2b) to be prepositional complementizers (Kayne 1984, 2005). This on its own suggests that the
syntactic category C is a mixed bag of elements, such as pronouns, Ps, and even verbs (as in V2phenomena; den Besten 1983). We argue that just as so-called complementizers are pronouns,
prepositional complementizers are just prepositions. In (2a)-(2b), the embedded clause is
introduced by di/a. The ARP is not violated since di/a is another predicate, however elementary.
What is more, this reflects cases of indirect DP arguments introduced by a locative/dative
preposition (Diedi il libro a Gianni I ga e he b
J h ). What the ARP excludes then is
embedding of sentences as direct arguments (whose Visibility is mediated by Agree), and not
embedding in an oblique form (via P).
As the translation of (2) shows, much the same holds for English: the complement clause is
introduced by to. We argue against the standard view that takes to to be an exponent of non-finite
I (Pullum 1982), or a reanalyzed C head (Falk 2000, Roberts & Roussou 2003). Instead we treat it
as the same P that introduces indirect arguments, as in I gave the book to John’. Incidentally,
while the Italian verb carries an inflectional affix that turns it to a non-finite form, this is not so in
English which just has the bare stem, a form not specified for finiteness. This choice is hardly due
to the reduced morphology of English as is also found in morphology rich languages, e.g. in the
paskajore construction in Geg Albanian in (3):
(3a) fi
me
i
(3b) d hi
me
pa
began-3PL
with stir
wish-1SG
with you
see
The bega
i
I ih
ee
(Joseph 1983:87)
In both English and Albanian he e ca be f he e beddi g de a f
e i i , a i (4).
Regarding the for-to/p -m /de-a constructions, we argue that these are instances of one PP

embedding another as is also the case with nominal complements, e.g., out of the box.
(4a) kam
i:k
p
mas m
p
have-1sg
left
for
not
with him/her see
I ef
ee hi /he
Geg Albanian (Manzini & Savoia 2007)
(4b) I arranged for you to see him.
Infinitival affix and subjunctive particles: The next question concerns the direct embedding of
the infinitive in (2c). The answer resides on the properties of –re. Assuming that agreement
affixes are pronominal(-like), we argue that –re is also a pronoun, thus a D element, whose
reference is fixed syntactically via control. In other words, it is the inflectional equivalent of the
i i a
ha La da (2015) ide ifie
i h PRO. Thus re is a D that provides a
variable bound by a DP in the matrix clause. The ARP is circumvented by the fact that control
requires the infinitival complement to be a predicate.
Along similar lines, we account for control subjunctive complements. In Balkan languages,
linkers are attested in the nominal domain, as in Albanian (5), where të qualifies as a D/agreement
element establishing a relation with the noun (on Greek polydefinites, see Lekakou & Szendr i
2012), i.e. it introduces a i i a
bound by the higher D:
(5)
a.
disa djem të bukur
b.
disa mure
të
sht pis
some boys LKR nice
some walls
LKR
house-GEN.DEF
e ice b
e a
f he h e
Crucially, të in Albanian is also the subjunctive marker introducing a finite verb, in contexts
where a Romance infinitive is found:
(6)
Dua të
pi
I.want PRT/LKR I.drink
I want to drink
The presence of të in these two contexts is not accidental, but reduces to its status as a linker (also
Sonnenhaus & Widmer 2019). We argue for a similar view of the Greek subjunctive particle na,
namely that it is a D element (Christidis 1985; Roussou 2009). I he ca e f he
b ci e
complements, the particle (linker) i he i i a
ha converts the EPP argument to a
variable to be bound by a higher argument, as is the case in (predication theories of) control.
Obligatory control is dictated by the selecting predicate. Non control occurrences of subjunctive
particles/linkers are similar to Romance subjunctives (see below).
Extensions and implications: The current approach covers a variety of properties associated with
complement clauses. Thus, structures with linkers can be embedded under a complementizer or a
P, since they represent different types of embedding. For instance, të-clauses in Albanian can be
embedded under the (that-type) complementizer që (7) or under the preposition për (ItaloAlbanian, Manzini and Savoia 2007).
(7)
ata prisnin
që
Lindita të lexonte
they waited
that
Lindita LKR read
The ai ed f Li di a
ead
In the context of the present analysis, we also consider cases of finite clauses with
complementizer deletion/omission, notably Romance subjunctives: we argue against a PF account
and assume a syntactic analysis based on tense agreement with the matrix verb (Giorgi 2010: no
independent temporal/sentential anchoring).
On the theoretical side, the conclusion we derive is that, strictly speaking, there is no C
projection. Instead the positions that form the articulated left periphery are either positions
associated with the verb (modality, operator for intensionality) or nominal ones (subjunctive
particles, that-type complementizers). In fact, the traditional characterization is already abandoned
by Rizzi (1997) who introduces Force and Fin. We propose that Fin etc. are extended projections
of the verb with the option of interpolating nominal ones. This allows us to view
c
e e i e a he morphologically are: pronouns and prepositions.
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0. I
d c
. Thi o k aim o e end he D namic A mme (DA) f ame o k of Mo o (2000).
P elimina il , e ill f he p
e he h po he i ha he in abili of mme ic
c e i d e
o he impo ibili of labelling, gi en Chom k
(2006, 2013, 2015) Labelling Algo i hm (LA) - a
gge ed in Mo o (2009); he cen al e l of he DA f ame o k follo , b no he a e no een
a di ec con e ence of he need fo linea i a ion. The cen al p opo al i o e end he DA f ame o k
o mme ic head-head
c e , he ine i able fi
ep of an de i a ion. The o mme b eaking epai op ion a ailable gi e i e o ba ic head-ini ial and head-final o d o de .
1. S
e c Me ge. Unde a DA app oach, mme ical config a ion can be gene a ed b Me ge,
p o ided ha mo emen make hem an i mme ic befo e pell-o . In hi app oach, mo emen i a
mme -b eaking phenomenon, igge ed b p el geome ical fac o a oppo ed o mo phological
one (i.e. fea e-checking/ al a ion/ag eemen ). In fac , o e i e Me ge i elf o be a mme ic
o ld be a concep all nde i able complica ion of hi co e ope a ion ha dl compa ible i h a
minimali ic app oach. Hence, follo ing Chom k (2013, 2015), e fo m la e Me ge a in (1):
(1)
Me ge (X, Y) = X, Y
Since X and Y m be ei he ma imal o minimal (i.e. he ei he e l f om a p io ope a ion of Me ge
o he don ), he o p of (1) can be i ali ed a one of he
c e in (2):
(2)a.
b.
c.
r
r
r
X
YP
XP
YP
X
Y
Of he e, onl he
c e in (2a) (and i no a ional a ian [ XP Y]) i able, linea i able, and
labellable a [XP X YP]. We no con ide (2b) and (2c) in n.
2. S
e c XP XP
c e a e
ab e.
Chom k (2015) a g e ha in n ll- bjec lang age (NSL ) T i
ong eno gh o label TP and o
DP- ai ing o SpecTP i no e i ed. Hence SpecTP can emain nfilled, he EA can emain in a lo
po i ion (cf. Belle i 2004) f om hich long-di ance e ac ion i po ible, allo ing e ac ion ac o
a complemen i e (Ri i 1982). In non-NSL
ch a Engli h, T i eak, and o DP- ai ing i e i ed,
hence SpecTP i al a filled ( he o iginal EPP, Chom k 1982), f ee in e ion i impo ible and
bjec -e ac ion ac o a complemen i e impo ible. Ho e e , in NSL he e a e DP mall cla e
ch a in he follo ing e ample hich fo ce ei he DP o mo e o a p e e bal po i ion gene a ing
canonical and in e e cop la en ence, a ho n b Mo o (1997, 2000):
(3)
a.
Q e a fo o e a la ca a della i ol a.
[canonical cop la en ence]
( hi
pho o a he ca e of he io
b.
La ca a della i ol a e a e a fo o.
[in e e cop la en ence]
( he ca e of he io
a hi
pho o)
Bo h (3a,b) a e in fac de i ed f om he ame nde l ing
c e in (4) in ol ing an XP XP mme :
(4)
BE [ [DP e a fo o] [DP la ca a della i ol a ]]
In (4), i a ca e of (2b). Mo emen of ei he DP can epai he
c e, allo ing o be labelled DP
He e, e ee an EPP-effec in an NSL: if SpecTP in gene al doe no ha e o be filled in NSL like
I alian, hi mo emen canno be checking-d i en; i i a he d i en b LA a p edic ed b DA. No abl ,
e en hen an e ple i e like ci ( he e) face in f on of he cop la a in c na f ( he e i a pic e),
ob e idence p o e ha hi i al o mo ed f om an nde l ing po i ion i hin (Mo o 1997).
3. O
e cXX
c e . T ning no o (2c), he e e can nei he linea i e ( hi i he
bo om-pai p oblem hich a i e f om a emp ing o appl Ka ne LCA o
c e gene a ed b
Me ge a in (1), fi di c ed b Chom k 1994) no label (Chom k 2015). Ho e e , ill
follo ing Chom k , e can a me ha one of X and Y, a Y, ha no ca ego ial fea e, i.e. i a
Roo , and X i a ca ego i e . No
e can label a X, b
e ill can linea i e. In he pi i of DA,
hen, one of X o Y m mo e. If Y mo e , e ge he
c e in (5):
(5)
[ Y [X X (Y) ]]
He e, i
cce f ll labelled X and Y i linea i ed a p eceding X, ince Y a mme icall ccommand X. The ca ego h fo med b In e nal Me ge of Y, , m be al o be labelled a X, ince
Y b h po he i ha no ca ego . So X i defined a he head of ( ince i p o ide he label) and Y i

defined a he complemen of X ( ince i i fi -me ged o he head). (5), hen, i effec i el a ca e of
oll p of he complemen a o nd he head. I i a ca e of face head-final o de . If, on he o he hand,
e mo e X in (2c), (6) e l :
(6)
[ X [X (X) Y ]]
He e, X ill label again b hi ime he mo ed X a mme icall c-command Y and o i linea i ed
a p eceding i . Thi co n a head-mo emen . So e ee ha (5) and (6) a e ca e of oll p and headmo emen a epai of (2c). (Head-mo emen and oll- p a e bjec o he ame locali condi ion,
e en iall he S ic C cle, hich gi e i e o he Head Mo emen Con ain in he ca e of headmo emen and he Final O e Final Condi ion in he ca e of XP-mo emen ).
Follo ing Robe (2012) and Bibe a e & Robe (2015, 2017), e p opo e he follo ing a
a hi d-fac o op imi a ion con ain :
(7)
Inp Gene ali a ion (IG): fo all ope a ion O in g amma G,
O applie hene e i
c al de c ip ion i me .
F om (7) i follo
ha if Y mo e in (2c), gi ing (5), oll p ill gene ali e, gi ing i e in he nma ked
ca e o
face ha monic head-finali . All occ ence of oll p af e he fi
ill ai e a ma imal
ca ego a o nd he head i fi -me ged o, i.e. f om (5), he de i a ion con in e a ho n in (8):
(8)
a.
[X Y [X X (Y) ]]
(=(5), i h labelled a X)
b.
Z [X Y [X X (Y) ]]
(E e nal Me ge (Z, X))
c.
[Z [X Y [X X (Y) ] Z ([X Y [X X (Y) ]]) ]
(In e nal Me ge (Z, X)))
We no e f om (8b,c) ha oll p i he conj nc ion of In e nal and E e nal Me ge of he ame e m ; o
ban hi o ld again be an nnece a concep al complica ion of Me ge. (7) al o de e mine ha if
X mo e in (2c), ha monic head-ini iali e l a head-mo emen gene ali e . No he e ion
become : ha op IG f om c ea ing ma imal head-ini iali /finali e e
he e, i.e. ha gi e i e
o di ha monic o d o de ? We p opo e he follo ing ( hich e ake o be implici in Chom k
2013/2015
em):
(9)
Unin e p e able fea e ( F) canno be label .
We no add o he di c ion of (2b,c) ha he choice of epai
a eg of mme ic
c e (headmo emen o oll p) i de e mined b he he a head i h a p obing F i e e nall me ged o , in
ela ion o hich X i a defec i e goal in he en e of Robe (2010), i.e. X ha no fea e di inc
f om ho e of Y. Hence XP oll p fail o appl he e X i a defec i e goal. Thi ha he con e ence
ha oll p pa ame e ed ce o nega i e al e of head-mo emen pa ame e . The efo e all o do de pa ame e ed ce o head-mo emen op ion . We ake hi o be a concep al ad ance fo he
heo of o d-o de a ia ion.
A po ible pological con e ence of hi idea i ha , ince head-mo emen in ol e me ging
an e a head (an e a p obing F), head-mo emen
em ma gene all ha e iche p obe han
oll p
em . Thi implie ha head-ini ial lang age ma ha e iche f nc ional
c e han headfinal one . I ha been ob e ed ha head-final lang age end o lack de e mine (Sheehan 2013), ha
head-final ela i e a e al a non-fini e and lack ela i e p ono n (Ha kin 2004, Ka ne 1994), e c.
4. Ge e a ed DA-P c e.
The LA ba ed DA heo lead
o he e l ha all
c e of he follo ing kind a e n able:
(10)
[ X min Y min ]
The gene a ion of LCA-linea i able
c e al o follo f om hi app oach, and IG appl ing o he
epai
a egie in (5) and (6) gi e i e o o d-o de pe .
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Semantic Identity and Overt-morphology Trigger Syntactic Recursion
Terue Nakato (Kitasato University) and Thomas Roeper (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Aim: The Strong Minimalist Thesis assumes that the ability to generate recursive structures is
the core property of human language and that all other properties of language result from the
requirement imposed by the two interfaces with other internal systems, C(onceptual)I(ntentional) interface and S(eonsory)-M(otor) interface. According to this view, language is
defined as a recursive computational system satisfying the requirements of the interfaces
(Interfaces + Recursion(Merge) = Language) (Chomsky (2007, 2008, 2010), Sauerland and
Gärtner eds. (2007)). Nevertheless, languages vary in which forms of recursion they allow (for
example, German does not have recursive possessives) and therefore it must be triggered. We
argue that the final form of recursion is purely categorical and that the triggers are specifically
linked to the semantic and phonological (CI and SM) interfaces.
Studies on recursive possessives (POSSs) and locatives (LOCs) in English have observed
that children acquire language-specific recursive structures in several steps: Limbach and
Adone (2010) and Pérez-Leroux et al. (2012, 2018), for example, have shown that 3- to 5-yearolds do not at first grasp embedded POSSs (John's friend's father's hat) or LOCs (the cat next
to the dog next to the cow). Japanese showed different results: Child recursion appears much
earlier but it depends on the construction. Terunuma et al. (201'7) and Terunuma and Nakato
(2018) have observed that 4- to 5-year-olds easily give recursive interpretation to sentences
with two POSS phrases. Terunuma et al. (2017) has also shown control of three POSS
phrases. Children also get recursion more easily with recursive POSSs than recursive LOCs.
Terunuma et al. (2017) argues that the delay might be linked to the semantic complexity of
LOC phrases used: The LOC phrases used are not semantically identical.
Two issues are still open: (i) Why are LOCs delayed in Japanese? and (ii) Why are both
LOCs and POSSs later in English? We argue that semantic identity and overt-morphology are
the critical factors: Children use semantic and morpho-phonological cues at the CI and SM
interfaces to trigger syntactic recursion.
Experiment: We conducted a new experiment on 22 mono-lingual Japanese-speaking
children aged from 4 to 6. This experiment focused on semantic identity of LOC phrases, which
Terunuma et al. (2017) did not pay attention to, in order to see if it makes recognition of
recursion easier. The interpretation of sentences with two or three identical LOCs (2- or 3ident-LOCs) was compared with that of sentences with two or three different LOCs (2- or 3diff-LOCs) (see (1) and (2), for example).
(1) kuma-no shita-no kirin-no shita-no shimauma (o misete)
bear
under giraffe under zebra
“Show me a zebra under a giraffe under a bear.”
(2-ident-LOCs)
(2) wani-no shita-no shimauma-no tonari-no raion (o misete)
crocodile under
zebra
next to lion
“Show me a lion next to a zebra under a crocodile.”
(2-diff-LOCs)
In this experiment, children were asked to move animals on the iPad-screen after they heard
stimulus sentences. 3 sentences were given for each experimental condition (12 target sentences
in total).
Results: The results are shown in Table 1. Our main finding is that the children made adult-like
responses to the 2- and 3-ident-LOCs in many trials at the age of 4, but did not do so to the 2and 3-diff-LOCs even at the age of 5. Paired t-test show statistical difference (p < 0.05) between
2-ident-LOCs and 2-diff-LOCs in 4- and 5-year-olds and between 3-ident-LOCs and 3-diff-LOCs
in 5- and 6-year-olds. No significant difference is observed between 2-ident-LOCs and 3-ident-

LOCs or between 2-diff-LOCs and 3-diff-LOCs. This suggests that semantic identity of LOC
phrases makes it easier for Japanese children to recognize recursion.
Table 1 (% of recursive responses)
2 identical
3 identical
2 different
3 different
6yrs
94% (17/18) 100% (18/18) 56% (17/18)
44% (8/18)
5yrs
92% (22/24) 83% (20/24) 46% (11/24) 42% (10/24)
4yrs
75% (18/24) 67% (16/24)
29% (7/24)
29% (7/24)
Discussion: Our results, together with the early acquisition of recursive POSSs observed in
Terunuma et al. (201'7) and Terunuma and Nakato (2018), indicate that early recognition of
recursion is aided by the repeated use of functional morpheme, such as –no in Japanese, and
semantic identity of repeated markers. The recognition of recursive POSSs (John-no
tomodachi-no otosan-no boshi ‘John's friend's father's hat’) is easy because repeatedly used –
no consistently means possession. The repeated use of identical location markers (ushi-no
tonari-no inu-no tonari-no neko ‘the cat next to the dog next to the cow’) is easier than the use
of different location markers (ushi-no tonari-no inu-no shita-no neko ‘the cat under the dog
next to the cow’) because of the semantic consistency in the former.
The evidence from Japanese and English may indicate the following process of formal
abstraction in child grammar. Recursion is first defined in terms of LOC-P or POSS-P with a
semantic dimension, and then it is abstracted to a categorical level, such as full PP recursion.
The overt morpheme and the overt semantic distinction are immediately recognizable (have
"epistemological priority" (Chomsky (1965))) and therefore partially define the acquisition
path toward categorically defined recursion found with not only PP's, but genitive phrases,
relative clauses, and sentences, which are all, ultimately, defined in formal categorical terms.
Categorically defined recursion makes it possible for children to recognize recursion even
without semantic consistency (e.g. PP recursion in ‘the cat under the dog next to the cow’). In
other words, the triggering process for syntax involves interfaces with phonological and
semantic identity. The combination of phonological identity in -no and semantic identity in
LOCs triggers recursive syntactic category, allowing the semantic identity to be unnecessary.
Our discussion provides us with the following answers to the initial issues: (i) The delay in
Japanese LOCs is initially observed when phrases recursively used are semantically
inconsistent; (ii) The acquisition of recursion is delayed in English because it lacks an overt
morpheme repeatedly used cross-categorically, such as –no in Japanese. Altogether the
acquisition path is defined both by the recognizable critical features at the SM and CI
interfaces, and the stepwise abstraction toward categorical definition.
Selected References: Terunuma et al. (201'7) Acquisition of Recursive Possessives and
Locatives within DPs in Japanese. BUCLD 41. 626-636. / Sevecenco et al. (2015) The
Acquisition of Recursive Relative PPs and Relative Clauses in Child English. GALA
Proceedings 2015. 287-301. / Chomsky (2007) Approaching UG from Below. In Sauerland
and Gärtner (eds.) Interfaces + Recursion: Chomsky's Minimalism and the View from Syntaxsemantics. 1-30. / Chomsky (2010) Some Simple Evo Devo Thesis: How True Might They Be
for Language? In Larson et al. The Evolution of Human Language: Biolinguistic Perspectives.
45-62./ Limbach and Adone (2010) Language Acquisition of Recursive Possessives in English.
BUCLD 34. 281-290. / Pérez-Leroux et al. (2018) Strong Continuity and Children’s
Development of DP recursion. In Amaral et al. (eds.) Recursion across Domains. 296-313. /
Sauerland and Gärtner eds. (2007) Interfaces + Recursion: Chomsky's Minimalism and the
View from Syntax-semantics. 1-30.

Not you, too! A two-stage exhaustification account for Italian additives/miratives
Daniele Panizza, University of Göttingen
Yasutada Sudo, UCL
The linguistic behaviour of Italian additives such as anche/pure and neanche/nemmeno/
neppure gives rise to a multiplicity of puzzles. Here, we focus on three such problems: a)
anche and neanche are ambiguous between an additive reading (i.e. they mean also/too and
not either/neither in (1a) and (2a)) and a mirative one (i.e. they mean even and not even in
(1b) and (2b)), b) unlike in other languages, anche may occur under negation, carrying an
inference that the positive antecedent is true, (3), and c) neanche is an N-word whose
distribution is limited to negative contexts (cf. (1) and (2)) and ungrammatical in positive
ones, as in (4):
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

a. Gianni ha bevuto una birra, e ha bevuto anche un bicchiere di vino.
John drank a beer, and he also drank a glass of wine.
b. Gianni era molto socievole, ha parlato anche con la sua ex.
John was very sociable, he even spoke with his ex.
a. Gianni non ha bevuto una birra, e non ha bevuto neanche un bicchiere di vino
John didn't drink a beer, and he didn't drink a glass of wine either/too.
b. Gianni non era molto socievole alla festa, non ha nemmeno parlato con la sua
ragazza.
John wasn't very sociable at the party, he didn't even speak with his girlfriend.
a. Gianni ha bevuto una birra, ma non ha anche bevuto un bicchiere di vino.
John drank a beer, but he did not drink a glass of wine *too/in addition to that.
#Gianni ha neanche bevuto un bicchiere di vino.
John has not either/not even drunk a glass of wine.

In the standard accounts (cf. Rooth, 1985; Rullman, 2003) too and even share two key
features of their core semantics. First, their truth-conditional import is vacuous. Second, they
both come with an additive presupposition that takes a set of focus alternatives and
presupposes that at least one of the alternatives must be true. E.g., drinking or not drinking
something other than a glass of wine in (1a) and (2a), and (not) speaking with someone else
in (1b) and (2b). In addition, miratives come with a second presupposition which ensures that
the assertion, e.g. John speaking with his ex or not speaking with his girlfriend, is highly
ranked on a likelihood scale. The licensing conditions of neanche are usually stipulated in
syntax (cf. Zeijlstra, 2008) but in more recent proposals they have been derived from the
interaction between their presuppositions and exhaustivity implicatures (Chierchia, 2013).
Recursive and multi-stage exhaustification (Panizza and Chierchia, 2019) has been
used to derive additive inferences of positive (Szabolcsi, 2017) and negative (Gajic, 2019)
additives as well as exclusives under negation (Panizza and Chierchia, 2019). The current
proposal builds on Panizza and Chierchia 2019 to derive the above complex behavior of
anche/neanche in Italian. The main assumptions we make are the following. First, neither
additivity nor mirativity is presuppositional but they result from obligatory exhaustification.
Second, linguistic items differ with respect to a) the way they encode the alternatives in an
entailment-based structure, b) which alternatives are taken into account by a second-stage

exhaustification, and c) the constraints they pose on the scope configuration between logical
operators (e.g. the exhaustivity operator and negation).
Let us consider affirmative sentences such as (1a-b). Assuming a standard semantics
for the exhaustivity operator in (5), the lexical entry of anche-also will look like (6a), and its
additive inference is generated by exhaustification of pre-exhaustified alternatives, as in (6b).
(5)
(6)

ExhALT (p) = λw[ p(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ ALT [p ⊄ q → q(w) = 0]
a. ANCHEALT(p) = ExhExh(ALT)(p); ALT: {a, b}; Exh(ALT) = {ExhALT(a),
Exh(ALTb)} = {a∧¬b, b∧¬a}
b. ANCHEALT(J drink beer) = Exh {J only drink beer, J only drink wine} (J drink beer) =
= J drink beer ∧ ¬ (J drink beer ∧ ¬ J drink wine) ∧ ¬ (J drink wine ∧ ¬ J drink beer)=
= J drink beer ∧ J drink wine

In mirative uses, anche-even operates on a scale ranked by likelihood as in (7a). This can be
encoded in an entailment-based scale by applying an AT-LEAST operator to exhaustified
alternatives, as in (7b).
(7)

a. Likelihood scale: spokewith ex < spokewith girlfriend
b. Entailment scale: [only spokewith ex] ⊆ [only spokewith ex ∨ only spokewith
girlfriend]

This is a natural way of mapping probability into entailment. Every alternative to the right is
more likely than the alternatives to its left. The same mechanism has been advocated by
Panizza and Chierchia (2019) to derive the rank-order reading of only with non-entailment
alternatives. The only difference is that with exclusive the alternatives are not locally
exhaustified. Once we apply the semantics in (6a) to (2a), we obtain the additive inference:
John spoke with at least another salient individual, ranked lower than the assertion in (7a-b).
(8)

ANCHEALT(J spokewith ex) = Exh {only spokewith ex], [only spokewith ex ∨ only spokewith girlfriend} (J
spokewith ex)
= J spokewith ex ∧ ¬ (spokewith ex ∧ ¬ spokewith gf) ∧ ¬((spokewith ex ∧ ¬
spokewith gf) ∨ (spokewith gf ∧ ¬ spokewith ex)) = spokewith ex ∧ spokewith gf

To derive the additive inference in negative context (i.e. (3)), we assume that anche triggers a
second-stage exhaustification above the negation, which takes as alternatives the negated
proposition itself, i.e. (9a), and the negative alternatives that are distinct from the assertion
(i.e. the negated antecedent, ¬ J drink beer) . The latter alternative is logically stronger than
(9a) hence it gets negated:
(9)

(10)

a. ¬ ANCHEALT(J drink wine) = ¬ (J drink wine ∧ J drink beer) =
= ¬ J drink wine ∨ ¬ J drink beer
b. ExhALT' (¬ ANCHEALT(J drink wine) ) ;
ALT’ = { not (anche (J drink wine)), not J drink beer}
ExhALT' (¬ J drink wine ∨ ¬ J drink beer); ALT’ = {¬ J drink wine ∨ ¬ J drink beer,
¬ J drink beer}= ¬ J drink wine ∧ J drink beer

In English this operation is not encoded in the semantics of also/too, which are PPIs. Since
“also/too” needs to take scope over negation, the resulting inference contradicts the first
sentence (‘John drank beer’).
This system allows to model the behavior of neanche with a minimal stipulation:
strong NPIs trigger a double-scope interpretation, with a second-stage exhaustification (6a)
for each scope configuration.
(11)

NEANCHEALT(¬ J drink b) = ANCHEALT (ANCHEALT(¬ J drink b)) ∧
ANCHEALT (¬ANCHEALT(J drink b))

One yields an existential (additive) inference, as in (6b), but a negative one, and the second
application of Exh is vacuous, as in (12a). The other one yields a universal negative inference
as in (12b).
(12)

a. ANCHEALT (ANCHEALT(¬ J drink beer)) = ANCHEALT(¬ J drink beer) =
= ¬ J drink beer ∧ ¬ J drink wine
b. ANCHEALT (¬ ANCHEALT(J drink beer)) = ANCHEALT(¬ J drink beer ∨ ¬ J drink
wine) = (¬ J drink beer ∨ ¬ J drink wine) ∧ ¬ (J drink beer ∧ ¬ J drink wine) ∧
¬ (J drink wine ∧ ¬ J drink beer) = (J drink beer → ¬ J drink wine) ∧ (J drink beer →
J drink wine) ∧ (J drink wine → J drink beer) = ¬ J drink beer ∧ ¬ J drink wine

Notice that (12b) can be seen as the negative counterpart of the Free Choice effect, and its
motivation is to ensure that every active alternative is false. While in the example above there
is only one alternative (i.e. J drink wine) distinct from the assertion, it can be shown that in
cases with more alternatives (12b) leads to strengthening. To explain why (4) is
ungrammatical we must assume that neanche signals the presence of a lower negation in the
structure and tiggers double-scope exhaustification. In a positive environment this leads to
analytical contradiction as below.
(13)

a. NEANCHEALT(J drink b) = ANCHEALT (ANCHEALT(J drink b)) ∧
ANCHEALT (¬ ANCHEALT(J drink b))
b. J drink beer ∧ J drink wine ∧ (J drink beer → ¬ J drink wine) = ⊥

We have proposed a system based two-stage exhaustification to account for the interpretation
and distribution of additives and miratives in Italian. This allows us to further explain in a
principled way a) why sentences like (3) are grammatical in Italian, but not in other
languages, and b) the distribution of N-words and strong NPIs like neanche.
References: Gajic (2019) Negated definite conjunction and its implicatures, SuB 23; Panizza,
D. & Chierchia, G. (2019) Just exhaustifcation, AmsColloq.; Rooth, M. (1985) Association
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Children’ sensitivity to some – but not all – Gricean Maxims
Francesca Panzeri & Francesca Foppolo
University of Milan Bicocca
When speakers are engaged in a conversation, they usually follow a Principle of Cooperation,
that can be broken down in four Maxims of Conversations that regulate the content of what is
said (that must be truthful, enough informative and relevant), and also its form (speakers ought
to be clear, concise, and orderly, Grice, 1975). Conversational implicatures are drawn under
the assumption that the speaker complies with these maxims. Preschool children are known to
have trouble in this kind of pragmatic reasoning: they tend to stick to the literal meaning of
figurative statements (such as metaphors, metonymies, irony, Winner, 1997), and they do not
compute scalar implicatures (Foppolo et al., 2012), even if their difficulty in rejecting
underinformative statements might be due to their tolerance to pragmatic violations (Katsos &
Bishop, 2011). Surian and collaborators (Surian et al., 1996) designed a task, the
Conversational Violations Test (CVT) to verify whether children are sensitive to unmotivated
violations of Gricean Maxims: children were presented with two puppets that answered to
ario s q estions, and the child s task as to identify who was giving silly answers. For
instance, hen asked What did o get for o r birthda ? , one p ppet ans ered A bike
(answer that complies with the maxims), and the other A present (violating the Maxim of
Quantity). The CVT has been used to test atypical populations (children with ASD and SLI,
Surian et al, 1996; hearing impaired children, Surian et al., 2010) and bilingual children (Siegal
et al, 2009, 2010), with typically developing (TD) monolingual children serving solely as
control group. As a consequence of this, the evolutionary trajectory of TD children in the
mastering of Gricean Maxims has not been attested yet. Moreover, the CVT faces some
problems: first of all, the child is presented with two alternatives, one that violates, and one
that complies with, the maxims. Choosing the correct answer does not necessarily indicate that
the child is aware that an answer that violates a maxim is pragmatically inadequate, since the
child could have simply identified the (more) appropriate answer. Moreover, the child is
req ired to e al ate the correctness of the p ppets ans ers itho t an conte t: in the abo e
example, the child cannot be sure that the puppet did receive a bike for his birthday, and so she
might think that a present is a safer response.
We designed a ne task that aims at testing children s sensiti it to Gricean Ma ims iolations
with two main modifications with respect to the CVT: the context against which the test item
is evaluated is given to the child, so that she can assess the sentence relative to the situation it
refers to; and the child is presented with one item at a time, and she has to judge its
appropriateness. Up to now, we tested 49 preschool Italian children (24 female, MA: 63
months; age range: 43-82 months), and 36 Italian adults as controls. We are currently testing
school-aged children, enrolled in the first three years of primary schools. In the task, children
are introduced to Bruno, a boy who does many things, and to Elmo, a puppet who is very
curious, but who is blind-folded, so he cannot see what happens, and therefore he poses a lot
of questions to Bruno. Children are told that Bruno always answers to Elmo, but that they
should be careful, because sometimes Bruno gives answers that are wrong, or at least not
completely adequate: in those cases, children should warn Elmo, and tell him what really
happened, since they are presented with the actual situation. An item is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Example of Violation of the Maxim of Quantity: the
child is first presented with the image of Bruno, with an apple and
a croissant. The narrator s oice sa s: This is hat Br no ate for
breakfast . Then Elmo arri es, and asks: What did o eat? . And
Bruno answers: I ha e eaten an apple .

The task comprises a total of 24 items: 12 critical items (exemplified in Table 1), and 12 control
sentences (8 clearly true and 4 false statements that can be considered also violations of
Quality). Following Katsos & Bishop (2011), children were given three alternative answers:
gold medal / smiley face for true and appropriate answers; bronze medal / sad face for false
answers; and silver medal / neutral face for true but pragmatically inappropriate answers.
N
2
2
2
2
2
2

Type
Quantity_Conjuncts
Quantity_Superset
Relation
Manner_Order
Manner_Brief
Maximize Presupposition

Example
I ate an apple (when Bruno ate an apple and a croissant)
I received a present (when Bruno received a car)
My favourite shirt has a hole for the head and two sleeves
I went to bed and I brushed my teeth
I ate a fruit with a yellow peel and that monkeys love
A sun is shining (Schlenker, 2012)

Table 1. Description of the experimental items.

Since we are still collecting data, we report here only the descriptive statistics, collapsing the
answers in a dichotomous way, grouping together the bronze and silver medal answers, taken
as rejections of the statement (correct answers for the critical items, that violate Gricean
maxims, and for the false fillers). Both children and adults were at ceiling for the filler items
(over 95%). Important difference
100%
emerged for the critical items: adults
80%
always rejected unmotivated violations
60%
of the Maxim of Quantity and of
40%
Relation, and were more tolerant
20%
towards sentences that did not comply
0%
with the Maxims of Manner (be brief,
Quantity Quantity
Manner_ in
Manner_
Figure MaxPres
2. Accuracy
the six
conditions,
Relation
_Superse for
_Conjun
and be orderly) or that did not adhere to
Order
Brief
children (blue bars) and adults (red bars). t
ct
the Maximize Presupposition principle.
Children
19%
33%
39%
45%
47%
58%
Preschool children on the other hand had
Adults
68%
47%
69%
97%
94%
99%
an overall much lower rate of rejection,
but, as the adults, they penalized to a
Figure 2. Accuracy by children and adults.
greater extent sentences that violated
Quantity and Relation, and were less sensitive to violations of Manner and Maximize
Presuppositions.
These results suggest that adults sanction violations of the maxims differently: statements that
do not permit to understand what really happened (violations of Quantity and Relation) are
always penalized, whereas sentences that violate Manner or Maximize Presuppositions are
more tolerated. Preschool children exhibit a similar pattern, even if they are not yet sensitive
to pragmatic violations, since for the majority of the cases they appear to be satisfied as long
as the uttered sentences are literally true. When data from school-aged children will be
available, we hope to get a clearer picture on the evolutionary trajectory that lead children to
appreciate not only the semantic truth of sentences, but also their appropriateness in a
conversational exchange.
References: Foppolo, Guasti & Chierchia (2012). Scalar implicatures in child language:. LLD. Grice
(1975). Logic and Conversation. Katsos & Bishop (2011). Pragmatic tolerance:. Cognition. Schlenker
(2012). Maximize presupposition and Gricean reasoning. NLS. Siegal, Iozzi & Surian (2009).
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1. Introduction In recent Linguistic Inquiry articles, Marelj & Matushansky (2015), Matushansky
(2019) and Bruening (2018) demonstrate that a number of constructions so far analysed as involving
small clauses (SCs) are amenable to alternative analyses. Against this background, this abstract takes
up an early observation by Y.-H. Audrey Li (1990) that Chinese systematically lacks equivalents for
English SCs with nominal predicates (We elected [SC John president]) and argues that Chinese lacks
SCs altogether. Alleged SCs reported in the literature are nothing but translational equivalents of
English SCs and involve completely different structures. The new observation that if a category X in
Chinese is not licit as an autonomous predicate in matrix sentences, then X is not licit as predicate
elsewhere, combined with the lack of exceptional case marking verbs, converge to demonstrate the
non-existence of SCs in Chinese (pace a.o. S. Tang 1998, Ansaldo et al 2015, Zhang 2016).
2. The repertoire of predicative XPs in Chinese – although a basic task - has not been systematically
examined by the proponents of SC in Chinese and it has not been checked whether predicative XPs
behave alike in root vs non-root contexts.
2.1. Nominal projections require the copula shì ‘be’ (1). The absence of shì ‘be’ is exceptional and
restricted to affirmative root-clauses (compare (2) with (3)). In the presence of negation and adverbs,
the copula is obligatory (2). In secondary predicates (4), shì is obligatory as well. (Cf. Huang (1984,
1987) who argues for an analysis of the bracketed constituent following the object in (4) as a
secondary predicate on the object DP, not a DP-internal modifier.)
(1) T *(shì) ti ncái /f guórén
/xuésh ng/Lì jiàoshòu / w de péngyou.
3SG be genius/ French.person/student /Li professor/ 1SG SUB friend
‘She is a genius/French/a student/professor Li/ my friend.’
(2a) Ta {Ø/shì }/ bù *(shì) f guórén
(2b) Sìchu n {Ø/shì }/y *(shi) h o dìf ng.
3SG be
NEG be French.person
Sichuan
be /also be good place
‘She is (not) French.’
‘Sichuan (also) is a good place.’
(3) T shu / juéde [compl.cl. [n *(shì) f guórén
/ Sìchu n *(shì) h o dìf ng]].
3SG say / think
2SG be French.person / Sichuan be good place
‘He says/thinks that you are French/that Sichuan is a good place.’
(4) W y u [y ge xuésh ng]i [sec.pred. proi *(shì) ti ncái/ b iwànfùw ng].
1SG have 1 CL student
be genius/ millionaire
‘I have a student who is a genius/a millionaire.’
2.2. Adjectives Chinese has two classes of intersective adjectives, those functioning as predicates on
their own (5), and those requiring the copula shì ‘be’ plus the particle de (6). The former combine
directly with negation and adverbs and are incompatible with shì ‘be’ (5):
(5a) T (*shì) f icháng c ngmíng/ bù c ngmíng. (5b) W j nti n (*shì) tèbié máng.
3SG be very
intelligent/ NEG intelligent
1SG today
be very busy
‘She is very intelligent/not intelligent.’
‘I’m terribly busy today.’
(6a) Pánzi *(shì) f ng *(de)/bù shì f ng de.
(6b) Yách *(shì) ji
*(de)/ bù shì j a de.
plate be square DE /NEG be square DE
tooth be artificial DE/ NEG be art. DE
‘The plate is (not) square.’
‘The teeth are (not) artificial.’
Crucially, the copula on its own without de is unacceptable: *Pánzi shì f ng ‘plate be square’.
The same facts hold for adjectives as secondary predicates on the object DP:
(7) T y u s n ge xuésh ng [ pro f icháng c ngmíng]/ y ge yách [ pro *(shì) ji
*(de)].
3SG have 3 CL student
very
intelligent/ 1 CL tooth
be artificial DE
‘She has three students who are very intelligent/ a tooth which is artificial.’
2.3. PPs and postpositional phrases cannot function as predicates, even with shì ‘be’ (8a) (meaning
intended: ‘She is from Beijing’). They can only be part of the predicate when combining with a verb,
e.g. as an adjunct (8b) or as complement of a verb other than shì ‘be’ (10b):
(8a) *T (shì) [PP cóng B ij ng]
(8b) T [vP [PP cóng B ij ng] huílái] ‘She has returned
3SG be
from Beijing
3SG
from Beijing return from Beijing.’
(9)
T y u s n ge xuésh ng [ pro [vP [PP cóng B ij ng] huílái].
3SG have 3 CL student
from Beijing return
‘She has three students who have come back from Beijing.’
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(10a) *Fángzi (shì) [PostP cónglín páng].
house be
forest near

(10b) Fángzi [vP *(zài) [PostP cónglín páng]]
house
be.at
forest near
‘The house is near the forest.’
(11) T y u y ge fángzi [pro *(zài) [PostP cónglín páng]].
3SG have 1 CL house
be.at
forest near
‘She has a house which is near the forest.’
Crucially, proponents of SC in Chinese completely neglect PPs and PostPs and their principled
inability to function as predicates (cf. a.o. Sybesma 1999, T. Tang 2000, Wei 2007).
3. Non-existence of ECM verbs in Chinese The complement position of ECM verbs is among the
contexts par excellence for SCs: I consider [SC him [NP a genius]]. However, the corresponding
Chinese translations do not feature ECM verbs, but either verbs selecting a clausal complement
requiring a full-fledged predicate (cf. (12), (3)), or double object verbs (13) (contra a.o. S. Tang 1998,
T. Tang 2000, Wei 2007, Zhang 2016). SCs with PP-predicates: I expect [SC him [PP off my ship]],
have no direct equivalent in Chinese and must be rendered by a paraphrase.
(12) W rènwéi/xi ng /shu [cl.compl. t *(shì) ti ncái/ t h n bèn /(*cóng B ij ng)].
1SG think /believe/say
3SG be genius/ 3SG very stupid/ from Beijing
‘I think/believe/say she is a genius/ very stupid (not: ‘I consider her a genious/stupid.’)
Unlike her a genius/stupid, t shì ge ti ncái/ h n bèn are well-formed independent clauses (cf. Audrey
Li 1990: 130-134.) Also cf. Ussery/Ding/Liu (2016), who state the absence of differences between the
clausal complements of Chinese believe type verbs and say type verbs.
(13) W men jiào t [DP Wáng laoshi ]/ [NP sh gu ]/ *[AP h n bèn].
1PL
call 3SG
Wang teacher/
fool /
very stupid
‘We call him Prof. Wang/ a fool / very stupid.’
The alleged ECM verbs jiào ‘call sb sth’; dàng, dàngchéng ‘treat as, consider as, (mis)take for’ are
ditransitive verbs and only allow a DP as second argument, no AP nor PP: ‘V DP1 DP2’, pace S. Tang
(1998), T. Tang (2000), Wei (2007), Zhang (2016). (Also cf. Marelj & Matushanky’s (2015) analysis
of ‘take DP1 for DP2’ verbs in English, Serbo-Croation and Russian as ditransitives, not ECM verbs.)
To summarize: The very reason to postulate SCs was the asymmetry observed for otherwise nonpredicational XPs to be licit predicates in certain non-root contexts. This asymetry does not hold for
Chinese: the same class of XPs are predicates in root and non-root contexts alike.
4. Non-verbal predication in Chinese The lack of SC in Chinese has consequences for the analysis of
matrix sentences with non-verbal predicates. Given that the copula shì ‘be’ and copula-like verbs such
as biànchéng ‘become’, d ng ‘be, work as’ only select DPs (15), postulating an SC complement for
matrix copula sentences as in English (14) is not feasible:
(14a) John *(is) [SC ti [AP very intelligent]/ [PP off the ship] ].
(14b) Jennyi became [SC ti [NP president/a taxi driver/[AP rich].
(15) Ta zh ngdà xi ng biànchéng {b iwànfùw ng/*h n yo qián}/ xi ng d ng
y sh ng
3SG grow.up want become
millionaire
/ very rich
/ want work.as doctor
‘When she has grown up, she wants to become a millionaire/very rich/ be a doctor.’
The fact that shì ‘be’ and copula-like verbs exclusively c-select a DP complement challenges Bowers’
(1993, 2001) and den Dikken’s (2006) hypothesis that all predication needs to be mediated by an overt
or covert functional head; under their assumptions, the category of the predicate (DP, AdjP, PP)
should make no difference. It also lends further support to Matushansky’s (2019) “minimalist” view
that there is no evidence for and hence no reason to postulate an obligatory functional head such as
Pred° in (genuine) SCs. Instead, extending Stowell’s (1981) analysis of SCs as lexical projections,
predication is treated as the last thematic merge to an extended projection of a lexical head, leading to
a non-uniform categorial nature of SCs in those languages where they are attested.
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Syntactic difficulties in bilingual high-school students with Italian L2.
Two case studies of syntactic training.
Elisa Piccoli, Francesca Volpato
Università Ca Foscari di Venezia
This study investigates the linguistic competence of bilingual high-school students with
Italian L2 compared to monolingual Italian peers in the repetition and production of complex
syntactic structures, including oblique relative clauses, which are typical of the formal
register. Two bilingual students were administered a syntactic training focused on relative
clauses.
Introduction. Bilingual individuals have been shown to have difficulties in mastering
complex syntactic structures derived by syntactic movement. Most studies have been
conducted in school-age children (e.g. Prévost et al. 2010). We aim at investigating whether
such difficulties persist in high-school students. Oblique relatives are produced by typically
developing children at about 10 years (Guasti and Cardinaletti, 2003). These structures are
frequently substituted by more colloquial alternatives, namely sentences containing
resumptive clitic pronouns. Data on adolescents, either monolingual or bilingual, are not
available.
Bilingual individuals are claimed to alternatively use two languages (or dialects) in their lives
(Grosjean, 1982, 2008). Previous research on bilingualism has shown that few children grow
up as simultaneous or balanced bilinguals (Grosjean, 1982, 2008; Döpke, 1992). Different
factors, including the age of onset and the dominance of one language over the other, may
influence language acquisition and development. Most studies are carried out on young
children, and the cut-off point for native-like performance is proposed to be 4 years (e.g.
Meisel 2009, Unsworth et al. 2014). This study aims at investigating whether age of onset
may explain language proficiency in bilingual high school students.
Participants. G1 is composed of 8 bilingual high school students (age range: 14-20). Three of
them were born in Italy from migrant families, five of them moved to Italy when they were
children (age range: 3-5). G2 consists of 30 Italian peers.
Materials. Complex syntactic structures are examined through a sentence repetition task
developed by Del Puppo et al. (2016); it contains 33 experimental sentences and 16 fillers of
the same length as the experimental sentences. The task investigates sentences containing left
dislocation and resumptive pronouns (I leoni, il pinguino li colpisce forte – the lions, the
penguin hits them heavily), long subject and object wh-questions (quale gallina hai detto che
saluta le pecore? – Which chicken did you say that greets the sheep?), oblique relative
clauses (La bambina lava il cane a cui il padrone dà i biscotti – The girl washes the dog to
whom the owner gives the cookies), cleft sentences (È IL CAMMELLO a tirare la mucca! –
(It) is THE CAMEL at pushing the cow!). All participants were administered the repetition
task.
Relative clauses are also examined through an elicited production task, composed of 20 items
(a modification of Mulas, 2000). It elicits subject, direct object, and oblique relative clauses. 6
bilingual participants and 26 control peers were administered the elicited production task.
In the repetition task, the rates of correct sentences repeated by G1 are significantly lower
than those of G2. The experimental sentences were repeated at lower rates compared to the
filler sentences of the same length. The difficulties observed are not due to limited memory
resources, but should be attributed to the syntactic properties of the experimental sentences.
The participants arrived in Italy after age 4 are significantly less accurate than those arrived
earlier (p< .05). The students born in Italy from migrant families showed native-like
performance.

Focusing on the repetition of oblique relative clauses, G1 and G2 did not however differ.
The elicited production task confirms the results obtained by both groups in the repetition
task. G1 and G2 did not differ significantly in the production of relative clauses.
Discussion. This study shows that, overall, bilingual individuals have difficulties in mastering
complex syntactic structures derived by syntactic movement.
The analysis of individual performance shows that accuracy changes depending on the age at
which the participants were exposed to Italian, confirming 4 years as the cut-off point for
native-like performance.
The lack of difference between the two groups in the use of oblique relative clauses can be
explained by the fact that these structures are also difficult for monolingual Italian
participants. This may be due to the frequency at which they are used at school or in formal
contexts. Monolinguals and bilinguals are exposed to this language variety to the same extent.
Two case studies of syntactic intervention. Two bilingual students (G1) were administered
a syntactic training focused on relative clauses, the most complex structures. The training,
modelled on Levy and Friedmann (2009), lasted less than two months. After syntactic
training, their performances significantly improved in both tasks. They also improved in the
repetition of untrained sentences, namely clefts and (long) wh-questions. Generalization
effects were found in similar studies on other populations (adults with aphasia: Thompson et
al., 2003, 2007; adolescent with DLD: Levy and Friedmann 2009; cochlear-implanted
children: D’Ortenzio 2019) and show that training generalizes from more over less complex
structures of the same syntactic type.
Issues for future research. Persistent difficulties with structures of the formal register lead
us to reflect upon the language varieties monolingual and bilingual students deal with at
school and to develop protocols of syntactic training helping them improve their linguistic
competence in formal Italian.
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External arguments: preference for 2-merge or 3-merge systems? A quantitative
crosslinguistic analysis in Child and Adult grammar corpora.
Giuseppe Samo (Beijing Language and Culture University)
Aim: The aim of this paper is to investigate quantitative results discussing theoretical assumptions
dealing with the syntax of monkey populations (Rizzi 2016’s comment on Schlenker et al. 2016). We
shall present counts concerning 2merge systems and 3merge systems extracting data from adult
grammar corpora and child corpora, observing preferences and detecting (if any) developmental paths.
N-merge systems: Following Rizzi (2016: 144), “human languages manifest the full power of 3merge systems [XP, XP]: no human language is limited to using of single words (0-merge) or just
two-word sequences (1-merge,[head-head]), or to disallow complex specifiers (2-merge,[head, XP]).
Research questions: A preliminary research question of this paper is directly extracted by Rizzi
(2016: 144) “I.e. on the latter point, a 2-merge system would only permit external arguments
consisting of one word like [he [will [meet [the girl]]]], but not of two words like [[the boy] [will
[meet [the girl ]]]] (a structure which would require the power of a 3-merge system): no human
language appears to have this limitation and disallow complex specifiers.”
Quantifying preference for 2-merge [𝟐𝒚 [𝟏𝒙 𝒘𝟎 ]] or 3-merge systems [[𝒛 [𝟐𝒚 𝟏𝒙 𝒘𝟎 ]]].
H1: We expect that the frequency of 3-merge systems in adult grammar corpora should be ≠ 0 and
possibly higher than the frequency of 2-merge systems;
H2: 3-merge system should emerge (if it emerges) later as preferred system in child grammar.
Materials:
Adult Grammar: Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al. 2015), tool match.grew.fr;
Child Grammar: CHILDES Treebanks, childes-db library on R.
Methods:
Adult Grammar: We investigated 93 syntactically annotated treebanks of 90
varieties. The query pattern {a -[nsubj]-> b; b -[det|case|amod]-> c;} provided the occurrence of at
least one complex specifier (modifiers) of subjects (3-merge systems). The 2-merge systems’ query
detected the occurrences of pronominal subjects without modifiers: pattern {a -[nsubj]-> b; b [upos
= "PRON"]} without {b -[det|case|amod]-> c;}. Table 1 summarizes the results. The coefficients
2merge and 3merge are calculated as the product of the relative frequencies of the two elements on
every single treebank scaled by the total size of the corpus. The total takes into consideration the sum
of the trees of the treebank.
Language 3merge 2merge
Language
Afrikaans
0.57
0.79 Erzya
Akkadina
0.13
0.01 Estonian
Amharic
0.17
0.89 Faroese
Ancient Greek 0.49
0.22 Finnish
Arabic
0.29
0.13 French
Armenian
0.27
0.33 Galician
Assyrian
0.07
0.32 German
Bambara
0.13
1.18 Gothic
Basque
0.17
0.03 Greek
Belarusian
0.30
0.32 Hebrew
Breton
0.37
0.08 Hindi
Bhojpuri
0.25
0.07 Hindi-English
Buryat
0.22
0.11 Hungarian
Cantonese
0.12
0.68 Indonesian
Catalan
1.34
0.42 Irish
Chinese
0.19
0.17 Italian
Cl. Chinese
0.10
0.09 Italian Twitter
Coptic
0.34
2.09 Japanese
Croation
0.43
0.09 Karelian
Czech
0.76
0.01 Kazakh
Danish
0.34
0.81 Komi Permyak
Dutch
0.67
0.47 Komi Zyrian
English
0.23
0.60 Korean

3merge 2merge
Language
0.14
0.19 Kurmanji
0.14
0.24 Latin
0.20
0.18 Latvian
0.10
0.17 Lithuanian
0.68
0.53 Livvi
1.30
0.48 Maltese
0.47
0.59 Marathi
0.17
0.23 Mbya Guarani
1.11
0.19 Moksha
0.29
0.24 Naija
0.54
0.25 North Sami
0.26
0.56 Norw. Bokmaal
0.61
0.20 Norw. Nynorsk
0.21
0.46 OC Slavonic
0.52
0.45 Old French
0.40
0.21 Old Russian
0.55
0.20 Persian
0.89
0.00 Polish
0.07
0.43 Portoguese
0.21
0.20 Romanian
0.06
0.35 Rom. non-stand.
0.17
0.23 Russian
0.09
0.05 Sanskrit

3merge 2merge
Language
0.16
0.35 Scottish Gaelic
0.24
0.39 Serbian
0.18
0.38 Skolt Sami
0.18
0.14 Slovak
0.15
0.25 Slovenian
0.73
0.22 Spanish
0.15
0.43 Swedish
0.05
0.48 Sw. Sign Lang.
0.02
0.31 Swiss German
0.16
0.97 Tagalog
0.12
0.41 Tamil
0.27
0.60 Telugu
0.31
0.92 Thai
0.12
0.16 Turkish
0.26
0.54 Ukrainian
0.10
0.07 Upper Sorbian
0.37
0.21 Urdu
0.22
0.08 Uyghur
0.79
0.32 Vietnamese
0.34
0.25 Warlpiri
0.17
0.42 Welsh
0.28
0.15 Wolof
0.13
0.25 Yoruba
TOTAL

3merge
0.38
0.53
0.11
0.20
0.32
1.50
0.23
0.10
0.46
0.91
0.26
0.04
0.14
0.12
0.27
0.44
0.85
0.25
0.25
0.05
0.37
0.25
0.39

2merge
0.80
0.13
0.33
0.05
0.05
0.43
0.10
0.44
0.61
0.07
0.17
0.47
0.25
0.10
0.34
0.08
0.22
0.28
0.00
0.29
0.41
1.41
1.89

0.14

0.13

Results, Adult Grammar: As predicted by H1, 3merge systems are ≠ 0. Even if we do not remark a
fully asymmetric distribution due to the type of corpora (see, for example, the dichotomy between
Romanian vs. Romanian non-standard), we observe a preference for 3-merge systems. An interesting
result is the presence of two languages (Japanese and Vietnamese) having 0.00 coefficient for 2merge
systems, plausibly related to the nature of the personal-pronouns-like elements.
Child Grammar: As for Child Grammar, we investigated data extracted automatically from childesdb (Sanchez et al. 2018). We performed the task on R, asking for the relevant queries in different
steps (get_utterances(age =); isolating the target child and we created a function retrieving the
occurrences of n v (det:art n) [2merge] and pro:pers v (det:art n) [3merge] of the utterances
annotated by Parts-of-Speech (POS). The results are shown in table 2. Following Guasti (2002: 101310), we decided to investigate productions of children between 2 and 4 years of age. The results are
based on 287 different corpora for 4853 partially POS-annotated. The crosslinguistic nature does not
consider the possible dimensions of variations among languages. We take frequency of counts as a
quantitative measure for preference. The coefficients 2merge and 3merge are calculated as the
product of the relative frequencies of the two elements scaled by the total size of the corpus.

Result Child Grammar: As predicted by H2, 3merge systems emerge later as preferred option. We
believe that a fine-grained search for every language might provide cleaner results.
Discussion: The investigation in adult grammar shows that no language/variety out of 93 disallow
complex specifier concerning external arguments. Adopting the 93 treebanks as one language, we
observe a similar distribution of 2merge and 3merge systems with a (marginal) preference for the
3merge systems. The analysis of child grammar seems suggesting that the 2merge system is the
preferred option until the child is mature to acquire more other complex structures around 48 months.
At this stage, the frequency of 3merge systems (marginally) becomes the preferred one.
Further improvements: These results represent a starting point. As for Adult Grammars, we might
investigate in depth the nature of the modifiers. As for Child Grammars, the search shall take into
considerations earlier stages of development (e.g. around 12 months) and detect the four layers of 0merge, 1-merge, 2-merge and 3-merge systems. Furthermore, we shall consider other variables in
acquisition, such as corpora of (multi-)lingual children and atypical development population corpora,
which may shed light on further aspects of n-merge systems.
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ON WORD ORDER VARIATION AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE IN SPANISH
AND ITALIAN
H -INTERROGATIVES
Svenja Schmid & Georg A. Kaiser (University of Konstanz)
Most Romance languages exhibit obligatory subject-verb inversion in wh-interrogatives. An
exception to this rule are interrogatives introduced by the wh-element
where subject-verb
inversion seems to be optional in most Romance languages. This is shown for Spanish by Torrego
(1984), Goodall (1993) and Suñer (1994) and for Italian by Rizzi (2001, 2006):
(1) a. Perché
balla
Maria?
(2) a. ¿Por qué baila
María?
why
dances Mary

b. Perché Maria balla?
b. ¿Por qué María baila?
why
Mary dances

Related studies suggest that preverbal positioning in these clauses is possible because
merged in a specific position in the left periphery (IntP) which offers additional positions for the
subject to occur in the left periphery (Rizzi 2001, 2006). A pending issue in this context is, however,
whether and how the preverbal positioning of the subject is constrained in this context. According
to an approach by Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina (2017) the optionality between (1a) and (1b) in
Italian can be explained with differences in the information structure of the subject. Accordingly,
the subject in (1a) occurs in the non-canonical position in questions with perché and is, thus,
interpreted as focal, while in (1b) the subject is non-focal (Bocci & Pozzan 2014, Bianchi, Bocci &
Cruschina 2017).
In this talk, we argue that despite the parallelism to Italian, the word order variation in Spanish
-interrogatives (see (2)) has to be explained in different ways than in Italian due to differences
in the information structure. To substantiate this claim, we present results from two empirical
studies which focus on the canonical word order and information structure of the subject in Spanish
a dIa a
-interrogatives. Our studies are based on two criteria, assumed by Leonetti
(2017), to determine the canonical word order. The first criterion is textual frequency: the canonical
word order is compatible with the largest number of contexts, while non-canonical orders show
stronger restrictions on context and occur less in the discourse. The second criterion is pragmatic
neutrality: the canonical word order is the stylistically neutral pattern that is compatible with the
greatest variety of contexts, i.e. the pattern that imposes the least number of restrictions on the
possible contexts of use. Our first study is based on data from Italian and Spanish Bible translations.
Given the first criterion for determining the canonical word order, the analysis based on textual
frequency of word order in Italian
-interrogatives (see table 1) c
Le e
c a that
the canonical position of the subject in Italian
-interrogatives is preverbal. The Spanish
translation shows a contrary picture with a much higher frequency of postverbal subjects. Our
ec d d
ba ed
a a e e da a
e de ec e
e
b ed
T eC
ee
S e c H
e .T e e e c a a
c
e e
e d on Bible texts (see table
1).
Language

wh-pronoun

Analyzed corpus

Italian

perché

Spanish

por qué

Italian

perché

Old Testament (Genesis-2 Kings) +
New Testament (Matthew-John)
Old Testament (Genesis-2 Kings) +
New Testament (Matthew-John)
The Complete Sherlock Holmes

Spanish

por qué

The Complete Sherlock Holmes

Table 1. SV a d VS

de

e e c

whVS
No
%

whSV
No
%

No

total
%

11

28.9

27

71.1

38

100

45

79.0

13

21.0

57

100

6

13.0

40

87.0

46

100

48

79.3

12

20.7

58

100

-interrogatives in Bible translations in Italian and Spanish

We further analyzed the Sherlock Holmes Corpus with respect to the second criterion (pragmatic
neutrality) and annotated the following discourse categories of the subject: focus ([+Foc] vs. [-Foc])

in the sense of Zubizaretta (1998), Neeleman & Vermeulen (2012), Leonetti (2017) and contrast
([+Contr] vs. [-Contr]) in the sense of Neeleman & Vermeulen (2012). Figure 1 shows the
percentage frequency of the Spanish and Italian word order patterns by summarizing all unmarked
subjects ([-Foc] and [-Contr]) and marked subjects ([+Foc] and/or [+Contr]) in the discourse. The
results confirm the findings of the recent literature on Italian. Preverbal subjects are mostly
unmarked, whereas postverbal subjects are marked. For Spanish, we find the opposite pattern: while
the preverbal position is more likely with a focus and/or a contrast interpretation, subjects without
focus or contrast meaning are more frequent in the postverbal position. A subset of the data (40%
a
-clauses (total N=494)) has been annotated by a second expert annotator, yielding an
inter-annotator agreement for [±Contr] of 97.4% (C e
= 0.801 ( b a a )) a d
[ F c]

100% (C

e

= 1.0 ( e ec )).

Figure 1. Frequency of preverbal and postverbal subjects in Italian and Spanish across Information structure
condition.

Given these crucial differences in textual frequency and pragmatic neutrality with respect to the
word order pattern, we argue that a fundamental difference exists between both languages when
building up interrogative clauses
d ced b
. This structural difference can be attributed
to a difference in subject positions since the other constituents occupy the same structural position
in both languages. The wh-e e e
a
ed be
e ed I P (R
2001, 2006)
and in these interrogatives the verb does not move to C in neither of the languages (Goodall 1993,
Suñer 1994, Rizzi 2001). We propose that in Spanish the preverbal subject is overtly moved to the
specifier of the Focus projection in the left periphery to satisfy the Focus Criterion, while in Italian
the subject remains below the C-domain (in SubjP), as proposed, among others, by Cardinaletti
(2004).
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Creating an interdisciplinary framework for research on multilingualism
Antonella Sorace
University of Edinburgh
Multilingualism is a complex phenomenon affected by a variety of linguistic, cognitive, social
and individual factors: all the most important research questions in this field benefit from an
interdisciplinary approach that brings together and tries to integrate different research strands
and methodologies. I will show how building interdisciplinary ‘bridges’ makes it possible to
explain specific phenomena more in depth than within the boundaries of particular
disciplines. I will discuss specific examples from research on multilingualism across the
lifespan: decision-making in native vs. second languages; the selective convergence between
native language attrition and second language acquisition; social attitudes and children’s
perception of their own multilingualism in language maintenance; cognitive effects of
bilingualism with minority languages. Interdisciplinarity, however, often requires abandoning
familiar conceptual and methodological assumptions. While we are beginning to see the
impact of interdisciplinary efforts in the field of multilingualism, much more work is needed
to fully benefit from open disciplinary boundaries both in research and, more generally, in
society.

What d-linking can tell about syntax of Russian multiple wh-questions
Kseniia Studenikina, Lomonosov Moscow State University

Annotation. Slavic multiple wh-questions are traditionally analyzed with respect to superiority,
i.e. restriction on wh-words' order (Chomsky 1973), and adverbs' position. Russian is assumed to lack
superiority and prohibit putting adverbs between wh-words (Rudin 1988, Richards 1997). Chernova
(2015) proposes that superiority is not observed in Russian only if the first wh-word is specific or dlinked, i.e. contextually given (Pesetsky 1987). The current paper has two goals: firstly, I test
interaction of superiority and d-linking experimentally; secondly, I show that d-linking also
determines the adverbs' placement.
Background. Slavic multiple wh-questions are assumed to split into two groups (Rudin 1988,
Richards 1997): (i) with all wh-words in CP (Multiply-Filled SpecCP [+MFS], CP-absorption), as
Bulgarian; (ii) with one wh-word in CP and other in TP ([-MFS], IP-absorption), as Russian. CPabsorption causes superiority and disallows to put adverbs between wh-words while IP-absorption
does not involve superiority and allows adverbs to interrupt wh-cluster.
Further analysis follows Q particle approach (Cable 2007) considering interrogative movement as
movement of morphologically null Q particle merged with every wh-word. Chernova (2015)
postulates correlation between superiority and Q particle: it is proposed that in Bulgarian Q is merged
with all wh-words (1a) while in Russian Q1 is merged with XP, Q2 with C(+Q) (2a). Both QPs undergo
internal Merge to SpecCP in Bulgarian (1b) and one QP in Russian (2b). Multiple Q-agreement of all
QPs is observed in Bulgarian (1c), single of one QP in Russian (2c). In Bulgarian all wh-words land
in CP; in Russian wh1 lands in CP, wh2 in TP.
Puzzle. Chernova (2015) also analyzes superiority in Russian as determined by specificity (=
contextual d-linking) of the first wh-word: if it is d-linked, i.e. an answer is chosen from restricted set
of alternatives, there is no superiority (3); if it is unspecific, superiority emerges (4). QP is proposed
to provide unspecific reading. In particular, in Russian QP can be merged with one wh-word, so if
wh2 has been merged with Q-particle, wh1 might get only unspecific reading without Q particle.
However, cases obeying superiority are not studied in detail. The difference in adverbs' placement
in regard with d-linking is also not mentioned. In this study using experimental data I examine
interaction of d-linking and superiority and analyze adverbs' position in multiple wh-questions with
d-linked wh-words.
Superiority. I conducted an acceptability judgements experiment (Likert scale, 1-7) that tested 3
factors: the word order (direct: subject + object / reverse: object + subject), d-linking of subject (dlinked: kakie
c / bare: kto
), d-linking of object (d-linked: kakix
c / bare: kogo
). Chernova (2015) refers to contextual d-linking of bare wh-words, but in this experiment I
do not use context and consider all bare wh-words not d-linked whereas all wh-words with kakoj
c d-linked. 8 conditions with 4 lexicalizations for each result in 32 sets of stimuli with 32 fillers.
54 people ages from 15 to 74 participated in the experiment.
Table 1 presents the experimental results. ANOVA revealed significant main effect for interaction
of 'word order' and 'd-linking of subject' (F = 26.9345, p << 0.001), 'd-linking of subject' and 'd-linking
of object' (F = 16.0579, p << 0.001); interaction of 'word order' and 'd-linking of object' is only
marginally significant (F = 4.1382, p = 0.04208). The Wilcoxon test shows that sentences with reverse
order were significantly less acceptable only with (i) bare subject and object, (ii) bare subject and dlinked object. Difference is not significant for sentences with (i) d-linked subject and bare object, (ii)
d-linked subject and object.
Adverbs' placement. Adverbs' placement in multiple wh-questions was examined by acceptability
judgements questionnaire of 15 speakers (Likert scale, 1-7). * refers to scores below 3, ? from 3 to
5, OK above 5. 3 factors were tested: position of TP adverb (Cinque 1999) odnazhdy
c (between
wh-subject and wh-object / after wh-object), d-linking of subject (d-linked: kakie
c / bare: kto
), d-linking of object (d-linked: kakix
c / bare: kogo
). 8 conditions with 4
lexicalizations for each result in 32 stimuli. Restrictions on adverb's position appears to depend on dlinking of wh-words. TP adverb can be placed between d-linked subject and bare object (7), but not
between bare subject and object (5), bare subject and d-linked object (6), d-linked subject and object
(8). TP-adverbs can always stay after wh-object.

Discussion. Experiment demonstrates that superiority depends on d-linking of subject: superiority
emerges only if it is not d-linked. It corresponds with the assumption of Chernova (2015): d-linking
of subject determined by locus and number of Q particles affects superiority.
Adverbs' placement shows that d-linking also interacts with structural position of wh-words which
was not addressed by Chernova (2015). Bare wh-subject and wh-object cannot be interrupted by TPadverb (5) so both bare wh-words in Russian move to CP, Russian should be referred to +MFS / CPabsorption languages as Bulgarian. If subject is d-linked and object is bare (7), TP-adverbs interrupt
wh-cluster, so wh1 moves to CP while wh2 to TP. If wh-object is d-linked (6), (8), TP-adverbs also
cannot interrupt wh-cluster. As d-linked object is assumed to lack Q particle, it may undergo discourse
motivated scrambling higher TP-level.
Examples.
(1) a. [vP [QP Q wh1] v [QP Q wh2]]
b. [CP [QP Q wh1][uQ] [QP Q wh2][uQ] C[iQ] ... [vP t1 t2 v ...]]]
c. [CP [QP Q wh1][uQ] [QP Q wh2][uQ] C[iQ] ... [vP t1 v t2 ]]]

(2) a. [CP Q2+C[iQ] [vP [QP Q1 wh1] [XP wh2][iwh]]
b. [CP [QP Q1 wh1] Q2+C[iQ] ... [vP t1 [XP wh2][iwh]]
c. [CP [QP Q wh1][uQ] Q2+C[iQ] ... [vP t1 [XP wh2][iwh]]

(1)-(2) from (Chernova 2015: 105-106)
(4) (Context: I know that some of my students will go for
vacations to London, while others will go to Paris; but I
ignore who exactly will go to which place.)
a. Kto1
kuda2
poedet?
who.NOM
where
will.go
will go
b. ? Kuda2
kto1
poedet?
(3)-(4) from (Chernova 2015: 84-85)
Kto *(odnazhdy) kogo
OK(odnazhdy)
pojmal za
spisyvaniem?
who once
whom
once
caught on
cheating
Kto *(odnazhdy)
kakix
uchenikov
OK(odnazhdy)
pojmal za
spisyvaniem?
who once
which students.ACC
once
caught on
cheating
Kakie
prepodavateli ?(odnazhdy)
kogo
OK(odnazhdy)
pojmali za
spisyvaniem?
which
teachers
once
whom
once
caught on
cheating
Kakie
prepodavateli *(odnazhdy)
kakix
uchenikov
OK(odnazhdy)
pojmali za spisyvaniem?
which
teachers
once
which
students.ACC
once
caught on cheating
'Who/ which teachers once caught who/ which students cheating?'

(3) (Context: I know that two of my students, Ivan and
Boris, are going somewhere for vacations, each one to a
different place, but I
know where they will go exactly.)
a. Kto1
kuda2
poedet?
who.NOM
where
will.go
will go
b. Kuda2
kto1
poedet?
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Example:
concert last

/ which spectators saw whom/ which actors on the

Word order

Subject

Object

Normalized
mean grades

Wilcoxon test

Kto kogo uvidel na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

sub+obj

bare

bare

0.7830513

Kogo kto uvidel na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

obj+sub

bare

bare

0.04544845

W = 32807
p = 4.846 -14

Kakie zriteli kogo uvideli na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

sub+obj

d-linked

bare

-0.1342029

Kogo kakie zriteli uvideli na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

obj+sub

d-linked

bare

-0.2145283

Kto kakix artistov uvidel na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

sub+obj

bare

d-linked

0.2134594

Kakix artistov kto uvidel na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

obj+sub

bare

d-linked

-0.2660535

Kakie zriteli kakix artistov uvideli na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

sub+obj

d-linked

d-linked

-0.1908548

Kakix artistov kakie zriteli uvideli na koncerte v p o l j sredu?

obj+sub

d-linked

d-linked

-0.2607782

W = 23900
p = 0.2962
W = 28873
p = 1.298 -07
W= 32807
p = 0.4849

Table 1. Examples and normalized mean grades for every experimental condition
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Non-primary person features and the evolution of Romance ternary demonstrative systems
Silvia Terenghi (Utrecht University)
Demonstrative forms encode deictic features that define the location of a referent in the external
world in relation to a deictic centre. In this paper, I account for featural changes in how deixis is
encoded in Romance ternary demonstrative systems. Building on their evolution patterns, I argue
that change is linked to formal markedness and to the structure of deictic person features, and that
the seeming unpredictability of the attested reorganisation patterns is consistent with the take that
person features are ontologically equivalent operators (Harbour 2016).
I assume that Romance (nominal and adverbial) demonstrative systems are defined by
person features, instead of locative ones (e.g. Lander & Haegeman 2018). The deictic centre that is
relevant for Romance demonstrative systems is either the speaker (1) or the discourse participants
(2), yielding two contrastive forms (binary systems); additionally, some varieties have a dedicated
form for the hearer-related domain (3) (ternary systems):
(1)
(2)
(3)

acest
/
acela
(Romanian, L&S16:880)
this (close to me) that (far away from me)
(i)cist
/
(i)cil
(Old French, L&S16:880)
this (close to the participant(s)) that (far away from the participant(s))
custu
/
cussu
/
cuddu
(Sardinian, L&S16:884)
this (close to me) that (close to you) that (far away from me and you)

Therefore, Romance demonstrative systems are best described as person-oriented systems, rather
than distance-oriented ones (contra Anderson & Keenan 1985). I hold that this calls for their
characterisation in terms of person features. I follow Harbour (2016) in positing two person features
(Author, A, and Participant, P) that can each have two values (+ and –) and that (successively)
compose with π, the set of discourse-related atoms (speaker, hearer, others), to yield different
partitions thereof. Binary systems are derived by the composition of only one person feature with
π: π[±A] for (1) and π[±P] for (2); ternary systems (3), instead, are derived by the composition of
[±Author] with π, the result of either of which is subsequently composed with [±Participant]:
π[±P(±A)]. For brevity, I will only refer to [±P], [±A] and [±P(±A)] (or generally: [±F]) in what
follows.
Further, I argue that, in demonstrative systems, person features compose with the π head
only after a spatial function, χ, has composed with it to yield the region occupied by the discourse
participants. Upon composition with the sequence [χ [π]], person features yield a subregion of π,
namely the one related to one of the discourse atoms, i.e. the deictic centre, as specified by the
relevant person features, which I will represent as [χ[±F]] for brevity. The forms in (1-3) are then
featurally representable as (1'-3'), respectively:
(1') {[φ], [χ[+A]]} / {[φ], [χ[–A]]} (binary system; centre: speaker)
(2') {[φ], [χ[+P]]} / {[φ], [χ[–P]]} (binary system; centre: participants)
(3') {[φ], [χ[+P(+A)]]} / {[φ], [χ[+P(–A)]]} / {[φ], [χ[–P(±A)]]} (ternary system)
This featural system makes some predictions related to markedness. Under the assumption that
formal markedness correlates with the presence vs absence of a feature, binary systems are
predicted to be less marked than ternary ones, as they only require one feature to combine with π.
Further, within ternary systems, the most marked spatial domain is predicted to be the hearerrelated one, because under no conditions will its definition be reduced to matching feature values
(of the [+α] or [–α] type, as is the case respectively for the speaker-related and, partly, the otherrelated domains), i.e. to the iteration of one and the same operation. Taking diachronic change to
generally bring about an overall decrease in markedness, these predictions are borne out, as patterns
of diachronic evolution (and change in contact) show.
In diachrony, ternary systems can remain stable (L&S16: 882-886), but more frequently
evolve either into Participant-based binary systems (e.g. (4)), or into Author-based ones (e.g. (5)),
with different morphological options as to which forms of the original pronominal and adjectival
1

(4a,5a) or adverbial (4b,5b) paradigms are kept:
(4a)
(4b)
(5a)
(5b)

aquest /
[χ[+P(+A)]]
aicí /
[χ[+P(+A)]]
este /
[χ[+P(+A)]]
qui /
[χ[+P(+A)]]

aqueix / aquell > aquest / aquell (Catalan, L&S16:886)
[χ[+P(–A)]]
[χ[–P(±A)]] [χ[+P]]
[χ[–P]]
aquí / allí
> aquí / allí
(Catalan, L&S16:892)
[χ[+P(–A)]] [χ[–P(±A)]]
[χ[+P]] [χ[–P]]
ese /
aquel > este / ese
(Riopl. Spanish, Saab, p.c.)
[χ[+P(–A)]] [χ[–P(±A)]]
[χ[+A]] [χ[–A]]
costì / lì
> qui / lì
(Italian)
[χ[+P(–A)]] [χ[–P(±A)]]
[χ[+A]] [χ[–A]]

The patterns in (4-5) are directly accounted for by formal markedness: the resulting systems display
only one person feature, and the hearer-related domain either has the same exponent as the speakerrelated one (4), or is no longer consistently referred to by only one form ((5); if so, it falls in the
speaker-related domain or in the other-related one, depending on the position of the hearer w.r.t.
the speaker). Morphologically, the Romance domain displays an overall preference for forms that
originally encoded matching feature values (i.e. [χ[±α]], as in (4a), (5b)).
Data from Italo-Romance varieties in contact with Argentinian Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese and Quebec French show comparable evolution patterns. 32 émigrés and 7 heritage
speakers of Italo-Romance varieties that originally displayed ternary demonstrative systems were
tested over 5 syntactic contexts for each of the 3 spatial domains (speaker-, hearer- and otherrelated). Out of 174 elicited forms for the hearer-related domain, 51,7% are morphologically medial
forms (type: (3)), 29,3% are proximal ones (type: (4a)) and 19% are distal ones (type: (5b)); such
patterns can be shown to be independent from the demonstrative systems of the contact languages.
Thus, featural reorganisation follows the same lines in contact and in diachrony: loss of one feature
and new encoding for the hearer-related domain (the other domains being overly stable in contact
contexts: 100% of morphologically proximal forms for the speaker-oriented domain, 90,6% of
morphologically distal forms for the other-related one).
The predictions made by the featural system proposed here are proven right by diachronic
and contact data. Yet, person features are stable in diachrony (contrary to agreement phenomena
related to person), as is the case for the tripartitions instantiated by person pronouns in e.g. the
Romance domain. Similarly, they are predicted not to change in heritage varieties, due to their
‘salience’, i.e. their being at the top of the relative functional structure (Polinsky 2018:63-65). I
build on this observation and translate it into the word-internal domain: stability correlates with
primacy of composition, i.e. features that compose with the root of their functional node first are
more stable. On these grounds, the derivation of the internal structure of demonstratives I put
forward plainly captures the unexpected instability of person features when encoded in
demonstrative systems: here, person features are not the first to compose with π (hence: not wordinternally ‘salient’), but compose with the result of the composition of χ with π. Due to the
computational complexity of reiterated compositions with π, in ternary systems it is possible for
one person sub-feature to be delinked from the deictic π[χ] layer (while still being available in the
person pronominal system, where it is primary) in a given language. This provides a principled
explanation for the asymmetry between demonstrative systems and personal pronouns ones.
Further, the person features assumed here account for the apparent unpredictability of the
(featural and morphological) evolution patterns of demonstratives (i.e. the variation in (4-5)). Given
that person (sub-)features are ontologically equivalent functions that apply to π, no logical
precedence or dependency relation can constrain their combination with π, leaving this as a point
of undecidability that is mirrored by the attested variation.
References: Anderson & Keenan 1985. Deixis. In Shopen (ed.), Language Typology and Syntactic Description,
vol. 3, Cambridge: CUP, 259-308. | Harbour (2016). Impossible persons. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. | L&S16
= Ledgeway & Smith (2016). Deixis. In Ledgeway & Maiden (eds), The Oxford guide to the Romance languages,
Oxford: OUP, 879-896. | Lander & Haegeman (2018). The Nanosyntax of Spatial Deixis. Studia Linguistica
72(2): 362-427. | Polinsky (2018). Heritage languages and their speakers. Cambridge: CUP.
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VOS-VSO alternations in Kaqchikel
Seid Tvica
Georg-August Universität Göttingen

Keywords: syntax, VSO-VOS alternations, head movement, remnant movement
Introduction: In this paper I argue against the uniform head movement analysis for Mayan languages,
as proposed by Clemens and Coon (2018) (C&C) in which both VSO and VOS orders are derived via
a verb movement to the clause-initial position. Specifically, their account that the surface VOS orders
follow from, (i) postsyntactic reordering of arguments (ii) right-side subject topicalization and (iii) heavy
NP shift, do not account for discourse neutral VSO-VOS alternations in Kaqchikel. To account for VSOVOS alternations in Kaqchikel I argue for a syntactic analysis in which either the subject DP or the VP
move to a spec,IP position, yielding the respective orders. This correctly accounts for the basic word
order facts in Kaqchikel, as documented in Broadwell (2000). Background: In many Mayan languages,
VOS orders occur readily when objects are bare NPs, but are unavailable with DP objects. Determiners,
demonstratives and propers names cannot appear in VOS object position, pertaining to the presence
of D0 material, as only NPs can be objects in VOS orders, but not DPs (cf. 1a). If both arguments
are postverbal and the object is a DP, the resulting order must be VSO (cf. 1b) (Clemens and Coon
2018:247):
(1) a.
Tyi y-il-ä x’ixik wiñik
[Ch’ol]
PFV a3-see- woman man
‘The man saw the woman.’ (Vázquez Álvarez 2011:21)
b.
Tyi i-kuch-u aj-Maria ili si’
[Ch’ol]
PFV a3-carry- CLF -Maria DEM wood
‘Maria carried this wood.’
To account for (1a) C&C reject right-side specifiers (a la Aissen 1992) as they "present complications
for rigid VSO languages like Qanjob’al and Mam" (p. 249), presumably because subjects in VSO must
be left-side specifiers; whereas a vP-fronting analysis by Coon (2010) is rejected because it "would be
difficult to extend to languages with rigid VSO orders" as it is "unclear how children would acquire
predicate fronting if it were consistently remnant predicate fronting" (p. 250). As a solution C&C
propose that VSO is the basic word order derived via verb movement to the initial position, while VOS
is derived from VSO in three different ways: (i) postsyntactic restructuring of bare NP objects, (ii)
heavy-NP shift, and (iii) right-side topics. Since the object in (1a) lacks the determiner and presumably
the D0 layer, C&C suggest that objects are NPs that postsyntactically move to yield VOS orders in order
to maintain prosodic constituency. In contrast, object DPs contain D0 heads which are phase heads and
therefore cannot move postsyntactically. Analysis: C&C analysis is generalized to account for the VOS
in Mayan family; However, it fails to account for the verb-initial orders in Kaqchikel as they can be
interpreted as either VOS or VSO, as long the arguments are of equal degree of definiteness (cf. 2a-b),
contrary to what C&C predict to be possible. If however one of the arguments is indefinite and the other
definite then order must be VOS where the object is indefinite (cf. 3a-b).
(2) a.
x-r-oqotaj
ri tz’i’ ri me’s
[Kaqchikel]
COMPL -3. SG . ERG -chase the dog the cat
‘The dog chased the cat.’/ ‘The cat chased the dog.’
b.
x-r-oqotaj
jun tz’i’ jun me’s
COMPL -3. SG . ERG -chase a dog a cat
‘A dog chased a cat.’/ ‘A cat chased a dog.’ (Broadwell 2000)
(3)

a.

b.

x-r-oqotaj
jun me’s ri tz’i’
COMPL -3. SG. ERG -chase a cat the dog
‘The dog chased a cat/*‘A cat chased the dog.”
?*x-r-oqotaj
ri tz’i’ jun me’s
COMPL -3. SG . ERG -chase the dog a cat
1

[Kaqchikel]

Thus, Kaqchikel does exhibit VOS orders in which objects are definite involving the D0 layer suggesting
that the VOS-VSO alternation in (2a-b) is syntax-internal, rather than the result of the postsyntactic
object movement. Furthermore, heavy (subject) NP shift is ruled out, as well the right-side (subject)
topicalization, as there are no reasons to think that the subject moves (topicalizes) to the clause-final
position, since there are no prosodic differences between the two readings.
To account for the ambiguity in (2), I propose that the two orders are derived by either a head
movement yielding VSO, or VP-remnant movement yielding VOS. This analysis correctly accounts for
the fact that there are no prosodic distinctions between the two readings in (2a) and (2b). In (3) the
definite DP ri tz’i’ ‘the dog’ must follow the indefinite DP jun me’s ‘a cat’, and it must be the subject
of the verb. A relevant observation that can be made is that the definite arguments cannot precede the
indefinite (*DEF<INDEF).
A uniform head movement is untenable for (2) because if the verb moves to the initial position we
are forced to postulate a strong feature that optionally triggers object shift, allowing the object to cross
the subject yielding VOS orders. Uniform VP-remnant movement is also out since we run into the same
problem of having an optional object shift out of VP, before the VP fronts. Consequently, we are left
with the option of having either VP move to the front along with the direct object over the subject,
yielding VOS (cf. 4a), or, alternatively, verb alone moves to the front yielding VSO (cf. 4b).
(4) a.
b.
IP

VP

I0

vP

I0

vP

I0

I0

DPsub

DPsub

VP

v0

v0

spec

VP

v0

v0

spec

V0

V0
V0

V0

DPob j

DPob j

This type of semantically vacuous optionality has been proposed by Biberauer and Richards (2006) who
argue that movement can be triggered by a feature that appears on multiple elements. Consequently,
either V or VP, both containing the [V] feature, could be triggered for movement in the derivation
allowing for both orders. I assume that the projection to which either VP or the verb moves is IP.
Furthermore, I assume that the IP projection bears an EPP feature that must be checked either by VP, or
in the case of verb movement by the subject which raises to spec,IP in (4b). Since Kaqchikel imposes the
*DEF<INDEF restriction, head movement is prohibited, and therefore the V0indef Sdef orders are derived
via VP-movement only. Conclusion: The data from Kaqchikel shows that VOS orders are available
even if the object contains a D0 -layer, as instantiated by the presence of both definite and indefinite
articles. C&C’s head movement analysis involving (i-iii) (see above) does not account for the data in
Kaqchikel, as VOS orders may come with definite objects (cf. 2). Right side subject topicalization (ii) is
ruled out as there are no prosodic differences between VSO and VOS interpretations. The alternation is
also available with light subject NPs , suggesting that the heavy (subject) NP shift (iii) cannot be at play.
As a solution, I have argued that syntax optionally outputs verb movement and VP-movement analysis
that allow for the ambiguous interpretation of verb initial orders. In conjunction with the *DEF<INDEF
restriction, the verb movement analysis is blocked and the V0def Sindef orders are correctly ruled out.
Selected References: Biberauer, Theresa, and Marc Richards. 2006. “True optionality: When the
grammar doesn’t mind.” Minimalist essays 91:35. © Broadwell, George Aaron. 2000. “Word order and
markedness in Kaqchikel.” In Proceedings of the LFG00 Conference. University of California, Berkeley.
© Clemens, Lauren, and Jessica Coon. 2018. “Deriving verb-initial word order in Mayan.” Language 94
(2): 237–280. © Coon, Jessica. 2010. “VOS as predicate fronting in Chol.” Lingua 120 (2): 345–378. ©
Vázquez Álvarez, Juan Jesús. 2011. A grammar of Chol, a Mayan language. Austin: The University of
Texas at Austin dissertation.
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ANTI-CATAPHORA EFFECTS, AGREE AND PHASES
Jacek Witkoś, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań
Paulina Łęska, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań
This study focuses on cataphoric relations in English and Slavic (Polish) and Chomsky’s
(1981) Condition C violation as in (1-2). These examples show that backward
pronominalisation (BP) is banned when the pronoun c-commands its antecedent but in
English it is allowed when the pronoun is contained within a DP that c-commands the name,
as in (3).
(1)
*Hei believes that Johni is clever.
(2)
*Oni wie, że Jani jest zdolny.
he knows that John is gifted
(3)
[DP hisi latest movie] really disappointed Kusturicai.
In contrast, Slavic (Polish) shows Anti-Cataphora Effects (ACE), stronger than BP, where ccommand by the pronoun is less obvious (Despić 2013, 2015, Nikolaeva 2014):
(4)
*[njegovi najnoviji film] je zaista razočarao Kusturicui.
(SC)
his latest movie is really disappointed Kusturica
(5)
*[jegoi najnowszy film] rozczarował Kieślowskiegoi.
(Pol)
his latest movie is really disappointed Kieślowski
In this talk we aim to address the following questions: (A) Does Condition C subsume the
ACE? (B) Current theory of syntax relies on two basic structural relations driving morphosyntacic operations: Agree and Move. Which of these two relations licenses the ACE? [Ad.
A] Willim (1989) and Witkoś (2008), relying on their introspection, express doubts as to
whether the ACE is reducible to Condition C, as its intensity depends on a number of factors
such as: the depth of embedding of the pronoun, (6), and the intervening possessor, (7), while
Condition C is more robust:
(6)
(?)[przyjazd [jego1 rodziców]] zupełnie Janka1 zaskoczył.
his1 parents’ arrival surprised John1 completely
(7)
?[jej2 historie [o nim1]] wzburzyły Piotra1.
her storiesNOM about himLOC exasperated PeterACC
‘Her stories about him exasperated Peter.’
Yet, an empirical study reported in Gogłoza and Łęska (2017) examined the effect of
embedding of the possessive pronoun and showed no amelioration of Condition C (8). So
there is considerable speaker variation as to what extent embedding ameliorates the ACE.
(8)
*[asystentka [jego1 stylistki]]/*jego1 stylistka pokazała projektantowi1 modelkę.
assistantNOM his stylistGEN /his stylistNOM showed designerDAT modelACC
[Ad.B] Despić (2013, 2015) and Bošković (2005, 2012), relying on corresponding data from
Russian (R) and Serbo-Croatian (SC), argue that the unacceptable status of (4-5) stems from
Condition C. They claim that in contrast to English, Slavic possessives are placed in an
adjunct position from which they c-command outside their DP/NP.
(9) English: [DP his [D’ 0 [NP movieN]]]
(10) Slavic: [NP his [NP movieN]]
Nikolaeva (2014) and LaTerza (2016) argue that the pronominal possessive originally
occupies the same position as in English (so the specifier in (9)) and then it covertly moves
out of the DP/NP and forms a specifier of V/v/T. From this position it c-commands arguments
and adverbials placed in lower positions and causes Condition C effects in (4-5). The covert
Pronominal Raising, shown in (11=5), is an equivalent to overt Left Branch Extraction, LBE,
which Slavic (NP-, but not DP-) languages allow (12):
(11) [TP his1 [T’ [NP his1 latest movie] T [vP disappointed Kieślowski1]]]
(12) czyją Maria znalazła wczoraj [czyją książkę]
(Pol)
whose Maria found yesterday book

Both the covert movement and the base adjunction approach have their pros and cons. The
former accounts for the cases of pronoun embedding and ACE, as in (8). Yet it faces three
challenges: (a) defining the type of position the possessive moves to (A-position?); (b)
constraining a successive cyclic movement of the possessive from one DP to the next (if ex. 8
is accepted); (c) explaining covert Pronominal Raising out of PPs in (7), as overt P-stranding
is prohibited in Slavic (Polish). On the other hand, the non-movement option faces the
problems of explaining how an embedded possessive can extend its c-command domain
beyond the ‘container NP’ without movement (if ex. 7 is rejected) and how to move the
pronoun out of PP in (7). We develop an alternative proposal involving (a) a more relaxed
notion of command and (b) a relaxed notion of phase interference with non-movement
relations (Agree). Bruening (2014) modifies the classic definition of c-command into ‘precede
and phase-command’:
(13) a. X phase-commands Y iff there is no ZP, ZP a phasal node, such that ZP dominates
X but it does not dominate Y. Phasal nodes: CP, vP, NP (but not PP).
We take the ACE to stem from Condition C, so defined in Bruening (2014: 372):
(14) Condition C (Minimise Restrictors): A definite description of the form the A may not
refer to a discourse referent in active set C if A could be dropped without affecting
either (i) the denotation of the description or (ii) its various pragmatic effects.
Bruening (2014) follows Schlenker (2005) and assumes that Condition C is derivable from
Gricean maxim of minimalisation, specifying that a definite description the the A (a name) is
deviant if A could be dropped (replaced with a pronoun) without affecting (i-ii) above.
Bruening assumes a model of discourse in which D is the complete set of referents and C is
the active set (a subset of D currently processed in narrow syntax):
(15) (i) Discourse set C consists of referents represented by NPs in the sentence currently
being processed. (ii) Processing Principle: Move discourse referent R denoted by NP
N out of active set C and into set D at the right edge of a phasal node that dominates
N.
In (16), both she and the teacher are in the same active set C, where Condition C applies. The
teacher is in the active set C because the parser has not moved past the right edge (bracket) of
its DP phase. In (17) the possessive her is embedded in the DP phase. Once the parser passes
its right edge (bracket) her is removed from the active set C to the general set D on the
strength of (15ii) and it cannot cause any harm to the teacher, despite their coindexation:
(16) *She1 doesn’t like [the teacher1’s students].
(17) [her assistant] doesn’t like the teacher’s students.
Bruening’s notion of phase command and his definition of Condition C account for core cases
of the ACE in (4-5) above. Assuming that possessive pronouns are adjuncts and the definition
of phase command in (13) we see that NP is not the first phase node dominating the
pronominal possessor; CP is the next phase node that dominates the possessor and delimits its
c-domain. Furthermore, Bošković (2007) shows that phases (PIC) constrain Move but they do
not constrain Agree. For instance, in Chukchee the matrix v agrees with the object (for 3PL)
in the embedded clause across two phases: CP and vP (Bošković 2007):
(18) ənən qəlγilu ləŋərkə-nin-et [iŋqun 0-rətəmŋəv-nen-at qora-t]
he
regret.3PL
that 3SG-lost-3-PL
reindeer-3PL
'He regrets that he lost the reindeers.'
This idea delivers three immediate bonuses: (a) in the case of the ACE, a non-movement
relationship (phase command and Agree with the pronoun as a probe) could likewise
(possibly multiply) cross the DP/NP phase boundary in (8). (b) the PP in (7) is not treated as a
phase and the pronoun commands from within it. (c) It explains why DP-languages
(Bulgarian, Macedonian) and NP-languages (Polish, Russian, SC) differ in movement-based
phenomena (LBE) but look alike in the Agree-based ACE. Selected references: Bošković, Ž.

2005. On the locality of left branch extraction and the structure of NP. Studia Linguistica
59(1): 1–45. Bruening, B. 2014. Precede-and command revisited. Language 90 (2): 342-388.
Despić, M. 2013. Binding and the structure of NP in Serbo-Croatian. Linguistic Inquiry 44(2).
239–270. LaTerza, I. 2016. Binding in English and South Slavic and the parametrized DP
hypothesis. Linguistic Inquiry 47 (4): 741-753. Nikolaeva, L. 2014. The secret life of
pronouns. Doctoral dissertation, MIT, Cambridge, MA.
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Indexicals under ellipsis and role-shift in Catalan Sign Language
Giorgia Zorzi, Pompeu Fabra University
David Blunier, University of Geneva
Introduction. It is common wisdom since Kaplan (1989) that indexical expressions such as
you and I are both rigid and directly referential. However, both claims have been challenged
on empirical grounds during the past two decades. First, it has been demonstrated since Partee
(1989) that indexical pronouns can receive a bound interpretation (Kratzer, 2009). Second, a large
and growing body of research has shown that in some languages, indexicals in embedded clauses
can (and sometimes, must) be interpreted against the context introduced by the embedding verb,
a phenomenon known as indexical shift (Schlenker 2003, Anand & Nevins 2004, Deal 2017,
i.a). Most notably, indexical shift has been observed in sign languages as well, under a reporting
construction known as role shift (RS), where the signer embodies the matrix subject to report
the content of an embedded clause (Quer 2005, Herrmann & Steinbach 2012, Schlenker 2017).
Recently, the interpretation of indexicals under RS has been used to diagnose ellipsis in embedded
contexts. Cecchetto et al. (2015) have put forward arguments drawn from role-shifted elided
verb-phrase structures in Italian Sign Language (LIS) to argue for identity in form in the ellipsis
site, contra identity in meaning (see i.a. Hardt 1993, Fiengo & May 1994, Merchant 2013). We
provide new evidence from Catalan Sign Language (LSC) involving stripping that supports the
following claims: i) indexicals under role-shift give rise to “supersloppy” readings (Charnavel,
2019), a specific form of bound readings not predicted by the kaplanian approach; ii) Such
constructions also derive strict readings, something not predicted under previous approaches.
Based on this evidence, we propose to follow Charnavel (2019) in treating indexicals as e-type
pronouns that contain an indexical variable that can either be bound or left free.
Strict and sloppy readings under ellipsis. Pronouns under ellipsis can generate the famous
strict/sloppy distinction, depending on their binding status. Consider the following sentence:
(1) Mario loves hism mustache and Luigi does <...>, too.
a. ...and Luigi does <love hism mustache> (strict reading)
b. ...and Luigi does < i love hisi mustache> (sloppy reading)
The sentence has two readings, depending on whether the silent pronoun in the ellipsis site is
bound or left fee. A free pronoun having contextually been assigned an index corresponding
to Mario will be interpreted as referring to Mario in the ellipsis site, deriving a strict reading;
however, if the elided structure contains a second -abstractor taking Luigi as an argument, it will
be indexed to Luigi in the ellipsis site, yielding a sloppy reading. Since, in the kaplanian approach,
indexical 1st and 2nd person pronouns are considered rigid and consequently, unbindable, it is
predicted that they cannot give rise to sloppy readings under ellipsis. However, as Charnavel
(2019) notes, Juliet’s answer to Romeo is direct counter evidence to this claim:
(2) Romeo: Ir love youj . Juliet: Ij do < ... > too. (Charnavel, 2019)
a. Strict reading: Ij do <love youj > (Juliet loves herself )
b. Sloppy reading: Ij do <love your > (Juliet loves her interlocutor, Romeo)
Out of the two possible interpretations the elided pronoun can receive in (2), only the “strict”
one is expected under a kaplanian treatment of indexicals: Juliet loves herself, i.e. the addressee
of the context introduced by Romeo’s utterance. Under the sloppy reading, however, the silent
pronoun in the ellipsis site is assigned a different value, Romeo. Since the context is the same for
the two utterances and the semantic value of I and you is not the same, Kaplan’s theory yields
wrong predictions here.
Strict and sloppy readings under ellipsis in LIS. Cecchetto et al. (2015) show that in LIS both
sloppy and strict readings are available in VP ellipsis (3a). Under role-shift, though, only the

sloppy reading is available (3b).
(3) a. GIANNIi SAY IX-3i MARIA KISS. PIERO SAME. (LIS, Cecchetto et al. 2015)
“Giannii i said that hei kissed Maria. Pieroj j did <say that hei/j kissed Maria> too.”
b. GIANNIi SAY [RS IX-1i MARIA KISS]. PIERO SAME.
“Giannii said that hei kissed Maria. Pieroj <said that he⇤i/j kissed Maria> too.”
Cecchetto et al. (2015) justify the unavailability of the strict reading in (3b) by the presence of a
covert SAY-operator (Schlenker, 2017) in the elided VP, triggering -abstraction over contexts
and thus making the elided indexical refer to Piero, not Gianni (strict reading) or the overall
speaker. They crucially take this to be an argument for the identity in form in VP ellipsis.
LSC data. However, our data from LSC reveal that both readings are available under RS (4):
(4) MARINAi SAY JORDIj [RS IX-1i 1-AUX-2j LOVE], JORDI TOO. (LSC)
“Marinai said to Jordij that shei loves himj . Jordij <say that hej loves her/himselfi/j > too.”
In line with previous research, we also tested the behavior of the locational indexical HERE under
RS-ellipsis. Contrary to previous observations (Quer, 2005), (5) can generate a “sloppy/strictlocational” reading, where HERE can refer to London or Paris in the ellipsis site (Maria is
assumed to be in Paris and Jordin in London):
(5) MARINAi SAY JORDIj [RS IX-1i WORK HERE THE-2-IX-2j TOGETHER LIKE], JORDI TOO.
“Marinai said to Jordij that shei likes to work hereP aris with himj . Jordij <said that hej
likes to work hereLondon/P aris with heri > too.”
Analysis. This data points towards two related problems. The first is the availability of a strict
reading in (4) and (5), indicating a possible parse that does not contain any SAY operator in the
ellipsis site, and therefore cannot be taken as an argument for the identity in form hypothesis
(pace Cecchetto et al. 2015). The second concerns the interpretation of indexicals: a standard
account does not predict any sloppy reading for (4) and (5), no more than it does for (2).
Following Charnavel (2019), we propose to treat indexicals as a special form of e-type pronoun,
that is, a definite description containing two variables, one of which is the function INTER:
(6) J INTER Kc,g = x. y. y is an interlocutor of x in c ^ x,y 2 {sc , ac }

To account for the pronoun-like behavior of HERE in (5), we propose to treat it exactly the same
way, i.e. as a definite description consisting of a pronominal variable pro and another two-place
variable, the LOCATE function:
(7) J LOCATE Kc,g = x. l. l is the location of x in c ^ x 2 {sc , ac }
Admitting, in line with recent analyses of role shift, that a non-manual SAY-operator triggers
quantification over contexts, we predict that, depending on their binding status, the variables
defined by INTER and LOCATE can refer to any individual in the shifted context, provided this
individual is a member of the set which contains the speaker and the addressee of that context.

Conclusion. We provide new data on indexicals in stripping constructions under role-shift
in LSC, in which both strict and sloppy readings are available. Treating both IX-1 and IX2 pronouns, as well as the locative HERE, as e-type pronouns containing a context-sensitive
variable allows us to derive both readings obtained under role shift, in line with Charnavel’s
(2019) results.
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